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INTEODUCTION

THE social sciences are not gathering all tlie

fruits of certain recent developments of

thought; they are not all of them even using

the most modern method of study, which is wholly to

abandon the region of abstract speculation and to study

the behavior of men. Many political scientists talk

about conferring power without analyzing power ; many
economists talk about representation in industry with-

out analyzing representation; there are sociologists

who talk about individual and social interests without

sufficiently analyzing the difference, if there is one,

between individual and social interests. In a book by
a recent writer on politics these four words are used

in a sentence of three lines : power, purpose, freedom,

service. But the author has not told us what these

words mean—and we do not know. We can find out

only by watching in thousands of cases the working

of power, purpose, freedom, only by watching the be-

havior of men.

The greatest need of today is a keen, analytical,

objective study of human relations. We preach ** com-

promise '^ as the apex of the ethical life, we laud the

^'balance of power'' as our political and international

faith, we give our substance and ourselves to establish

be.
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an ^^equilibrinm" of nations. But compromise sacri-

fices the integrity of the individual, and balance of

power merely rearranges what already exists ; it pro-

duces no new values. No fairer life for men will ever

be the fruit of such doctrine. By adherence to such

a creed we bind ourselves to equivalents, we do not

seek the plusvalents of experience. If experience is to

be progressive, another principle of human association

must be found. I know of but one way to seek it. The
conceptions of politics, economics and sociology should

be studied while they are still living in the lives of

men. We need to study not the '* conception'' of a

general will but concrete joint activity. We should,

without disregarding whatever light the past has

thrown on these questions, now look at men in their

daily occupations at factory or store, at town meeting

or congress, and see what we can learn. We should

abandon the region of mere statement and counter-

statement where so much controversy takes place. We
should take our language too from the concrete daily

happenings ; the words we now use have nearly always

ethical connotations which prejudge, which merely in

themselves attribute praise or blame to individuals or

groups or state.

The biologist, the physiologist and the experimental

psychologist are studying ^* response" in their labora-

tories. Infant behavior, the behavior of animals both

in laboratory and field, the behavior of primitive tribes,

have all been carefully observed, but much less study

has been given to the relation of adults among civilized

peoples. Thousands of students have watched birds

building their nests and told us of their *^purpose'';

the same study has not been given to purpose in human
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relations and yet it is perhaps the most important

conception of social psychology. I suppose we have

thought we already understood suJB&ciently the behavior

of men, that we knew how to make the intercourse of

men serve the ends of men
;
yet the Genoa Conference

broke up, labor and capital arrive at no peace, the

farmers wage bitter war against the middlemen. To
be sure, sociology tells us much of the crowd, but the

large accomplishments of men are not made in crowd-

association. As for philosophy, this is not its richest

moment : idealism is in disrepute, pragmatism has still

bits of intellectualism sticking to it, and realism has

not yet found itself. The time is ripe for empirical

studies of human relations, social situations.

But we wish to do far more than observe our ex-

perience, we wish to make it yield up for us its riches

;

observation alone may give only negative results,

jDrompt useful guesses, suggest interesting prophecies.

Moreover, we must face the fact, if social research is

to be made valuable for us, that it is seldom possible

to ** observe" a social situation as one watches a chemi-

cal experiment; the presence of the observer usually

changes the situation. We need then those who are

frankly participant-observers, those who wiU try ex-

periment after experiment and note results, experi-

ments in making human interplay productive—in

industry and business, in legislative committees and

administrative commissions, in trade unions and shop

committees and joint boards of control, in athletic com-

mittees and college faculties, in our famiHes, in parlia-

mentary cabinets and international conferences. Bril-

liant empiricists have poked much pleasant fun at those

who tell us of some vague should-be instead of what
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is. We want something more than either of these;

we want to find out what may be, the possibilities now
open to us. This we can discover only by experiment.

Observation is not the only method of science. The
methods of physical science are observation and experi-

ment ; these should be the methods of the social sciences.

Above all, we should remember that good intentions

are not sufficient to solve our problems. Sympathy
with labor will not alone solve the labor question; a
sympathy with labor that is not founded on under-

standing often makes matters worse, for any attempt

to work out a method of industrial democracy must
begin with a frank recognition that the interests in-

volved are different and must be dealt with as such.

It is the ethics of the sentimentalist to say that men's
interests are the same; if they were, life would stag-

nate. Our present experience invalidates all facile

prescriptions for superficial reform. We want to know
how men can interact and coact better: (1) to secure

their ends; (2) to understand and so broaden their

ends.

What is the central problem of social relations?

It is the question of power; this is the problem of

industry, of politics, of international affairs. But our

task is not to learn where to place power; it is how
to develop power. We frequently hear nowadays of

'transferring'' power as the panacea for all our ills.

Transfer power to occupational groups, we are told,

and all will be well ; but the transference of power has

been the whole course of history—^power passing to

priests or king or barons, to council or soviet. Are
we satisfied to continue this puss-in-the-corner game?
We shall certainly do so as long as we think that the
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transference of power is the way of progress. Genuine

power can only be grown, it will slip from every arbi-

trary hand that grasps it; for genuine power is not

coercive control, but coactive control. Coercive power
is the curse of the universe; coactive power, the en-

richment and advancement of every human soul.

We need a technique of human relations based on

the preservation of the integrity of the individual. Of
late years we have heard too much of the collective life

as an aim in itself. But who cares for *^the collective

life"? It is usually a mere shibboleth of empty words.

What we care about is the prodiu;tive life, and the first

test of the productive power of the collective life is its

nourishment of the individual. The second test is

whether the contributions of individuals can be fruit-

fully united. Moralist after moralist tells us to give

ourselves to the general good, but we need to know
far more than this, to do far more than this ; our ideal

of society is not a kaleidoscope of pretty hits.

The nineteenth century talked of the **wilP' of the

people, the * * rights '
' of man. The early twentieth based

its hopes for social progress on the doctrine of inter-

ests, but long before that doctrine has grown cold, an-

other is emerging. Psychology now gives us ^^ desire"

as the key word of our individual life. Students of

social relations see desire as the basis of all the actions

and interactions of men. It is the word used by Dean
Pound in his latest books on law. The pregnant ques-

tion for the social scientist becomes, then, whether we
are to be ruled by the desires of the strongest, whether

we are to live in a Power-Society, or whether there is

any process possible by which desires may interweave.

This is the problem of judge and statesman. The way
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to rid onrselves of economic determinism is not to deny

that it exists; the way to weaken the domination of

majorities is not by denmiciation.

The object of this book is to suggest that we seek

a way by which desires may interweave, that we seek

a method by which the fnll integrity of the individual

shall be one with social progress, that we try to make
onr daily experience yield for ns larger and ever larger

spiritual values. The confronting of diverse desires,

the thereby revealing of ^* values," the consequent re-

valuation of values, a uniting of desires which we wel-

come above all because it means that the next diversity

will emerge on a higher social level—this is progress.

With many writers **adjustment" has been the con-

trolling principle of the social sciences, but the idea

of adjustment has been broadened and developed by
the term we have now gained, that of integration. This

expression has large implications, some of which are

given in this volume. To stick to the word adjustment

keeps us enmeshed in the thought which this word once

connoted, whereas our thinking has now gone beyond

that stage. We do not want capitalism to ^* adjust"

itself to trade unionism ; we want something better than

either of these. We want the plus values of the conflict.

This is still adjustment, if you will, but with a more
comprehensive meaning than of old. Or rather, if we
used the word adjustment in the social sciences with

scientific accuracy, it might still be a good word, but

in the social sciences adjustment as the outcome of

conflict has too often been used quite loosely, meaning
not the method of evolution, but rather reciprocal aban-

donments based on the idea that by some system of

magic subtraction may become a process of addition.
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The acceptance of the doctrine of circular or inte-

grative behavior which I have tried to give in this book,

lends a new significance to adjustment. This doctrine

gives us hints of that ^*mystery momenf which leads

from the existing to the new, shows us a progressive

experience, the way of individual and social develop-

ment. Yet it is not from the psychological field alone

that our thought is receiving this impetus. The rap-

prochement of results from widely different fields of

research is as striking as it is significant. The psycho-

biologist and the political scientist, physiologist and
philosopher, jurist and psychologist, are reaching cer-

tain conclusions which bear a most suggestive re-

semblance to one another. And these conclusions lead

to a conception of creative experience which is perhaps

seminal for our future thinking, a conception which

is surely destined to influence largely the social

sciences.

The pairings made above were not fortuitous ones

:

Lippmann, a student of politics, quotes Kempf, the

psychobiologist ; Bok, the Dutch physiologist, hints at a

connection between his conclusions and a certain tend-

ency in philosophy; the most progressive juristical

thinking has marked kinship with recent psychological

thought ;
^ Kohler brings to us from his field of work

some striking resemblances to the observations of the

psychiatrists ; the results of one social worker ^ are in

some respects most interestingly like the conclusions

of some of our contemporary psychologists ; the same
might be said of the ideas worked out in regard to

methods by a successful labor manager ^ who, from his

study of how to deal with the complaints of his work-

1 See pp. 268-9. 2 See pp. 105-7. 3 See pp. 79-80.
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men, has discerned principles which are similar to some
of the present-day psychological conceptions in regard

to relation. In Chapters III, IV and V, I have written

of these conceptions, but as psychology is a domain in

which the more general student may easily lose his

bearings, I have tried to give some of the implications

of recent psychological thought without venturing on

difficult technicalities. If, however, an encounter with

these has sometimes been unavoidable, and I have not

been able to escape all the dangers involved, I hope

it will be recognized that I am not writing on

psychology, but merely indicating certain correspond-

ences in different fields of thinking which seem to me
suggestive. I do not wish to overwork these correspond-

ences or to treat as more than analogy that which is

only analogy. We have always to guard against sub-

stituting for observation of social relations facile and
interesting analogies from psychological studies of the

individual. We cannot equip ourselves with the results

of research on one level and *' apply'' them to another.

But, interested chiefly in the seeking of a new method,

as are most students of the social sciences today, I

have taken illustrations of a method which I think vital

wherever I could find them; that is, I have used as

illustrative material certain parallels (although not

wishing to force their standing as parallels) which

seem to me to indicate a new attitude towards method.

The social sciences are in some respects in the state

of the physical sciences before Newton. The great con-

tribution of Newton to the physical sciences was his

showing of the relation of quantitative analysis to

qualitative analysis. This must be worked out for the

social sciences where we have not always under-
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stood the relation between qnantitative and qualitative

analysis.

I should like to add, since my position in regard to

some of the matters touched on in this volume might

otherwise be misunderstood, that I have often referred

to the results of psychological research in discussing

social phenomena when my inclination would sometimes

have been to refer to philosophical discussion of the

points involved. I have done this partly because the

experimental verification which psychology is bringing

to certain philosophical conceptions seems to me very

valuable, and also because since what is called social

psychology is coming to have more and more standing

as a subject of study, it has seemed to me useful to

bring together present psychological and social data as

far as I could in regard to the one idea in this book.

In addition to this I have thought that the correlation

of the results of entirely independent observation in

different fields might be interesting, that we might get

an appreciation of the full import of certain concep-

tions in one field of study by a cognizance of their value

in other fields, that the cross-fertilizations, so to speak,

which are now going on in our thinking are worthy of

recognition.

I have, therefore, because I have entered other fields

of study than my own in writing this book, more ac-

knowledgments to make than is usual. So many people

have given me most generously of their time, either to

discuss particular problems or to read and criticize

manuscript, that their names would make too long a

list to print here, yet my sense of indebtedness for the
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many suggestions they liave given me is none the less

great.

From Professor Sheffield, however, I have had a

kind of help which should receive special mention, for

Mr. Sheffield has conceived his own particular subject

of study, that of discussion,* so broadly, the technique

he is working out is so valuable for all students of

social conflict, that my talks with him have been most

helpful to me. He has also read the whole of my manu-
script and made many suggestions and additions.

With Professor E. C. Lindeman my work has been

still more closely connected. For two years Mr. Linde-

man has engaged in a study of marketing cooperatives,

not only for the purpose of investigating an aspect of

the cooperative movement but also in order to observe

an acute form of social conflict, that between farmers

and middlemen. Mr. Lindeman and I shared the hope

that from this investigation certain conclusions might

be drawn which would be valuable for social conflict in

general, and also that there might be developed some

fruitful methods of social research in line with the

general advance in sociological thinking. In recognition

of much that was common in our aims, we decided that

it would be advantageous to maintain a rather close

working connection, and we have therefore had con-

ferences from time to time from which I have learned

much. Moreover, Mr. Lindeman has very kindly al-

lowed me to use his material as freely as I wished,

material which shows great discernment and which

recognizes the difference between the dramatic mo-

ments and those more subtle and intangible workings

that often reveal the real values of a situation. I have

4 See Alfred Dwight Sheffield, Joining in Discussion.
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used certain illustrations which he has given me and
others which I have gained from going over a large

amount of printed matter (cooperative news organs,

propagandist pamphlets, contract forms, contested

cases, etc.) which he has sent me. Mr. Lindeman's own
forthcoming book, Social Discovery, An Approach to

the Study of Functional Groups, seems to me a valuable

contribution toward that new technique of social re-

search which is so badly needed today.

To Mr. Herbert Croly I owe deep gratitude for the

interest he has shown in my work, and for his generous

encouragement which has not only stimulated my ef-

forts but helped to give direction to them. To his books.

Progressive Democracy and The Promise of American

Life, my thinking is much indebted, for they greatly

enlarged my vision and opened for me entirely new
vistas of the possibilities of the development of

democracy, of the meaning of citizenship.

It is impossible to express what I owe to my friend.

Miss Isobel L. Briggs, for her untiring help, day by
day, in considering with me difficult points both of

thought and presentation, in preparing manuscript and

in reading proof.





PART I

EXPERIENCE AS SELF-SUSTAINING AND
SELF-RENEWING PROCESS

I

viCABious experience: are experts the revealers of

truth!

THE most striking characteristic of the thought

of today is the trend toward objectivity:

psychology has given us behaviorism, political

scientists are emphasizing ** accurate information^' as

the solution of all our difficulties, and jurists tell us

that law must rest not on abstract principles but on

social facts.

The present apotheosis of the expert, the ardent

advocacy of **facts,'' needs some analysis. The ques-

tion of democracy is often discussed on the assump-

tion that we are obHged to choose between the rule

of that modern beneficent despot, the expert, and a

muddled, befogged ** people.'' If the question were

as simple as that, most of our troubles would be over

;

we should have only to get enough Intelligence Bureaus

at Washington, enough scientific management into the

factories, enough specialists (on hygiene, transporta-

tion, etc.) into the cities, enough formulas from the

agricultural colleges into the country, and all life

would become fair and beautiful. For the people, it

is assumed, will gladly agree to become automata when
we show them all the things—nice, solid, objective

things—they can have by abandoning their own expe-

rience in favor of a superior race of men called

experts.
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WMle I am sure tliat in the present appreciation of

**facts'' we have the most hopeful promise for our

confessedly fumbling world, the most needed corrective

for certain attitudes of mind into which we have fallen,

while I know from experience that we often waste time

in conference arguing about things that are ascertain-

able, still there are several points which must be re-

membered: it is of equal importance with the dis-

covery of facts to know what to do with them; our

job is to apportion, not usurp, function (the ^* people''

have a place, what is it?) ; and also we must warn
ourselves that a little of the ready reliance on the

expert comes from the desire to waive responsibility,

comes from the endless evasion of life instead of an

honest facing of it. The expert is to many what the

priest is, someone who knows absolutely and can tell

us what to do. The king, the priest, the expert, have

one after the other had our allegiance, but so far as

we put any of them in the place of ourselves, we have

not a sound society and neither individual nor general

progress.

To overemphasize the importance of the expert

would be impossible, but after we have fully recognized

his value to society, there still remains to be consid-

ered the legitimate relation between expert and people.

For a generation the slogan has been investigation,

research, survey of cities, scientific management, social

engineering, etc. Yet through all this steadily in-

creasing appreciation of facts, the question that has

recurred to us again and again has been: what is the

relation of all this to the rank and file of the people!

This is what is in the mind of the president of the

industrial plant as he reads the report of his scientific
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manager ; everyone who has taken part in any munici-

pal reform finds this the crux of his problem.

I do not think that the solution of this problem is

to be found in that doctrine known as *'the consent of

of the governed." To divide society on the one side

into the expert and the governors basing their govern-

ing on his reports, and on the other the people con-

senting, is, I believe, a disaster-courting procedure. Yet

this does not mean, on the other hand, that * ^ the people '
*

are to be unduly exalted. Formerly the supporters

of democracy, concerned mth the machinery of govern-

ment, aimed to find those forms which should give voice

to ^Hhe people,'* but for some time now we have not

given much thought to this consideration : the thinkers

certainly have not, and the community centre move-

ment, the workmen's education movement, the coopera-

tive movement, to mention only two or three, are not

based on the assumption that the will of the people

is ** instinctively" good, and that our institutions exist

merely to get at this will, to give it voice, etc. The
essential aim of these, the most democratic movements
we have, is to train ourselves, to learn how to use the

work of experts, to find our will, to educate our will,

to integrate our wills.

The greatest flaw in the form the theory of consent

sometimes takes today is the assumption that the auto-

matic result of scientific investigation is the overcoming

of difference. This view both fails to see the impor-

tance of diversity, and also ignores the fact that the

accumulation of information does not overcome diver-

sity. This seems to me a point sufficiently important

to warrant some consideration. Daily, hourly I might

say, we see the failure of facts to produce unanimity
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of opinion. Onr Supreme Courts try honestly to get

the facts of each case, but the result is not unanimous
decision. Boards are constantly sitting which employ
experts and then view and discuss the facts obtained;

those who have sat on such Boards know that differ-

ence of opinion has not been overcome. It is always

the inexperienced man on the Board who brings in his

** facts" and expects that the impasse of the previous

meeting will be removed. Can you not see him in your

various memories, smiling round at his companions

in this happy expectation? And can you not see that

smile gradually fade as the expectation fails?

We need experts, we need accurate information,

but the object is not to do away with difference but

to do away with muddle. When for lack of facts you
and I are responding to a different situation—you to

the situation as you imagine it, I to the situation as I

imagine it—^we cannot of course come to agreement.

What accurate information does is to clear the ground

for genuine difference and therefore make possible,

I do not say make sure, agreement. The object of accu-

rate information is not to overcome difference but to

give legitimate play to difference. If I think I am
looking at a black snake and you think it is a fallen

branch, our talk will be merely chaotic. But after we
have decided that it is a snake, we do not then auto-

matically agree what to do with it. You and I may
respond quite differently to ** black snake'': shall we
run away, or kill it, or take it home and make a pet of it

to kill the mice? There is now some basis for significant

difference. Difference based on inaccuracy is meaning-

less. We have not done away with difference, but we
have provided the possibility for fruitful difference.
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To be sure, we need certain scientific information to

help us make this decision. We shall have less tendency

to run away when we learn that black snakes are not

poisonous; but then we learn that they belong to the

constrictor class, and some of us do not like even harm-

less snakes wound round our throats ; still the risk of

that is slight and my house is overrun with mice and
another scientist tells me both that you can make pets

of black snakes and that they are our best mice-hunters.

And so on and so on. I am dwelling on this point because

I want to make it clear that I think the possibihty of

a wise decision depends on just as much scientific in-

formation as we can acquire. I wholly agree that the

number of decisions people are willing to make daily

without such information is amazing, and yet I think

that after we have obtained the greatest amount pos-

sible, there will still be difference, and that dealing

with difference is the main part of the social proc-

ess. President Lowell, in his recent book Public Opin-

ion in Peace and War, says: **It might be supposed

that men of equal intelligence without prejudice or bias

would on the same evidence reach the same conclusion,

but this is by no means always true.'' ^ The effect of

the impact of facts upon us is not automatic, instan-

taneous and idea-levelling.

Moreover, the difficulty of securing accurate infor-

mation is very great as evidenced by the frequency with

which experts disagree. Two experts talking together

do not always impress us with their unanimity. We
have most of us listened to the ^* facts'' produced at

1 p. 15. Mr. Lowell then gives illustrations of this and adds,
"Divergences of opinion result in a large part from attaching different

weight to various factors in a problem." Mr. Lowell's discussion of
the relation of opinion to facts throws interesting lights on this question.
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legislative hearings by the experts on both sides. And
the whole history of our courts gives multitudinous evi-

dence in regard to the expert. Recall the testimony

in negligence cases. In a suit brought a few months
ago on accout of an elevator accident, of two experts

called in to judge the tensile strength of the cable, the

expert on one side testified, after examination of the

strands, that the condition of the cable was such as to

make it reasonable to expect that the cable would not

break; the other testified exactly the opposite. Again, a

large molasses tank owned by the United States Indus-

trial Alcohol Company exploded, doing much damage to

life and property in the neighborhood. In the cases which

resulted, testimony was taken from Harvard and Tech-

nology experts. The expert on one side testified that

the fragments of steel plates of which the tank was com-

posed showed that the force causing the explosion came
from within ; the expert on the other side, that it came
from without, as, it might be, from a bomb. Of course

the question of liability depended largely on this testi-

mony. In the case of medical experts, the fact of two

doctors of equal reputation giving directly opposed tes-

timony makes many cases arising from accidents diffi-

cult to adjudicate. But we need not enlarge on the

diverse testimony of experts in the courts, it is a matter

of almost daily experience for every lawyer and judge.^

Fact-finding bristles with difficulties. Let us look at

some of the practical difficulties involved.^

Many seem to imagine the expert as completely de-

natured: one who has no emotions, no interests, no

2 See what Kohler, one of the greatest of continental jurists, has
written on "the philosophy of testimony" in The Philosophy of Law.

3 Fact-finding as a generic term includes fact-gathering, fact-analysis,

fact-interpretation, fact-handling, fact-presentation, etc.
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memories and associations. Is there an island where

such a race dwells ? * But waiving for the moment that

different experts report quite differently on a situation,

that they may have their prejudices, interests, stereo-

types, that they too often seem mortal and find what
they expect to find, or what *Hhe habits of their eyes''

lead them to see, or what fits in with their philosophy

or moral code ; waiving for the moment too that we have

all known Commissions where the experts chosen to

collect the information required were very carefully

picked beforehand according to their probable or

known leanings—waiving aU this, still some difficulties

arise.

First, facts do not remain stationary. A situation

changes faster than anyone can report on it. The de-

veloping possibilities of certain factors must be so

keenly perceived that we get the report of a process not

a picture, and when it is necessary to present to us a

stage in the process, it should be presented in such away
that we see the hints it contains of successive stages.

Dean Pound, in speaking of the writing of legal history

in the last part of the nineteenth century, says: ^*The

details of legal and political institutions were described

... so faithfully as they stood in detail on a given

day that they had ceased so to stand before the book

was off the press.'' ®

Moreover, names remain the same when what they

stand for has changed. It often takes a nimble mind
to perceive this.

* Mr. Lippmann 's brilliant chapter on stereotypes would completely
dispel such an illusion. See Public Opinion by Walter Lippmann for a
penetrating analysis of public opinion founded on inadequate informa-
tion, on tradition, on emotion and '

' stereotypes. '

'

5 Interpretations of Legal History, p. 70.
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Then of great importance is the danger of the ex-

pert's labels. When we are told of the accurate pictures

of the expert, we remember that there are people who
take their cameras to seances and then show us their

photographs as conclusive proof of spirit faces ! But
these are accurate pictures, for **the camera does not

lie." The retina of your eye, too, may not lie, but if

you see a man strike his friend on the face, it is better

to restrain your indignation until you find out whether

he was perhaps killing a mosquito. An unprejudiced

investigator says: **I am showing you a picture of

men fighting for an eight-hour day." But perhaps

the men were struggling for something else, such as

higher wages or self-direction. You may say that the

expert need not label his pictures. He is hardly ever

known not to do so ; our very language, overlaid with

the ideas and emotions of the race, prevents it.

We must remember also that expert or official can

choose which fact, of two, he will present to us. To
say nothing of partisan assortment of facts, experts

emphasize the one which fits into present needs or in-

terests. For instance, when there is a scarcity of white

flour, we are told that brown is much more nourishing

;

when white flour is plentiful, we are told that as it is

more easily assimilated we really get more nourish-

ment out of it.

We could carry this thought much further, for it is,

from one point of view, the thing most necessary to re-

member in any analysis of fact-finding, namely, that

the interpretation of facts depends on needs. The inter-

pretation of existence has always and will always serve

our needs. The perception of facts, our ** attention,

"

is determined by our needs or desires. The amoeba
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feels the internal drive of hunger and wraps itself

round something which stills the hunger and this hence-

forth becomes '^food" for him. He has discriminated

between food and the acid in the upper part of the pool.

In our own life, while the process is infinitely more com-

plex, it is still the same : discrimination always goes on
pari passu with needs. The satisfaction of human
needs is the fundamental law of human existence. Since

Freud, the importance of the **wish" has been before

everyone's eyes, but many advocates of fact-finding

have not seen the significance of the Freudian '*wish"

in its relation to the interpretation of facts.

As this is of great importance, let me state it again

a little differently. Facts become such for us when we
attend to them. Our attending to them is bound up in

the situation. The kind of objectivity which some of

the fact-worshippers are endlessly seeking will be end-

lessly hidden from them. We want, we say,
*

' impartial,
'

'

** impersonal' ' investigation of a fact, but the signifi-

cance of that fact, by all the yet-known laws of the uni-

verse, must be part of the **wish'' which demanded the

** disinterested'' (!) investigation. The implications of

a psychology based on the **wish" are many and far-

reaching.

Moreover, we often see the confusing of part of the

facts with all the facts. No matter how accurate infor-

mation is, if it is partial, decisions based upon it will

be disastrous. In a book on business education contain-

ing problems for the student, his answer to one problem

is expected to depend on the **fact," explicitly stated

in the text as a **fact," that you can sell more soap at

six cents than at seven. A business man I know was
much amused at this ; it assumed, he said, that the other
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firms died meanwhile. What happens as a matter of

*^fact" when you reduce your soap from seven to six

cents is that your competitors reduce it to five and
three-fourths, and the question arises as to what you
are going to do then. One activity leads to another,

and the *'fact'' is sometimes as elusive as the button

in the children's game. As ardent an advocate of fact-

finding as anyone, I want merely to insist that we must
know what we mean by **fact'' in any given situation,

that we must not base our action on too narrow an out-

look on the field of facts. Perhaps this point could best

be summed up by saying that to view facts in relation to

one another is of the utmost importance, and that fact-

finding and fact-presentation must take this very seri-

ously into account.

One might go further and say that the value of every

fact depends on its position in the whole world-process,

is bound up in its multitudinous relations. One might

go further still and say that a fact out of relation is

not a fact. Yet not all experts can see the relation.

What has made the great decisions of the American
bench great is that their authors have seen the relation

of the facts before them to the whole structure of our

social life, including its present stage of development

and its ideals. As Mr. Justice Holmes says, * * [it is not]

the acquisition of facts [which is important] but learn-

ing how to make facts live . . . leap into an organic

order, live and bear fruit."

I might connect with this point a crude use of facts

which misrelates them to the situation, for things to be
*
' facts '

' must be facts within the same field. That fire

consumes is a fact, but it is not a fact for this book.

Thus statistics and facts are not necessarily synony-
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mous, but subtle estimates, comprehensive boundaries

of vision will be required in order to decide what is a
fact for the situation.

Moreover, those who wish conclusions to be 'drawn

always from precise measurements, forget that many
of our problems defy the possibility of precise measure-

ment. For instance, what is the minimum a girl can

live on **in health and decency?"—the phrase used in

the Massachusetts Minimum Wage Law.

Another difficulty which should be taken into ac-

count in fact-finding is the limited opportunity of the

mere observer; different facts are usually elicited by
the participant-observer. That is, experiment rather

than mere observation often illumines facts, or is the

best way of getting at facts. As an illustration of the

participant-observer I might cite Prof. William Z. Rip-

ley who, as chairman of the National Adjustment Com-
mission during the war, elicited facts, handled facts

and created facts.

The following warning it would perhaps seem super-

fluous to give if I had not several times recognized its

necessity while reading certain expert reports which

seemed to be based on the notion that the scaffolding of

a situation constitutes the facts. Facts must be under-

stood as the whole situation with whatever sentiments,

beliefs, ideals enter into it. The facts of the trade union

are not the external organization, its constitution and

by-laws, nor yet the strike, in its external features;

these are the mere scaffolding of the facts of trade

unionism. That this has not always been fully appre-

ciated by investigators is the cause of some of our mis-

understanding in regard to trade unionism.

Another very real danger in fact-finding is that
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while you or I may both be responding to fact, we may
be responding to quite different kinds of fact. For in-

stance, I sat on a Board last winter where employers,

employees and public cooperated to &k a wage scale to

be based on the cost of living, taking into consideration

what that particular industry could stand. It soon de-

veloped, however, that to a number on the Board cost of

living and the condition of the industry were by no

means the main facts of the situation, but the relative

strength at that moment of labor and capital. When
those members brought in a demand for a minimum
wage of $21.40, these figures did not represent the cost

of living in Boston in 1922, they represented an es-

timate of labor strength in Boston in 1922. But this

also was certainly a fact. Let us not be too naive about

facts.

Facts have intimate connection with the whole ques-

tion of power. Parallel to the history of the use of

facts must be written the history of the use of power.

Think of the cave-man standing over his fallen foe. The
prostrate savage might say, if he were a passionate

fact-finder, *^Let us look at the facts: it's a big bear,

we can divide it and there will be enough for both of us

;

moreover, if you will study the scientific tables for the

nutritive qualities of bear-meat, you will find that yon

need less of this creature than you thought." But the

cave-man would surely reply, **If you want to consider

facts, the most important one for you to give your at-

tention to is that I can kill you in another minute ; that

is the fact that gives me the whole of the bear.'' As this

is the way our international conferences and many
others are conducted at the present moment, it seems to

me indisputable that the last word has not yet been said
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abont fact-finding, or at least about facts producing

unity. The integrating of facts and power is possible,

but it would mean a different code from that by which

we are at present living. Nations are at present power-

organizations ; trade unions are power-organizations;

manufacturers' associations are power-organizations.

They must be made into something else before ** facts*'

can have their full value for us. It is interesting to

watch in any controversy, particularly when it extends

over a rather long period, the change in ^* facts'' with

the shift in power. Observation of various conflicts

with this in mind would, I believe, be fruitful.

Another point sometimes overlooked is that there

is a time and place for fact-finding. And I mean more
by this than merely that facts should be produced at

strategic moments. The trouble with Lloyd George was
often that he got a quantity of facts and went into con-

ference with them. But France did the same. Then they

pitted their facts over against each other. These facts

did not agree. Of course they did not, as they were not

the facts of the case as the case had developed in con-

ference. From my experience on Minimum Wage
Boards I see that there is possible a cooperative gather-

ing of facts which is more useful to the resolution of

conflict than for each side to get them separately and
then try to integrate them, for when each side gets them
separately there is a tendency for each to stick rigidly

to its own particular facts. On one occasion when the

employees were bringing in figures for a certain item,

that of clothing, in the cost-of-living budget, and the

employers another set, and the representatives of the

public still another set, a sub-committee of three was
appointed, one from each of these groups, to collect the
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facts jointly. The figures brought in at the next meet-

ing, thus cooperatively gathered, were accepted by the

Board and the rest of the discussion based upon them.

Thus can facts be properly used in conference, not

marshalled to bolster up partisanship. Moreover, since

far more than honesty, disinterestedness, etc., is re-

quired in the gathering of facts and reporting of situa-

tions; since the greatest delicacy of perception, the

ear to hear overtones, the sensitiveness to impressions

as well as a certain imperviousness to impressions, are

indispensable, our accurate information will probably

always have to be gathered by a number of people. We
must recognize also that the facts on two sides of a

controversy are in part ditferent, and will remain so

except in those cases where the fact-finding can be a

joint activity. It is true that even if we could have a

(Cooperative gathering of facts we should still interpret

them differently, but the initial difficulty would be

avoided—^we should at any rate be looking at the same
facts. When the attention of each side is riveted on

its facts, discussion becomes rather hopeless. When the

middleman tells the farmer one thing and the Farm
Bureau another, the farmer is puzzled even although

both sets of information may be *^ facts."

The use of statistics to suit one's purpose has been

too frequently noticed to need any elaboration here, but

an unusually interesting case has just come to my at-

tention which has a bearing on this point of a coopera-

tive gathering of facts. The research department of

a tobacco cooperative association was asked for

figures on the price of tobacco before the time of the

formation of the cooperative. They began at 1866, tak-

ing five-year periods for their averages, and showed
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that the average price was nnder 11 cents. Then an

independent investigator made the same analysis, on

the basis also of five-year periods, but began with

1868. The result was much higher. Of course it was
in the interest of the cooperative to make the discrep-

ancy before and since its organization as great as pos-

sible, yet this was not calculated manipulation to de-

ceive, it was a tendency merely to make the best show-

ing possible—the aim of both sides in every contro-

versy. The result was two sets of figures confronting

each other. This could have been avoided by making
the investigation a joint affair; then it could have

been decided what year it was fair to begin with, not

fair to both ** sides, '^ but a fair estimate of tobacco

prices irrespective of ** sides."

One of the principal difficulties in fact-finding

seems too obvious to mention: the deliberate with-

holding of facts. The chief weapon of the speculators

is to keep facts from the public. If they can in-

duce the public to think there is a shortage, so much
the better for them. Much might be w^ritten on this

question, for we have abundant material both for and
against the advisability of opening business records to

the public. The withholding of facts must be con-

nected with the question of the seeking for power.

Consider the attitude of the cooperatives on this

point. They are trying to stand in two places at once

in regard to open business: open for members, shut

for the public—a difficult position to maintain. One
of the leading principles emphasized by many differ-

ent speakers at the National Milk Producers' Federa-

tion at Springfield, was the need for every coopera-

tive organization to keep its members fully informed
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as to all its policies and all the details of its business.

It was urged that while it is characteristic of big cor-

porations and of business in general to be secretive

for fear of putting information into the hands of

competitors, the cooperatives ought to adopt a differ-

ent policy. But one of the southern cooperative

associations refuses to pubhsh individual warehouse

receipts for fear of their effect on prices, or to give in-

formation as to their solvency, or to publish prices un-

til the end of the year (the payments are made in in-

stalments) ; they have not yet told the overhead cost,

the number of members, the number of contract vio-

lations or the amount of available credit. Any of this

information, they consider, will give power into the

hands of their opponents.

But above every consideration in the gathering of

facts we must notice that the findings of experts can

often be divided into the facts which are indisputable

and those which can be looked at differently by differ-

ent people. To illustrate. Experts from various ag-

ricultural colleges meeting in conference decide on

the best balanced ration for milch cows. In that for-

mula are two different kinds of information: (1) the

analysis of the different grains showing the percent-

age in each of protein, carbohydrate, fat and fibre;

(2) what proportion of each grain in combination fur-

nishes the best mixture for milch cows. It is of the

utmost importance to make this distinction. The
farmer can have no opinion about the first: if two

farmers should disagree in regard to the percentage

of protein in oats, discussion would be futile ; the only

thing they could do would be to consult a chemical ex-

pert. But a farmer can watch the effect of the for-
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mula on his cattle ; he can vary the mixture and keep

a record of results; a number of farmers doing this

can compare results and report to the agricultural

colleges. Thus each man's share in the matter would
not be merely getting the best feed for his own cattle,

but also contributing to the formula. Thus the for-

mula may change ^vith the experience (happily, or I

should say significantly, a word from the same root

as expert) of all. This is all that democracy means,

that the experience of all is necessary. There is no
innate urge or abstract right which assures us the

knowledge of how to feed our cattle, we find merely

that the plus-idea is the best thing man has yet fallen

on. This is as true in politics as anywhere else.

Democracy is not ** idealism" but plain common sense.

In this matter of cattle-feeding there has been a

change in the last two or three decades parallel with

our change in political ideas. Some years ago the

farmer's attitude was, **I guess I know how to feed

my own cattle.'' This reminds us of the every-man-

can-govern species of democracy. The present aim of

many agricultural experts—to get the farmer to fol-

low their formulae blindly—is in line with all the over-

emphasis today on the expert. But the better way is

to find out how to combine the experience of the agri-

cultural colleges and that of the farmers. The intelli-

gent farmer does not take the formulae of the colleges

as revealed truth, but as a basis from which to begin

his own observations. He knows that the expert is not

one who has access to the secrets of the All-wise, but

one who has a particular kind of experience which

must be added to his own particular kind of experi-

ence, that both have their parts to play.
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To carry this illustration a little further, let us

note three parts in the process: the first entirely a

matter for the expert (percentage of protein, etc.) ; the

second a matter for expert plus farmer (the best mix-

ture) ; the third entirely a matter for the farmer, that

is, of two formulae with equal proportions of pro-

tein, etc., but different ingredients, it is for him to

decide which to use.

I have allowed myself this long illustration be-

cause of its significant suggestion for politics and in-

dustry. In politics we do not keep these different

kinds of information apart; there we are always try-

ing to change the proportion of protein and carbohy-

drate. To reduce this practice should be our aim. And
our aim in the so-called democratic organization of in-

dustry should be, not to give the workmen a vote on

things they know nothing about, but so to organize

the plant that the workmen's experience can be added

to that of the expert; we must see just where their

experience will be a plus matter, and we must plan

to have the workmen learn more and more of the in-

dustry as a whole. To think that a man can come
from his particular machine and vote intelligently on

the running of the business is exactly the mistake we
have made in politics. The problem of most managers

of industry is how to use their "objective measure-

ments'' after they get them; how to ensure that they

will keep as much of their objectivity as possible, and

how to make them operative through, not in spite of,

the will of the workmen.
Every increase of technical knowledge and me-

chanical invention, as President Lowell has so well

pointed out, increases our dependence on the expert.
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The indispensability of the expert is accepted; what
we need is a clearer understanding of his relation to

ourselves.

Of all the many difficulties which arise in trying

to connect the findings of the expert with the will of

the people, perhaps the greatest is caused by the

methods the expert is often willing to use in the pres-

entation of facts. Secure in the belief that he is

** right," he does not hesitate to stampede the general

public into acceptance of his opinions, for in spite

of our wish to tliink of the expert as an unprejudiced

observer who has no opinion, we see little caffein-less

information presented to the public. And I ought to

add, in justice to the expert, that the public on its side

has shown little inclination for nourishment without

stimulant. But the fact remains, whether it is due more
to the zeal of the expert or to the demand of the

people, that there is a pernicious tendency to make
the opinions of the expert prevail by crowd methods,

to rush the people instead of educating them.® In-

deed there is often more of this in the select circle

of experts than elsewhere, for those of us who are not

experts are occasionally a little humble about our

opinions and somewhat reluctant about forcing them
on others. Not so with the expert. I have seen the

method used subtly, insinuatingly, most cleverly, by
one of the foremost economists of America, one who
has done the best kind of research work, speaking be-

fore a meeting of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers
at one of their national conventions. And after the

war when the propaganda for the League of Nations

« I am not forgetting the educational methods of the Red Cross and
other societies, as well as of settlements and social workers in general.
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began, there was in one city a committee composed
largely of trained thinkers, one of them at least an

*^ expert" in international matters, who had as part

of their programme what they called a *' whirlwind

campaign" of the School Centres in various parts of the

city where citizens' meetings were being held. ''AH we
want," they said when asking for permission, ''is for

the people to stand up and be counted." But as one

of the friends of the Centres remarked, "The Centres

were not opened for men to stand up and be counted but

to sit down and think." When the expert in interna-

tional affairs is trying to "whirlwind" an audience

into voting for the League of Nations, he is using ex-

actly the same method as the demagogue.

There is much more in this point than appears on

the surface : it is by no means enough to persuade the

expert to give up crowd methods ; he has to understand

what the difference is between the crowd method and
the non-crowd method. The essential difference is

that the former creates wholes and the latter breaks

up wholes. Let me explain. The object of the crowd-

speaker is to get unanimity: the way he does this is

to take all the different aspects of a situation, about

which men might and do differ, and either combine

them into something so vague that all can easily agree,

or else get them under the roof of a single emotion.

One emotion will cover a multitude of ideas. This

point is delightfully made by Mr. Lippmann. The
non-crowd method, as I shall show in Chapter IX, is

just the opposite: it proceeds by analysis, differen-

tiation, discrimination. And this matter of discrimi-

nation is concerned as much with the expert's inves-

tigation as with the process by which he communi-
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cates Ms results. Generalization is often implicit

interpretation. For any scientific accuracy we must
use interpretative terms guardedly. Words should

not be used which imply a judgment, which award
praise or blame. We must seek a language without

emotional content. For fact-finding we must invent

a fact-language. To keep strictly to the observation

of behavior, and to force our language to record that

behavior, is what is necessary. Someone tells us that

this workman ** stubbornly'' continued to do so and
so ; this is an interpretative term, not the language of

scientific accuracy. If situations could be reported

with scientific accuracy, I believe it would have a very

marked refluent effect on the expert's observation; it

could not fail to make him observe more keenly, it

could not fail to sharpen his perceptions, if he deliber-

ately separated facts from interpretation and made
his language correspond exactly to the facts. Few ex-

perts are alive to this.

And we on our part, we like the crowd-words they

give us ; they have taken on so many consecrated ideas

and approved-of emotions that we feel reinforced, un-

consciously, by what they have gathered to them. Also

the acceptance of crowd-words is enormously encour-

aged by our inertia; they save us the trouble of

analysis.

I have been watching the presentation of facts in

the farmer-middleman controversy in the South. In

reading the literature of the cooperative movement in

the South during the last two years, as found in news-

papers, trade journals, propagandist pamphlets, etc.,

one notices on the one hand the ** facts" presented to

the farmers by the promoters of the tobacco and cotton
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cooperative associations, and on the other hand the

different '* facts" given by those opposed to these as-

sociations, the warehouse men, speculators and bank-

ers, who wish to maintain the old system. The official

organ of one of these marketing cooperative as-

sociations boldly contradicts the ''facts" of the

middlemen. It sometimes does this with an emo-

tional appeal, sometimes with a logical appeal, but

there is no effort to convince the readers that the facts

which are being used to controvert those of the other

side have been gathered in such a way that one could

be sure they were facts. As many academic con-

troversies consist, alas, in statement and counter-

statement of opinion, so here we have statement and
counter-statement of fact. A method of presenting facts

which should first establish the validity of their claim

to be facts would both help in the resolution of the

conflict and be educational.

This chapter must not be considered as showing

any scepticism in regard to the value of facts. I know
that much of our muddle today comes from a willing-

ness to base our decisions and our actions on inac-

curate information or mere assumptions. We see this

daily. Any example that might be given seems too

commonplace to mention. I recently served on a sub-

committee to look into the matter of inexpensive board-

ing-houses in Boston, that way of living which most

people consider the menace of the working girl in the

large city. We found to our surprise that the work-

ing girls of Boston lived chiefly with their families or

the family of a frien"d. There were exceptions, but

these were taken care of by Brooks House, Franklin

Square House and homes of that description, well
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conducted and carefully supervised houses. The wel-

fare worker at Jordan & Marsh's department store

told me that of their two thousand women employees

practically none boarded; they commuted from about

sixty-three towns. She too had been much surprised

at this, as she had supposed one of her chief tasks

would be the boarding-house problem. My sub-com-

mittee reported these facts to the main committee, but

for weeks afterwards that committee in its discussions

assumed, as they had done all their lives, that worldng

girls in a city lived chiefly in boarding-houses and ran

all the dangers involved. We quietly hit that assump-

tion every time it reared its head, but never kiUed it

entirely. The mere fact, however, of a sub-committee

being appointed to investigate this subject was a step

towards *^ accurate information."

Another thing is interesting : we are advancing the

boundary-line of ascertainable facts; while insisting

that we shall not discuss as matters of opinion what

are matters of fact, we are finding that more and more
subjects can be taken from the field of mere opinion.

In a meeting of the manufacturing committee in a

large industrial plant the members were considering

the advertising for the Christmas trade, and the dis-

cussion was over the question whether a three-line ad-

vertisement for six weeks attracted more attention

than a longer advertisement for a shorter period. As
the advertising was to cover the whole country, the

cost was of some importance. The discussion went on,

sides were taken, until the President or the company
walked in, heard what was going on and said, ^^\Yliy

discuss what we ought to be able to find out? I will

ask the department of psychology at Columbia to take
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up this question. By getting their students to read

magazine advertisements over an extended period and
make careful notes of what attracts them, we may be

able to get some information on the subject. Mean-
while let us not go through the farce of taldng a vote

on something we know nothing about ; let us go on as

we have done in previous years until we get something

on which to base our opinions."

I give my full adherence to the doctrine of *^ accu-

rate information.'' We see every day how necessary

are warnings to us on this point. For instance, ** ap-

plied psychology,'' of which we hear so much just now,

means to many business men the consideration of the

influence of personalities on each other rather than

the responsibility of individuals to the situation—that

is, to the facts. And when the politician relies on

what he too calls *^psychology," he means the handling

of men instead of the facing of a situation—that is,

the facts. And it is only too apparent that the weak-

ness of diplomacy is that it puts a disproportionate

emphasis on the understanding of the ** psychology"

of one's fellow diplomats as against an understanding

of all the facts involved. The ** psychology" of the

individuals concerned is of course also a fact, and an

important fact, of any situation ; I am criticizing here

merely the too exclusive use of this particular kind of

fact.

We have been speaking of experts and people, and

have neglected the middleman in government, the ad-

ministrative official, and there are several things here

to bear in mind.

First, administrative purpose usually outruns the
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facts. Indeed the administrative official's ardor for

facts usually begins when he wants to change the facts

!

Then the overemphasis of investigation draws a

Une between the gathering of material and the inter-

preting of material: the expert is to gather and the

official to interpret. No such sharpness of division is

possible; the gathering is always in itself an inter-

preting. Interpreting is part of the vision, not some-

thing done with the vision. Where indeed can we look

for the separation of fact and opinion! The Federated

Press began its career by telling us that the Associated

Press was partisan, but that it (the Federated Press)

was going to be nonpartisan ; that the Associated Press

gave us opinions, but that it was going to give us facts.

We can see how far they have been able to keep that

promise.

Moreover, facts are not poured in on the adminis-

trative official in helter-skelter fashion, they undergo

a certain process first, and fact-analysis is to some
extent fact-interpretation. Condensation is implicit

interpretation. Yet the official necessarily calls upon
the expert to provide him with the facts of the case in

condensed form.

Those who give us the trinity of accurate informa-

tion, administrative policy and assent of people as the

political process sometimes forget that their glorifica-

tion of facts would tend to reduce the administrative

officials to a shadow, would tend to make them mere
mechanical appendages of the organized intelligence

departments. And thus policy becomes as foreor-

dained as consent. There must be a place for experts

and administrative officials and people.
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And I wish those who advocate a more extensive

system of fact-gathering would tell ns more of the

subsequent fact-handling. Since the war, Washington

as a store-house of steadily accumulating research-

reports has become a joke. Consider the vast sums
spent by the Shipping Board alone and the material

gathered; if the administrative ofl&cials are making
use of this, they have kept it a secret from the rest

of us.

I have left to the last what seems to me the most
serious flaw in any exposition which makes a chasm
between the expert and the people to be bridged only

by the frail plank of consent. But I wish here merely

to state, what cannot be elaborated until a later chap-

ter, that the **will of the people'' is already in the

situation which the expert investigates; that the in-

vestigation of the expert often changes the situation

(an investigation of the standard of living often raises

the standard of living) ; and that the people help to

create and to develop, by their response, the situation

to which they are responding. The expert's opinion,

the administrative official's opinion, the people's opin-

ion, all affect the situation, so that before the expert

has finished reporting and the administrative official

deciding and the people **willing," the situation has

changed. In short, my argument against acquiescence

as the people's part in the political process depends

first on the fact, in my opinion basic and all-important,

that different kinds of accurate information are re-

quired, that of the expert and that of the people;

secondly on the changing character of the fact-situa-

tion ; third on the activities of the people as integral

with the changing situation.
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The expert must find his place within the social

process; he can never be made a substitute for it.

Technical experience must be made a part of all the

available experience. When we see expert and admin-

istrative official, legislator and judge, and the people,

all integral parts of the social process, all learning

how to make facts, how to view facts, how to develop

criteria by which to judge facts, then only have we a
vision of a genuine democracy. We have not to choose

between becoming an expert on every subject ourselves

and swallowing whole the reports of experts. The
training of the citizen must include both how to form
opinion on expert testimony and how to watch one's

own experience and draw conclusions from it.

I should like to say, as an indirect summing up of

this chapter, that I wish we could understand the word
expert as expressing an attitude of mind which we
can all acquire, rather than the collecting of informa-

tion by a special caste. While appreciating fully the

necessity of more scientific observation, what we chiefly

need I believe is not so much to increase the expert-

ness of the expert in the hope that thereby we shall

automatically increase the consensus of the consent,

but for all of us to acquire the scientific attitude of

mind, to base our life on actual experience, of my
own plus that of others, rather than on preconceived

notions. Much of our present clamor for the expert

is, I fear, a *^ defence reaction," a confession of our

own weakness. Many of us are calling for experts

because, acutely conscious of the mess we are in, we
want someone to pull us out. What we really wish

for is a *' beneficent'' despot, but we are ashamed to

call him that and so we say scientific investigator, so-
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cial engineer, etc. Many of us are like tlie little girl

who goes to her mother with her tangled knitting : she

goes, often, not to learn to knit, but to be got out of

a scrape. What we have to do is to learn how to use

the findings of the expert : it is not by a blind accept-

ance; neither by balancing them against our own
** innate'' ideas; it is by learning how to unite experi-

ence with experience.

The social process is not, first, scientific investiga-

tion, then some method of persuading the people to

abandon their own experience and thought, and lastly

an acclaiming populace. The social process is a proc-

ess of cooperating experience. But for this every one

of us must first acquire the scientific attitude of mind.

This will not make us professional experts; it mil
enable us to work with professional experts and to find

our place in a society which needs the experience of all,

to build up a society which shall embody the experience

of all.



n

VICARIOUS EXPERIENCE '. IS THE LEGAL ORDER THE GUARDIAN

OF TRUTH?

THERE is no such thing as vicarious experience.

The expert alone is not the revealer of truth.

The judge alone is not the guardian of truth.

Neither expert nor judge can be offered as the remedy
for ^*the failure of democracy."

I spoke above of the present-day seeking for reality

in facts, in the "objective situation," as only half our

quest. We have, however, one great current of intelli-

gence which is consciously striving to weld together

into a reciprocally enriching unity principles and

the objective situation. The legal order today is telling

us that precedents are to be interpreted in the light

of events always in flux. The philosophy of law today,

in the hands of such men as Dean Pound, is contribut-

ing not only to jurispmdence but to the study of every

aspect of human relations.

The founder of the modern theory of jurisprudence,

Jhering, insisted that law is not a system of abstract

principles, but rests on the objective purpose to be

served. The acceptance of this view marked an impor-

tant step in juristical thinking. Another step is now
being taken, for that "objective purpose" is under-

stood today as a purpose which is never static but

31
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which changes as rapidly as life changes. One activity

sets in motion many others; in the interweaving of

these lies at any one moment the sought-for pur-

pose. Innumerable examples spring to mind of the

way in which purpose develops. Take the aims of Eng-
lish labor a few years ago : the eight-hour day, union-

recognition, safety devices for machinery, general

health regulations, and the nationalization of mines

and railroads. These were the interests labor wished

secured. But now the eight-hour is changing to a six-

hour demand, the demand for union recognition is

changing to the demand for union control, health regu-

lations are being brought about indirectly through

insurance laws, and the wish for the nationalization

of mines and railroads is giving way to the wish for

guild control. ^Vlierever one turns one sees examples

of the evolving purpose. Credit Unions, begun in pro-

test to banlvers' contracts, became the sources for co-

operative enterprise. Lockouts, begun as a weapon
against strikes, became a way of breaking the union.

Farmers cooperated to raise prices and then began to

work for better schools. A capital illustration is the

way shop-committees often develop. I asked the head

of a big electrical plant where I went to learn some-

thing of its shop-committees what his purpose had been

in starting them. He replied instantly: *^To get the

managerial policy across." But as I looked further

into these committees, I found that the purposes they

were serving—the purposes disclosed by their activi-

ties—were quite different from the one given me. This

evolving purpose, rather than a preconceived purpose,

is what the legal order has always to take into account,

for while you are ** securing" ends, life goes on to
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make ends of its own very different perhaps from the

original ones.

A telelogical psychology sees an anticipatory pur-

pose—the individual does so and so because it an-

ticipates certain results; a teleological sociology is

founded on anticipatory purposes ; a teleological juris-

prudence conceives the function of law as comparison

of present activity with a preconceived purpose. But
what the legal order has to do is not to hug its blue-

prints, but to recognize the purpose which the activity

discloses. Yet while the judge can have no charted

purpose, no architect's plan, by which to construct his

decisions, still we must remember, in considering what
the evolving situation means for jurisprudence, that

the decisions of the judge do far more than take note

of its developing character—they contribute towards

it. While the power of the legal order as something

outside the social process imposing patterns upon it

has been greatly exaggerated, its place within that

process has often been underestimated. This will be

referred to again in a later chapter.

But if one accepts the notion of an evolving pur-

pose, the next question is one of valuation: who is to

decide between the values of various purposes ? I think

here the function of the legal order is not always con-

ceived with entire accuracy. One writer tells us that

the validity of law *4s determined by the ends which

the law seeks to realize. '' But who is to judge the va-

lidity of ends! We do not *Mecide'' on ends, a word
which occurs in much juristical writing today; ends

appear from out our concrete activities. Again we
hear that law is to meet real needs ; many writers use

this expression. But who knows what **real" needs
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are? Still another jurist tells us that the question

always to be asked in law is ^^Does it serve a useful

purpose?" Who is to have the decision as to what is

useful? Is not that just where our difficulty, our per-

fectly genuine puzzlement, usually lies ? And when we
hear that there is now to be a conscious attempt to

make law conform to ideals, we are still left inquiring,

Whose ideals? It is said: *'The State secures those

interests which it thinks most worth while to protect."

How does it know which are most worth while? Car-

dozo, thinking that **the interest that is better founded

in reason and more worthy of protection should be

helped to achieve victory," asks specifically, *^How is

the judge to know when one interest outweighs an-

other?" And we are told that he must learn it from
the practice of his art, **from tradition, other judges,

the collective judgment of the profession, the pervad-

ing spirit of the law."^ But the judge cannot learn

how to weigh interests from legal tradition, legal rea-

son, legal activity alone—as of course Cardozo knew.

In short, when we are now told that the problem has

become one of valuing—of finding criteria of the rela-

tive value of interests—our first thought is : How is this

valuing to be done, who is to do it? Mr. Justice Hohnes
brings in the word social. He speaks of establishing

the postulates of law on ** accurately measured social

desires." He tells us that it is because of the estimated

relative worth of our different social ends that we ex-

tend the sphere of one principle and allow another

gradually to dwindle into atrophy. Here again the

question we naturally ask is, Who is to ** accurately

measure '
' ? Who is to * * estimate relative worth '

' ? But

1 Benjamin N. Cardozo, The Nature of the Judicial Process.

i
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Mr. Holmes gives us some hint of a process by which,

in his opinion, these desires receive measurement when
he says that the justification of a law must be found

in some help which it *^ brings towards reaching a social

end which the governing power of the community has

made up its mind that it wants.'' ^ But law is far more
than either the weapon of the strong or the protector

of the weak, as no one has better shown us than Mr.

Holmes. Social interests are not exclusively the in-

terests of the governing power, nor can they be de-

clared by the legal order alone. The evaluation of in-

terests involves the psychological development of an
interacting people ; it depends not on '

' the wisdom of

the judge" except as he is part of that development.

Moreover, the distinction between individual and
social interests needs careful analysis. The phrase

social interest is, to be sure, now defined with precision

by modern jurisprudence, but the legal meaning has

not yet found its way into general usage, hence arises

some confusion of thought. Moreover, while the word
interest is today employed by jurists in its psychologi-

cal sense, until recently that word has been used by
the legal order as well as by economists not in its

psychological meaning, but as connoting economic ad-

vantage. Many jurists have thought, as Pound has

pointed out, that they could dispense with the most

pressing human claims by demonstrating that no eco-

Qomic advantage was involved in them. The interest in-

volved was what that particular jurist thought the

people concerned ought to need, what they ought to

want, what ought to be their economic advantage con-

sidering them in the abstract. Today, however, the

2 Law in Science—Science in Law in Collected Legal Papers.
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** interests" of tlie legal order are merely the de facto

claims and desires of concrete individuals; ** social in-

terests'' are such claims generalized. Yet even if in-

terest is no longer employed by jurists in the sense of

economic advantage, even if one of the contributions

of contemporary jurisprudence to all the social sciences

is the getting away from the *' individual in vacuo" (as

from those absolute rights which can never conflict) , still

I thinly that because the word social is used so loosely

in general speech and writing, it would be weU if either

it could be avoided in legal literature, when possible,

or else the sense in which it is employed more fully ex-

plained. In general literature the word social is often

used as a pure abstraction; or it is used to express a

personal estimate—^what a man himself thinks the best

way of acting he dignifies by calling it the social way ; it

is used as a blanket expression by aU of us when we feel

too lazy to think out what we really mean ; it is used

emotionally times without number. Therefore, while

the jurists of today are not using the word social either

sentimentally or subjectively, are not using it either

as an abstraction or a rationalization, but merely, as

I said above, in the sense of a concrete claim or desire

generalized, still it seems to me that a distinction which

is thought of by many people so vaguely and inac-

curately as the distinction between individual and social

interest might well be replaced by something else, as

perhaps by the difference involved in the long and the

short view.

One point I think is very necessary to note in this

discussion, and that is that we sometimes go astray in

our use of the word social because different uses of that

word merge so imperceptibly one into the other; they
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merge so imperceptibly that two sets of people dealing

with the same situation may employ this word in dif-

ferent ways without its being noticed. It is often used

as a ** rationalization" when all the time there is a
genuine social interest if it be employed in another

sense. For instance, we are told that the organization

of winter sports is a social interest because winter

sports are good for the health, yet we aU know that

they are being encouraged in New England towns be-

cause they bring trade to the local stores and hotels.

But this also is a ** social interest" without any ration-

alization at all, for it is a concrete claim generalized.

Again, when town-planning is presented to the general

public, it is presented as an aesthetic policy with an ap-

peal to local pride based on a comparison with what
other towns are doing. Yet the boards of trade in our

small cities, most of the members of which are inter-

ested in local real estate development, accept town-plan-

ning after they have been convinced that it pays. After

that we have town-planning bills in the legislature.

When two of our state courts declared that such legis-

lation should stand, had they recognized *^ social" or

individual values? Social values, to be sure, in the

sense in which jurists use that term—individual values

generalized—but not in the sense in which that term

was used when the social reformers or the architects

or the legislators supporting the measure addressed

the voters. These speakers used it with its emotional

appeal, with its moralistic appeal of ^* sacrificing" your

individual interests to the *^ general good." I think,

therefore, a term unfortunate which has this objection

of double usage ; it seems to me that often it would be

well to substitute for individual and social interests, the
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idea of tlie sliort and the long view. Whenever we are

informed, as we often are in juristical writing, that the

court has made a particular decision not in the indi-

vidual interest of plaintiff or defendant, but in the so-

cial interest of the security of acquisitions and security;

of transactions, we recognize that that is an accurate

statement, and yet the layman who has suffered much
and long from the crowd orators' use of the phrase,

from promoters of all kinds, might prefer the notion

of an individual interest in the security of acquisitions

and security of transactions divided into the short and
the long view. Wlien we are told by jurists that the Ger-

manic peace which played so large a part in building

common law—the house peace, the peace of highways,

the peace of festivals, the peace of markets—^was a

securing of social interests against individual self-as-

sertion, it seems to me that here too we might prefer

to make the distinction between what is to the interest

of individuals for the moment, and in ^'the long run."

When it was found difficult to enforce the Rivers ' Pol-

lution Act in some towns in England, the mill-owners,

who were the chief offenders, were finally won over not

by urging them to sacrifice their individual for the social

interest, but by showing them that their interest in the

long run was unpolluted rivers.

What I am objecting to chiefly is the self-deception

which the notion of *^ social interest" allows or even

encourages. I saw it stated in a description of the co-

operative movement among the fruit growers of Cali-

fornia, that Calfornia had bankers and merchants so

socially minded, so public spirited, that they supported

the cooperative movement because they saw that, how-

ever it might affect banker or merchant, it was better
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for the coTTiTnunity as a whole, they saw that they had

an ** opportunity to render a great public service."

But tliis was not the reason for their participation in

the cooperative movement. It is obvious, and those

merchants and bankers who went into the cooperative

movement saw it, that the merchants will not do much
business unless the growers are prosperous and have

money to spend. It is equally true that the bankers'

prosperity is in the long run bound up with the pros-

perity of the farmer : whatever increases bank depos-

its, develops the farming industry and stabilizes real

values, helps the banker ; orderly marketing means or-

derly financing and avoids peaks and dips in the credit

situation.

The difference here is clearly between a short and a

long view. It is true that the old '
* time-merchants '

' who
charged exorbitant prices to cover bad debts and long

accounts, being able to do so because they had the

farmers in their power, made something out of the

farmers^ extremity, but in the long run it is obvious

they stand to gain by the farmers' prosperity. The
same is true of the bankers : temporary high rates of

interest are not to the bankers' advantage in the long

run because the conditions on which they are founded

are to the advantage of no one in the community.

Examples could be multiplied indefinitely. Any
plan made to initiate or stimulate joint effort in smaU
towns is usually presented to the townspeople as an ap-

peal to their sense of ** social" values as against indi-

vidual values, which they are told they must *^ sacri-

fice." How often we hear that cliche! But the dif-

ference between competition and joint effort is a dif-

ference between a short and a long view. When
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we become enlightened enough to realize that we indi-

vidually get more out of joining with people than by
competing with them, we do it. For instance, formerly

the local stores in a small town competed sharply with

one another. Now, in some places they are beginning

to join in an effort to secure the trade of the outlying

farming districts and of the summer residents who
tend to buy from the city by mail order. They do this

by saving capital through common store-houses,

through dividing specialties and thus increasing stock

without increasing expenditure, by improving local

service through cooperative deliveries, etc.

I should like to say, too, in support of the sugges-

tion that the short and the long interest is perhaps a

conception fraught with less possibility of self-decep-

tion than that of individual and social interests, that

I do not find the distinction between individual and

social made anywhere in actual life. I telephoned to

my bank this morning and asked what my balance was.

They replied that they could not tell me unless there

was someone there who could recognize my voice, and
added, ^*This is to protect you.'' If I ask them in

a shop to give me some article although I have not

my charge coin with me, and they refuse, they always

say, *^We have this rule in order to protect you." In

neither case do I hear anything of the social interest.

In both cases, however, they show me that my imme-

'diate is against my long-run interest. Nowhere in

actual practice do I find the categories of individual

and social interest.

Another difficulty in the distinction between indi-

vidual and social interest is that even after you have

decided on the validity of social interests, it is not al-
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ways possible to tell what the social interest is. For
instance, is our law in regard to illegitimate children

an illustration of the sacrificing of individual interests

for the social interest in the security of domestic in-

stitutions? There are people who think the social in-

terest better secured by laws which legitimatize the

children of the unmarried mother. I am giving no

consideration to this question; I mention it merely to

point out that there would be a difference of opinion

here in regard to the social interest. Agreements on

such points will come not through accepting the wis-

dom of one man, the judge, or of the legal order, but

through the interweaving of many desires and atti-

tudes, emotions and ideas, through much trial and
error.

There is one consideration alone which should show
the undesirableness of the separation of social and in-

dividual. When society is given an interest, this tends

with some writers to make an entity of the *' social

soul,^' the ** group mind.'' *' Social interests,'' ^^ gen-

eral security," ^'public safety," is it possible for these

to be other than individual interests, individual secur-

ity, individual safety? If we are looking to the fu-

ture, social interest may be merely a synonym for the

unborn—individuals. One of the ways in which Koliler

allowed his conception of Hegel to influence him unduly

was when he conceived the development of society as

separate from the development of individuals *'each

trying to perfect itself.
'
' This very markedly influences

his philosophy of law, but there should be no separation

between development of individual and development

of society.

Moreover, it seems to me that in some of the writ-
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ing of today which tells us of ** social ends," we are

bound to a certain extent by deterministic assumptions.

Do we see, as we should, that social ends are not pre-

existing things but eventual things, to use an illuminat-

ing expression of Dr. Kallen's? Do we not run the

risk of making the same error which Graham Wallas

tends a little to make in The Social Heritage, where he

sometimes seems to invoke the **Good Life'' as an ab-

straction ? The arbitrary determination of interests may
lead us into as many errors as the doctrine of '

' rights.
'

'

To declare that certain interests, aims, are * * social,
'
' and

therefore valid, and that some are not, is exactly as

arbitrary as when any jurist of the past chose certain

principles and declared them ** right." The arbitrary

choice of interests is no more legitimate than the ar-

bitrary assumption of rights.

But if the expression social interest has seemed

somewhat unsatisfactory of late, and if the distinc-

tion between the short and the long view given above

is not adequate to cover all cases, or cannot be invoked

when we are dealing with a sharply drawn conflict the

immediate issues of which for the persons involved

overshadow all other considerations, there seems to be

some reason in the development of recent thinldng for

substituting the term integrating interests—the inte-

grating of individual interests—for that of social inter-

ests, or to give the latter term this more concrete mean-
ing. "With English, American and German psycholo-

gists, physiologists, and physicists too, now employing

the term integration, it may certainly be considered

in good use, and the students of the social sciences may
well ask if it is not exactly the word they need to de-

scribe what their own observations note. And as for
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some years now jurisprudence has seemed in advance of

the other social sciences, so here too we find it in the

forefront of thinking. We see a theory of law now
emerging which goes as far beyond social interest in

the looser usage of that phrase, as that conception was
an advance on individual interests in the sense of

private or personal interests. AYe see signs of this

newer theory in our courts, in legislation, in juristic

writing. This theory rests on a recognition of the fact

that opposed interests are not necessarily incompatible

interests.

In Massachusetts the judges of our Small Claims

Court have the opportunity to show us law as not in-

evitably a struggle resulting in victory for one side and
defeat for the other, but as a struggle which may show
the way by which each side can attain its desire. The
following shows the point. Smith brought suit against

Panotti, a small fruit-dealer, for a debt of forty dollars

and attached his business for that amount. Panotti

claimed that the payment of that sum would ruin his

business. The judge ruled (he could not have done it

before the law which went into effect January, 1921)

that the amount be paid in instahnents out of the de-

fendant's earnings. AVhat is the result? Smith gets

his money ; Panotti 's business is not injured. Both are

satisfied. I believe that in every conflict—^beween per-

sons or nations, classes or races—this method should

be tried. We cannot always reach such happy con-

clusions as in the case of Smith vs. Panotti, but I think

we should succeed much more often than we now think

possible; at any rate it seems as if the method were

worth a trial. I wish someone would make a study of

recent decisions of the bench to see what evidence could
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be found of the recognition of tlie fact that cases

brought to court, while showing apparently clashing

desires, may at the same time reveal to a perceptive

judge the way by which the desires on both sides can

be fulfilled. Dicey says that the history of law has been

the history of *^ rough compromises'' between *' con-

flicting rights." It does not seem now as if that need

always be true. The illustration I have given was not

a compromise; it would have been if Smith had had
to be satisfied with twenty-five dollars. I believe that

the legal order is now beginning to see that there may
often be found by acute, fair-minded, and inventive

judges ways of settling disputes which give to both

sides what they really want. The increasing powers

given to the judges in the municipal courts may give

the opportunity for this.

There have been of recent years many integrations

made by legislation ; there seems happily to be a grow-

ing tendency in that direction. Take the Workmen's
Compensation Act ; the active cooperation between em-

ployers and workmen to carry out this law shows its

value to both. The employer has the following advan-

tages : he had formerly to pay much more when the em-

ployee 's lawyer succeeded in winning the case than he

pays now ; and there was an uncertainty hanging over

a business that might be wiped out if a serious acci-

dent occurred. On the other hand, the employees un-

der the old system either did not get anything if the

other side won, or even if they themselves won, they

had to wait a long time for the award and payment,

when it was at the moment of the injury or illness that

they needed the money. Since the negligence of fellow-

workmen has been included, the employee has been
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fully protected. This is a good example of the inte-

grating of individual interests.

Moreover, the doctrine of integrating interests does

away with that of the balance of interests which has

so many advocates. And this modifies Adams* theory

of law as the resultant of the struggle for power. When
Adams points out that contradictory precedents regis-

ter the points of dominant power he says, **You will

find . . . that the law is regularly wrenched, more or

less violently, from its logical path, to facilitate the rise

of each new species of the competitive man, and that it

is again dislocated to accelerate that species' fall.'*

And since lawyers **may be assured that that party

will prevail before courts of justice whose cause em-

bodies power rather than logic," his advice to them is

*Ho measure intelligently the relative energy of the

forces locked in the controversies" in which they may
participate.' While I am sure that there is much truth

in this, I do not think it is wholly true. Li fact, ob-

servation of industrial controversy for the last ten

years leads me to think that those disputes which are
** settled" merely by the balance of power are not really

settled at all. The slightest shift of power brings the

matter up again with accumulated rancor and hard

feeling. The balance theory gets us nowhere in law or

politics or international relations.

The illustration just given of the Workmen's Compen-
sation Act shows the important thing about integra-

tion. The moment you try to integrate loss, you reduce

loss ; as when you try to integrate gain, you increase

gain. This is the whole claim of integration over either

domination or compromise, the three ways of dealing

3 Brooks Adams, 19 Green Bag, 32-33.
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with conflict. In either of the latter you rearrange

existing material, you make quantitative not qualita-

tive adjustments, you adjust but do not create. In the

case of the Workmen's Compensation Act, you have

done more than distribute loss, you have prevented

loss. This is creating. You have not balanced or

weighed interests, those of industry, workers and com-

munity. By integrating these interests you get the in-

crement of the unifying.*

A further aspect of such legislation is of great sig-

nificance in showing one of the essential functions of

legislation to be adjusting conflicts in advance of the

conflicts by providing the means of integrating before

the conflict has taken place. It would take another

book to unfold the implications of this thought. We
are now given a conception of politics which can so

vitalize our political life that it may yet emerge from

the slough of greed and strife in which it is so largely

immersed at present.

We have been considering legislation which tries

to integrate interests instead of choosing between them.

From this point of view do we want ** labor legisla-

tion''? It is at any rate an unfortunate term. Labor
legislation is called social legislation. It cannot be both.

If it were truly labor legislation it would be class legis-

lation, and class legislation does not become social

by legislature or court so declaring it. Of course the

interdependence of society is recognized in most labor

legislation ; it is not therefore labor but social legisla-

tion. This is however a good illustration of one of the

dangers of this word; it shows the temptation to call

what we think good *' social." *^ Social behavior" usu-

4 This is taken up at length in Chaps. Ill and IX.
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ally means the behavior of which the person using the

expression approves.

I have said that we now see the theory of integrating

interests emerging in legal writing as well as in legisla-

tion and legal decision. I refer chiefly to what Pound
has written of relation. All that he says of relation

implies that we must seek and bring into use those

modes of association which will reveal joint interests

:

those between employer and employee, landlord and

tenant, master and servant. Law, he tells us, must find

the essential nature of the relation; this seems to me
a more profound truth than some of the vaguer theo-

ries of social interests. Moreover, Pound defines social

interests as *Hhe claims or demands involved in the

existence of society,'' and here we have nothing vague

or abstract. **The social interest in the individual,"

**the individual interest in the social," must become

coordinate expressions. Thus does the individual pre-

serve his integrity through all our ** social" theories.

Thus also we do not discard the abstract man of the

nineteenth century only to put in his place an abstract

society ; social interests are the interests of men in their

multitudinous and every-varying relations.

Pound tells us also that relation is taking the place

of contract in modern law, that the duties of public ser-

vice corporations are not contractual, flowing from
agreement, but quasi-contractual, flowing from the call-

ing in which the public servant is engaged. Social in

its doubly concrete significance—in the sense of inter-

dependence, and as the authority derived from the ac-

tivity involved—is happily a conception which is gain-

ing ground. Much remedial legislation rests on the

growing realization of the interdependence of conunu-
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nity life. "When certain bankers and welfare agencies

in Massachusetts decided a few years ago that the

loan shark was a social evil which onght to be curbed,

and banded together to secure the passage of the SmaU
Loan Act, it resulted not in benefit to themselves di-

rectly but to the group of workingmen who were the

borrowers. Yet it was felt that the community life as a

whole was more sound. Pound gives a number of ex-

amples of the recognition of community of interests,

such as the limitations on building laws, limitations on

the part of creditors to exact satisfaction, limitation on

water rights, etc.^ A community of interests under-

stood as a unifying of interests benefiting and devel-

oping individuals, benefiting and developing society,

is the true social interest. In this sense the conceptions

of the social function of property, the social functions

of industry, have been very valuable ones in the prog-

ress of the last twenty years because they acted against

** special'' and *^private" interests.

Perhaps, indeed, the prejudice against individual

interests has come from the fact that they are often

associated with the bad meaning we give to *^ special''

interests, but this is unfortunate. If some years ago

we began to use social as a blanket word which meant

anything that was not *' private'' or ** personal" or

*^ special," if then and therefore it came unhappily to

be considered the opposite of individual also, surely

the time has come now for a closer analysis, and for

us to realize that the opposite of all particularity may
yet keep its oneness with everything individual, that

in fact its authority is derived from nothing else but in-

terweaving individual activity.

5 Earv. Law Bev., 28, 195-234.
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The greatest objection perhaps to the word social

has not yet been touched on. We live today in a power-

society; therefore social interest by its very wording

might mean the interest of the most powerful class or

individuals. What we sometimes hear called ^Hhe so-

cial recognition of an individual interest" may be

merely the legalizing of a particularly private inter-

est. When we abandon our power-society, we can per-

haps use the expression social interest without am-

biguity; it can then mean the interest involved in,

evolved by, relation.

i Moreover, if we should substitute the conception

of integrating individual interests for that of social in-

terests, I think we should avoid the fallacy involved in

the idea of *^as many interests as possible to be se-

cured.
'
' For here we come dangerously near involving

ourselves in regard to social and individual interests

in Rousseau ^s distinction between the general will and

the will of all. Society flourishes through the satis-

faction of individual human desire, yet not through

as many as possible, but through interweaving human
desires.

To sum up this section. The chief objections to the

term social interests are: with too zealous advocates

it may mean the abandonment of the individual ; with

some it opens too easily the gates of the ever-ready

stream of sentimentality in us all—it has been vitiated

or at any rate weakened by platform and propagandist

use; and especially, it is very difficult not to connect

the social interest with the interest of the governing

class. It seems to me that the phrase integrating in-

dividual interests, as referring both to the possible

outcome of conflict and the anticipation of conflict, both
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to the measure of value and the developing of value,

is a more fruitful and more legitimate expression than

that of social interests, and one supported by both recent

legal and psychological thinking as well as by our most
profound philosophy. The gravest danger in the word
social is that society tends too readily with all of us to

become an abstraction. Social interests are often either

an abstraction or a ^'rationahzation'^; integrating in-

terests are both concrete and genuine.

Yet I realize that both philosophically and prac-

tically there may be advantages in the word social:

philosophically because we need a word to indicate that

integration is not mere coordination, practically be-

cause it is sometimes better to re-define an old term

than to invent a new one. "What we must be careful

about, if we do use it, is that we do define it carefully.

Perhaps we shall be rid of some of the objections I

have noted to the term social when there has been time

for those two doctrines of contemporary psychology

—

the Gestalt theory and what I have called the theory

of circular behavior—to penetrate our thinking in the

social sciences. For the implications of these doctrines

confirm our philosophical thinking, our empirical obser-

vations in the social field, in regard to the unity of

individual and society. Many people who embrace the

doctrine of social interests advocate the ^* sacrificing"

of the individual to the social, but these can never be

sufficiently opposed for one to be ** sacrificed" to the

other, since the social interest is not merely an inter-

weaving of individual interests, it is an interweaving

with the parts as well as an interweaving of the parts.

This makes it impossible to pit individual and society

against each other. This at the same time saves us
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from the snggestion of atomism in the word individual

and from the snggestion of abstraction in the word
social.

We can now answer the questions asked at the be-

ginning of this chapter. We see now at the same time

the function of the legal order and in what way that

function is limited. Social interests, as now defined,

emerge as social interests through a certain process;

the inestimable service of the judges is to open the way
for and to promote this process. They can never take

a step beyond; they can never substitute themselves

for the process. The judge must understand the life

of his day, but he can live life for no one. Not in the

wisdom of the judge nor the facts of the expert nor

the **will of the people, '' but in life itself do we put

our trust. A more penetrating analysis of the inter-

activities of men in their daily lives is what is needed

today.

To be sure the judge must know and consider all

three essentials: (1) the principles, (2) the precedents,

which include both the application of principle and the

emergence of principle—it is important to notice this

double aspect of precedent—and (3) the particular case

in hand. The interpretation of the Anti-Trust Act is

an example of the emergence of principle from legal

enactment. In applying the statute, the first cases

appeared to prevent certain useful forms of combina-

tion. The court therefore resorted to what has been

termed the rule of reason, and decided in particular

cases that the monopoly was beneficial and should be

allowed to continue. The wiser the judge the more
ability he shows in uniting principle, precedent and
case in hand. Any reading of legal history shows us
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that when the legal order is not able to do this, the

principle tends to become choked by the precedents.

Thus our view of the origin of law does not reduce the

obligation of judges to be very closely in touch with

the social facts of their day—on the contrary it in-

creases many times that obligation—but we must also

remember, what is often forgotten, that the integrating

of principles and facts has taken place to some extent

before the matter comes to court. Law has its origin

in the concrete daily activities of us all.

We need not commit ourselves to laissez-faire doc-

trine, nor, on the other hand, entrust to the legal order

a too exclusive guardianship of our *' rights" or in-

terests. Another doctrine is emerging. The social

agency of the law is not something outside the

democratic process, an apparatus of safeguards pro-

vided as a check upon misdirections of *'will.'' Still

less can we thinlv that there are patterns of what is

socially valid which can be invoked from time to time

to be superimposed upon the changing order in order

to correct its aberrations. Law must be integral with

the social order.

And yet this does not take away from the function

of the legal profession, but rather adds to it. The
legal order by helping to integrate purposes is helping

to produce larger purposes. The judicial decision must
anticipate this process, it must meet the larger purpose

even although the larger purpose does not exist until

the contribution of that very decision has been made.

Thus the difference between declared and de facto pur-

pose is more subtle than is always seen: the judge is

working for an end which does not exist as an end,

wholly, until he begins working for it.
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EXPERIENCE IN THE LIGHT OF RECENT PSYCHOLOGY I

CIRCULAR RESPONSE

THE principle of integrating interests is not yet

sufficiently recognized and acted on by jurists

and economists, the principle of integrating

power is not sufficiently acknowledged by political

scientists. But while many political scientists and

economists as well as statesmen and labor arbitrators

have stuck to the theory of the balance of power, of

the equilibrium of interests, yet life continually escapes

them, for whenever we advance we slip from the

bondage of equilibrium.

This view, which springs so insistently to the eye

with every fresh study of social situations, is sup-

ported by our recent psychology which is giving us

more than hints of a truth that may mean large changes

for politics, economics and law. The heart of the truth

about integration is the connection between the re-

lating of two activities, their interactive influence, and
the values thereby created. This chapter will be

devoted to a consideration of that point, or rather to

the contribution of psychology on this point ; a separate

chapter (IX) will take up, chiefly by illustration, what
the study of social situations yields on the subject of

integration as the creative principle.

53
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Progressive experience, I say, depends on the re-

lating. The ardent search for objectivity, the primary

task of the fact worshippers, cannot be the whole task

of life, for objectivity alone is not reality. The crnx

of philosophical controversy we have seen mirrored

everywhere. As the subjective idealists have over-

emphasized the subject, and the realists, the object,

so there are the historians who deny *
' economic deter-

minism" and those who give it more than its place;

there are the political scientists who talk of ^^the will

of the people" and those who, in reaction to '* empty
will," give us the *^ objective situation" as always our

ruler; there are the jurists who exaggerate abstract

conceptions and those who see all truth in ^'social

facts." In the arts, especially in painting, the swing

of the pendulum between *^ subjectivity" and *' objec-

tivity" is most interestingly apparent. In psychology

we have the introspectionists and the behaviorists.

I do not see how such opposing tendencies can be

avoided while we see reality either in subject or in

object ; I do not see how we can run fast enough from
one to the other to keep ourselves within the region

of truth. But our latest psychology is taking a step

beyond this and putting itself in line with the oldest

philosophy. Holt,^ more clearly perhaps than any
other recent writer, has shown us that reality is in

the relating, in the activity-between.^ He shows us

1 Edwin B. Holt: TTie Freudian Wish, The Place of Illusory Ex-
perience in a Realistic World (one of the studies in The New Realism),
The Concept of Consciousness. I have also had the privilege of reading
Bome of Dr. Holt's unpublished lectures as taken down by students.

There are undoubtedly many things in this book with which Dr. Holt
would not agree, some inferences which he might think mistaken, but
I have given what for me are the implications of his thought.

2 In The New Realism, p. 366, he defines reality as ''some very
comprehensive system of terms in relation." He expresses this more
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how in the *^ behavior-process'' subject and object are

equally important and that reality is in the relating

of these, is in the endless evolving of these relatings.

This has been the grain of gold of the profoundest

thinkers from Aristotle to the present day. Of course

the object is not created by the percipient; of course

the subject is no more **a mere reflex arc" than it

is an evangelical soul; nor are subject and object

"products" of a vital force. For a century, roughly

speaking, objective idealism has given us—its inner-

most truth—existence as unitary experience which

upon analysis resolves itself into the two great generic

differings which have been called subject and object.

Now physiologists and psychologists in their treatment

of response are approaching this view.

The present psychological treatment of response,

by emphasizing *Hhe total situation," happy phrase

showing the importance of the outer object or situation

as constituent of the behavior process, is extraor-

dinarily interesting to students of social research. Add
to the total situation what might be called the evolving

situation, as hinted in Holt's formula and clarified by

him in other places, and you have an important con-

tribution to the social sciences. This formula defines

behavior as a function of environment and identifies

thought (purpose, will) with that function. The use

of the mathematical term function has many suggestive

implications. For instance, this definition of behavior,

taken with the rest of this writer's teaching, implies

the possible reciprocal influence of subject and object,

or to keep to the language of the mathematical analogy,

actively later, although nowhere explicitly as a definition of reality. In
fact the word reality is now very little used; it does not fit in with
our present mode of thinking.
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implies that the variables of this formnla may be inter-

dependent, either being a function of the other.^ He
does, it is true, in one place speak of environment as

if it were always an independent variable,* and that

would make his formula inapplicable for what we see

in most social situations; industrial conditions are

influencing the behavior of trade unions while the be-

havior of trade unions is influencing industrial con-

ditions. But while Holt uses the words ^^ object'' or

*' object of environment" continually, he often uses also

'* situation, " ^' event," '^process," and with these

words it becomes more obvious that the *^ object" is

being influenced by the ** subject" while the '^subject"

is being influenced by the '* object." Moreover, in the

illustration he gives of the girl discriminating between

different plays, he says that her choice influences **the

sound moral development of the institution itself.
'

'

^

Here the theatre is not an independent but one of two

interdependent variables. When we are employing

this formula, therefore, we have to decide in the case

3 Perhaps an illustration, although it may be only roughly accurate,
would make this clearer. Take the European situation and a gold
mine in America. The European situation and the amount of gold
taken out of the mine are two interdependent variables either one of
which may be taken as a function of the other. The European situation
will vary according to the amount of gold taken out, that is, it

'
' de-

pends" on it, and it is equally true the other way around, for the total

amount of gold taken out wall depend somewhat on the European situa-

tion. Increase the birth-rate in Europe and more gold will be taken
out at Nome. If, however, we should be speaking not of the actual

amount of gold taken from the mine, but of the percentage per ton.

of gold in quartz in a mine, the matter is quite different. The Euro-
pean situation is affected by the variation in this percentage, but the

percentage varies quite independently of the European situation; in-

crease the birth-rate in Europe and you do not increase the percentage
•per ton. We have no longer two interdependent variables; the per-

centage of gold per ton is an independent variable of which the Euro-
pean situation is a function.

4 The Freudian Wish, p. Q5.
5 Op cit., p. 124.
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in hand wlietlier environment is an independent or

one of two interdependent variables—^it is in each case

a question of observed fact.

The interweaving of the different factors of the

evolving situation sometimes takes place so rapidly

before our eyes as to make the process very plain. On
a Wage Board, one year, we were up against an in-

teresting objective situation: a drop in prices, indica-

tions of unemployment, and at the same time a demand
for higher wages in that particular industry. In an-

ticipation of the proposed heightened wage scale which

our Board was to effect, some employers were turning

off their less efficient workers. We had to ask each

week the changes in that respect in the objective situa-

tion; those changes had been brought about by the

trend of our deliberations, but also our dehberations

were very much affected by these changes. We saw
that it would be a disadvantage to the employees as

well as to employers to have the minimum wage too

high, since we had evidence in the actual situation,

not mere threats, that that would mean a certain

amount of unemplojTuent.

This reciprocal influence, this evolving situation,

fundamental for politics, economics and jurisprudence,

is made clearer if for the words thought, purpose, mil
in a description of the behavior process, we substitute

thinking, purposing, willing. It is not thought which

Watson is writing about, but thinking, for surely

Watson if anyone gives us thinldng as a process. As
long as we use the word thought there is a tendency

to think that bodily mechanisms are the expression, the

organs, of thought, whereas they are thought, or rather,

they are thinking. Again, there is a tendency to con-
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ceive of tlio-Qglit as the thing we have left over when
we have finished thinking, the thing which thinking

produces. All static expressions should be avoided.

Integrated organism (one psychologist speaks of 'Hhe

completely integrated organism'') is unfortunate, for

the organism is the continuing activity of self-

organizing, self-maintaining. We must be careful of

the '*eds'' because they lead to ^^ wholes,'' the wrong
kind of wholes, the ^'influence of the whole on the

parts," etc.® Such expressions as ^'coordinated

wholes" are seen in the writings of some of the be-

haviorists, but, unless explained, seem against the very

truth which behaviorism is trying to stand for. An
*'-ed" becomes a stopping place to thought, and when
man cannot think any further it is dangerous. God has

been to many races and to many individuals the place

where thinking stops, as mind is often ''the sanctuary

of ignorance."

To return to onr consideration of the behavior proc-

ess. Holt has made his formula clear by a description

of the working of two laws : one from physiology, one

from physics. First he has shown us the importance of

the physiological law that when a muscle contracts,^ the

sense-organ in that muscle is stimulated so that there

is an almost simultaneous afferent nerve impulse from
the muscle back to the centre, and thus a circular reflex

is established. Hence the contraction of the muscle is

only in a certain sense "caused" by the stimulus; that

6 1 have tried to show in Chap. V when and how I think it is legiti-

mate to use this expression.
7 A sense organ has been stimulated, the energy of stimulation has

been transformed into nervous energy, this nervous energy has passed
along an afferent nerve to the central nervous system and has passed
through this and out by an efferent or motor nerve to a muscle where
the energy is again transformed and the muscle contracts.
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very muscular activity is itself in part producing the

stimulus which '

' causes '
' the muscular activity. Holt 's

estimate of the value of the circular reflex appeared

in his Harvard lectures in 1917, perhaps earlier also, but

as they have not been published I quote from Bok, al-

though Bok's article came out at a later date. I quote

at some length because I wish in a later chapter, in

speaking of the political process, to recall the cir-

cular reflex as a law which observation shows us as

operating on infra-personal, personal and social

levels.

''The reflex arc is the path of the stimulations re-

ceived in consequence of a function of the individual it-

self. . .
.'* *'This view does not start from the function

of the receptor, but just from the action of the effector,

wliich sounds strange at first, since we are accustomed

to look upon the action of the effector as a result only

of irritation in the receptor. . .
.'' *'On a visual stimu-

lation the animal must react with a movement which

alters the visual stimulations ... in other words, so

that the attitude very specifically changes with regard

to the stimulation given. Thus the reflex-reaction must

alter the perception of the reflex-stimulus: in other

words, it must very specifically alter the relation of the

animal towards that specific stimulus, it must ' respond

'

to that stimulus. '
'
®

This will throw much light on the interdependent

variables of the formula given above when we come to

use that formula for social psychology, whether one

thinks of it only as an analogy or as the operation of

8S. T. Bok, The Beflex-Circle, in Psychiatrische en Neurologische
Bladen, Amsterdam, Juli-Augustus, 1917. See also James, Principles

of Psycliology, II, 582, and Baldwin's Mental Development in the Child

and the Bace, 2nd ed., pp. 133, 263 ff., 374 ff.
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the same law on different levels. "We shall see that the

activity of the individual is only in a certain sense

caused by the stimulus of the situation because that ac-

tivity is itself helping to produce the situation which

causes the activity of the individual. In other words

behavior is a relating not of ^* subject" and ^^ object"

as such, but of two activities. In talking of the be-

havior process we have to give up the expression act

"on" (subject acts on object, object acts on subject) ;
^

in that process the central fact is the meeting and inter-

penetrating of activities. What physiology and psychol-

ogy now teach us is that part of the nature of response

is the change it makes in the activity which caused so-

to-speak the response, that is, we shall never catch the

stimulus stimulating or the response responding. The
importance of this cannot be overestimated. Stimulus

is not cause and response the effect. Some writers,

while speaking otherwise accurately of the behavior

process, yet use the word result—the result of the proc-

ess—whereas there is no result of process but only a mo-
ment in process. Eesponse is not merely the activity

resulting from a certain stimulus and that response

in turn influencing the activity; it is because it is re-

sponse that it influences that activity, that is part of

what response means. Cause and effect, subject and
object, stimulus and response : these are now given new
meanings. All the possibilities of connections in the

neural pathways which we are now beginning to sus-

pect, or rather to have evidence of through the work

9 This has important consequences for psychology, for as long as we
thought of matter as something "acted on" we inevitably thought of
*

' sensory experimentation,

'

' etc., in a certain way. A truly dynamic
psychology, by giving us both environment and ourselves as activity,

has implications which have not begun to be unfolded yet.
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of Pawlov, Bechterew, etc., have new light thrown on

them by this approach to response. On the social level,

cause and effect are ways of describing certain mo-

ments in the situation when we look at those moments
apart from the total process.

In the behavior process then we see the interlock-

ing of stimulus and response, a self-sufficing process.

Here there is no taint of the psychological fallacy which

held the results of mere abstraction as primary Dinge

an sich. We get completely away from the fallacy

which dissected experience and took the dead products,

subject and object, and made them the generating ele-

ments. The most valuable part of this teaching is that

the reflex arc is the path of stimuli received in conse-

quefice of an activity of the individual. Thus expe-

rience is given us as self-creating coherence.

What we may now call circular response or circular

behavior we see every day as we observe and analyze

human relations, social situations.^" We see it clearly

in the European conferences because there it is evident

that there is no static European situation; moreover,

it is evident that we can never understand the Euro-

pean situation by watching stimulus and response as

mere stimulus and response. We have another ex-

ample in labor conflict which would be much simplified

if employer's purpose and workmen's purpose would
remain stationary while the situation developed, but

they never do. We see the same thing in our own lives

:

10 I believe physiologists have not decided yet how far the sensory
side of circular response is necessary to its continued functioning even
although necessary to its formation, and if I were trying to establish

any exact parallel between the physiological circular reflex and circular

response as seen by the students of social research, such questions
would be important for us, but I hope it is understood that no such
exact parallel is intended.
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as we perform a certain action our thought towards it

changes and that changes our activity. Or we do some-

thing which requires courage and we become more
courageous and do a braver thing. The relation be-

tween leaders and group is an excellent example of the

reflex circle. All amicable discussion is another. The
state and individual another.^^ Or '^the man and the

hour. '

' But we need not go further afield for the work-

ing of this law than the meeting of two individuals.

You say, ''When I talk with Mr. X he always stimulates

me." Now it may not be true that Mr. X stimulates

everyone ; it may be that something in you has called

forth something in him. That is why I said above that

we must give up the expression **act on,'' object acts

on subject, etc. Do we not see here, to quote Bok, **the

path of the stimulations which are caused, actualized

or altered by the future reflex-reaction?" Through
circular response we are creating each other all the time.

This seems too obvious to mention, and yet where is it

taken account of sufficiently? Le Bon, one of the most

penetrating of sociologists, tells us much of crowds,

much of individuals, but does not reveal the process

of a creative meeting of individuals.

To sum up this point : the most fundamental thought

about all this is that reaction is always reaction to a

relating. Bok finds it in the neuro-muscular system.

Integrative psychology shows us organism reacting to

environment plus organism. In human relations, as

I have said, this is obvious: I never react to you

but to you-plus-me ; or to be more accurate, it is I-plus-

you reacting to you-plus-me. ''I" can never influence

''you" because you have already influenced me; that is,

11 See Chap. XI.
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in the very process of meeting, by the very process

of meeting, we both become something different. It

begins even before we meet, in the anticipation of

meeting. We see this clearly in conferences. Does

anyone wish to find the point where the change

begins? He never wiU. Every movement we make
is made up of a thousand reflex arcs and the or-

ganization of those arcs began before our birth. On
physiological, psychological and social levels the law

holds good: response is always to a relating. Accu-

rately speaking the matter cannot be expressed even

by the phrase used above, I-plus-you meeting you-

plus-me. It is I plus the-interweaving-between-you-

and-me meeting you plus the-interweaving-between-

you-and-me, etc., etc. If we were doing it mathemati-

cally we should work it out to the nth. power.^^

This pregnant truth—that response is always to

a relation, the relation between the response and that

to which the response is being made—needs further

consideration, for it is the basic truth for all the social

sciences. Let us consider the implications of this state-

ment, even although this will necessitate some repe-

tition. First, my changing activity is a response to

an activity which is also changing ; and the changes in

my activity are in part caused by the changes in the

activity of that to which I am in relation and vice versa.

My response is not to a crystallized product of the past,

static for the moment of meeting ; while 1 am behaving,

the environment is changing because of my behaving,

and my behavior is a response to the new situation

12 1 mean by this that if we could formulate the process mathe-
matically, we should obtain a differential equation or a set of differential

equations to be solved by integration.
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which I, in part, have created. Thus we see involved

the third point, namely, that the responding is not

merely to another activity bnt to the relating between

the self-activity and the other activity. The psycholo-

gists who are using the language of calculus have

opened up whole reaches of thought for us, for the

principles of relation as given by differential calculus

help us to a clear understanding of this fundamental

principle of life. Let us take an illustration—we can

take one from our simplest, everyday experience

—

and see what help mathematical thought gives us.

Think of the boy going to school. He is not respond-

ing to school merely, but also to his own response to

school. That is, the going to school may so stimulate

him that he works much better than at home with his

mother ; his activity is a function of the activity that is

set up between him and school. And the school too is

affected by the activity-between ; through either his or

his parents' demand upon it, it may improve its meth-

ods. And so the interweaving goes on: the more the

school alters the boy, the more chance is there of the

boy altering the school. This is a situation which

suggests the calculus, for if the child's going to school

so stimulates him that he works harder, his perform-

ance is continuously changed by that very performance.

Hence the functional relation between the two cannot

be expressed in terms merely of the boy and the school,

there must always be included the activity-between.

Thus the relating involves an increment that

can be measured only by compound interest. In com-

pound interest part of the activity of the growing is

the adding of the growing. This is the same with all

organic growth. Simple response, if there were such a
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thing, would be like simple interest—if there were such

a thing. There is no snch thing as simple interest in

the organic world; the law of organic growth is the

law of compound interest. Organic growth is by geo-

metrical progression. This is the law of social rela-

tions. France and Germany have surely not been *
'in-

fluencing'' each other by simple, but by compound in-

terest. We have always the increment of the incre-

ment.

Before considering social phenomena from this

point of view, let us note two points that we shall have

to keep in mind: first, the objective situation as con-

stituent part of the behavior process; secondly, that

internal conditioning is of equal importance with ex-

ternal conditioning. Both these points are very impor-

tant for social research. Often, for instance, w^e see

the head of an industrial plant trying to solve a situa-

tion by studying his men rather than by considering

men and situation, and the reciprocal effect of one on

the other. In regard to the second point, as the psy-

chologist notes the neuro-muscular interplay, using

every possible instrumentation to make it apparent,

as he takes into consideration the factors contained

in the mechanisms which are maintaining the functions

he is studying, which are modifying these functions,

so the sociologist must note as carefully, must see as

integral part of the causal process, internal as well

as external conditioning. Of course we shall remem-
ber that what is internal in the mechanism has also

come from integration. When the organism experi-

ences certain lacks, there arises a disturbed nervous
system which causes the animal to make movements
to >supply these lacks from its environment. These
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responses to external environment caused by general

motor restlessness integrate with the internal stimuli

and the general motor restlessness becomes specific

conduct. Thus ''behavior'^ emerges, always from the

activity-plus. In one of his lectures Holt put it this

way, ^'If driven by metabolism, we have a disturbed

nervous system, that system will so act toward environ-

ment as to put environment in that state which will

make it send to the nervous system what it needs. '
^
^^

In this sentence the efficacy of the interrelating becomes

still more apparent. Much of our older psychology

failed to note sufficiently the interlacing of external

stimulus and the conditions of neural, muscular and
glandular response. Only recently I was surprised

to see the question asked by a psychologist: ^'Is be-

havior internally or externally conditioned? '' The fac-

tors of intra and extra-organic stimulation are not

only equally important but are bound up together.

They must be considered simultaneously. We have

now a wholly dynamic psychology. The neuro-muscu-

lar mechanisms of the behaviorists tend in the hands

of some writers (only in some) to become as static as

the old *'mental states." Behavior *' pattern" is a

figure of speech and not altogether a good one. We
shall have, if we are not careful, as much trouble with

the ^* patterns" of the behaviorists as the behaviorists

have felt they had with the **minds" of the older psy-

chologists.

13 See also Kempf .
* * Whenever the autonomic . . . apparatus is

disturbed ... it compels the projicient sensori-motor apparatus to so

adjust the receptors in the environment as to acquire stimuli having the

capacity to produce adequate postural readjustments in the autonomic
apparatus." Edward J. Kempf, The Autonomic Functions and the

Personality, p. 1.
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The matter of internal and external conditioning

has an exact parallel in the social sciences. No one can

understand the labor movement, the farmer movement,
international situations, unless he is watching the inte-

grating of internal stimuli, the lacks felt, with the re-

sponses to environment caused by these lacks. More-

over, the so-called stored-stimuli are exactly as impor-

tant for sociologist as for psychologist ; the sociologist

has to consider in each case how far the person or per-

sons are acting from present stimuli and how far from
action patterns already existing. Let us take an illus-

tration which involves all the points so far given:

The

workman

responds

to

1. Employer: wages, share in profits or management,

conditions of factory, etc.

2. General conditions : cost of living, etc.

3. His own desires, aspirations, standards of living, etc.

4. The relation between his responding and the above.

The important things to notice here are : first, that

the workman is responding to something in himself

as well as to something outside ; for instance, we have

now to add to the factors which made the internal con-

ditioning of the workmen of 1914, the restlessness

caused in many by the varied life and experiences (in-

cluding even foreign travel) afforded by the war, the

change in his desires caused by the lavish expenditure

of war profits which he sees about him, etc., etc. Sec-

ondly, he is responding to the relating between his

responding and the environment. Finally, all the fac-

tors involved are varying factors and must be studied

in their varying relations. By the use of the language

of calculus in the definition of behavior which we are

considering, we are brought at once to the heart of
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every situation : the relating of things that are varying,

which makes the relating vary. The Checker Taxi

Company announced this week a cut in rates because

of an increased volume of business ; it thus makes vol-

ume of business the independent variable. Mr. Ford,

on the other hand, when he reduced the price of his

cars in order to increase volume of business, made the

rate the independent variable. But both did the same
thing : they measured a varying thing in relation to a

varying thing, taking into account that these were af-

fecting each other simultaneously.

We must therefore in the social sciences develop

methods for watching varying activities in their re-

latings to other varying activities. We cannot watch

the strikers and then the mill-owners. We cannot

watch France and then Germany. We all know that

the action of the mill-owners is changing daily the ac-

tion of the strikers, that the action of the strikers is

affecting daily that of the mill-owners ; but beyond this

is the more subtle point I am trying to emphasize here,

that the activity between mill-owners and strikers is

changing the activity of mill-owners, of strikers. We
have to study not only a changing France in relation to

a changing Germany, but also a changing France whose
changes have been partly caused by the relation be-

tween its variations and Germany's variations. That
is, France is not responding to Germany, but to the

relation between France and Germany. To return to

the language of our formula: the behavior of France
is not a function of the behavior of Germany, but of

the interweaving between France and Germany. The
interweaving which is changing both factors and creat-

ing constantly new situations should be the study of the
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student of the social sciences. Trade unionism is not

today a response to capitalism ; it is a response to tlie

relation between itself and capitalism. It is of the ut-

most importance to bear this constantly in mind. The
concept of responsibility takes on entirely new mean-

ing with the introduction of the notion of circular re-

sponse into the social sciences. The farmers are not

responding to the middlemen or to middlemen plus

economic conditions or even to middlemen plus eco-

nomic conditions plus their own desires, but to the rela-

tion between themselves and the whole total environ-

ment, or rather the relating becomes another element of

total environment.

Much light is now thrown on the subject of Chapter

I, the relation of ''facts" to the social process. We
cannot study the "psychology" of the workman, the

"psychology" of the employer, and then the "facts"

of the situation, as so often seems to be the process of

investigation. We must study the workman and the

employer in their relation to the facts—and then

the facts themselves become as active as any other

part of the "total situation." We can never under-

stand the total situation without taking into account

the evolving situation. And when a situation changes

we have not a new variation under the old fact, but a

new fact.

A professor of philosophy told me that it made him
dizzy to talk with me because, he says, he wishes al-

ways to compare varying things with something sta-

tionary. But this philosopher could not go to Europe
most economically in his summer vacations unless some-
one were watching for him the relation of speed to fuel

consumption and from this determining rates of change
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that are themselves functions involving variables. Sup-

pose a school-boy should say to his instructor in cal-

culus :

*
'You are making my head swim ; I cannot com-

jjare unless you give me something stationary to com-

pare Avith.
'

' The only thing his instructor could reply

would be :
**You will have then to leave this universe

;

in this one we so often have variations in relation to

other variations that we are obliged to learn to think in

the terms of those conditions.'' That is, if in calculus

we measure a changing activity by an activity which is

also changing, if there is involved rate of change, and

also rate of change of rate of change, this is only the

same as in all life. But psychology sometimes abstracts

from life. For instance, a behaviorist tells us that if

a man disregards t?ie red flag at a railroad crossing

and crosses in front of the train, he will be fined or im-

prisoned, and the red flag will thus acquire that much
more ^'meaning" for him. If he suffers from loss of

limb or kills the occupants of his car, the red flag ac-

quires still more *'meaning'' for him. True as an

abstraction, true on the supposition that this is all that

happens. What is forgotten in this illustration is that

the railroad company is not slumbering meanwhile, and
the second time the man may not meet red-flag-plus-

meaning, but gates, at the railroad crossing.

Take again the classical illustration of the child and
the candle. It is a capital illustration supposing the

candle to be stationary, in other words, to be a nucleus

for '^meaning," but it is not always. The child burns

its hand. The mother may say, *^We must put electric-

ity into the nursery," or, *^We must have no uncov-

ered flames in the nursery." This possibility is not

ignored by those psychologists who use this illustra-
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tion, for it is the same Mnd of thing that is indicated

when they speak of the mother holding the child's

hand away from the flame instead of teaching him
something about it. I am not, therefore, qnarrelling

with the illustration, but only pointing out that the

process of education would be easier for all of us if

red flags and candles merely rolled themselves into

bigger balls ofmeaning" ; we should in that case learn

how to behave toward first one object and then another

until our education was completed. And this is, indeed,

a large part of education, particularly in infancy and
youth, but it becomes a smaller and smaller part as we
get older. We usually cannot apply what we learn

from one experience to the next because the next wall

be different. Moreover, it is usually we ourselves who
have made the next experience different. It is the

child's burning himself, perhaps, which makes him find

something different the next time he puts his hand out.

And when we remember all that the child has to learn

about flame—to discriminate between flame bare and
flame enclosed, between flame enclosed with a conduct-

ing and a non-conducting substance, to distinguish be-

tween the lighting, heating and burning qualities of

flame—^we see how complex the matter becomes. But

however you enlarge the equation with more brackets,

etc., the conditioning equation expressing the relation

of the variables remains the same. That is why I think

the formula I have cited so useful for the social sci-

ences if we understand and accept what is implicit in

it, namely, that behavior is not a function of environ-

ment but a function of the relating of behavior and en-

vironment.

This seems to me the most illuminating thought that
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has been given us of recent years for the study of social

phenomena. Holt's formula does not give it to us ex-

plicitly, but his treatment of circular response does,

his emphasis on the significance of the organisation of

reflex arcs and of the functional reference of behavior,

the something *'new" of his *' critical" moments of

evolution, his insistence on the fact that behavior is not

a function of immediate stimulus, and his use of the

functional theory of causation. The last two points will

be taken up in the next chapter. We now see behavior

not as a function of environment, but as a function of

the relation between self and environment. The activity

is a function of itself interweaving with the activity of

which it is a function. In the illustration given above

of the cut in rates by the Checker Taxi Company, the

rate was not really a function of volume of business,

but, since the rate increased the volume of business, the

rate was a function of the relation, the interlacing

relation, between rates and volume of business. We
must be sure that our formula will fit an evolving

situation.

It will perhaps be thought that I am rather forcing

the use of mathematical language in this chapter, but

I am using this language deliberately for several rea-

sons. First, in order to unfold the implications in the

words function and variables used in the definition of

behavior which I have been employing; secondly, be-

cause I find the language of calculus so stimulating to

my own thought on this subject that I hope others will

too; in the third place, because the word function is

used so widely, and often carelessly, nowadays, that

I think we had better look into its origin and make
sure that we use it accurately.
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"We have now, to repeat in summary, three funda-

mental principles to guide us in our study of social

situations: (1) that my response is not to a rigid,

static environment, but to a changing environment;

(2) to an environment which is changing because of

the activity between it and me
; (3) that function may

be continuously modified by itself, that is, the activity

of the boy going to school may change the activity of

the boy going to school. Or it might be put thus : that

response is always to a relating, that things which are

varying must be compared with things that are varying,

that the law of geometrical progression is the law of

organic growth, that functional relating has always a
plus value. The social sciences must learn to deal with

that plus, to reckon literally with it. A dynamic psy-

chology gives us instead of equivalents, plusvalents. It

is those w^hich we must look for in every situation. These

are the ** novelties" in the psychologist's ^* critical"

moments of evolution. It is impossible to overempha-

size this point ; it means a new approach to the social

sciences. In the farmer-middleman controversy, find

the plusvalent. In the France-Germany situation, find

the plusvalent. Let every statesman and diplomat,

every legislator and judge find the plusvalent; it is

the only approach possible to politics or industry or

international relations or our own smallest everyday

problems. Progressive experience on every level

means the creating of plusvalents.

In the physical sciences, we have some interesting,

although not wholly exact, parallels of the plus value

of the relating. In chemistry we find a chemical sub-

stance X decomposing into another Y at a rate propor-

tional to the amount of X undecomposed ; at the same
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time by a reverse reaction Y is decomposing into X at

a rate proportional to the amount of Y present. X
is continuously influencing Y at the same time that Y
is continuously influencing X.

In engineering we have what is called *^ regenera-

tion/' A radio receiving set takes in only a small

amount of energy from the electromagnetic waves that

reach it, but this is made to control the output of a source

of considerable energy located in the set. In some sets

a part of the latter energy is carried back to the former,

so that the former is now intensified and effects an in-

creased output; and the process repeats itself, build-

ing up the power of the set perhaps a thousandfold.

This ''regenerative" action occurs in many physical

and chemical processes and is used by engineers in

devising mechanical apparatus, electrical and other.

A dynamic physics studies activity rather than

mass ; it defines things in terms of activity, not in terms

of mass. Present-day physics tells us that the rate

of change of the activity may not be proportional to

the mass of what is active but to the activity of the

mass. We had not a dynamic physics until this was
seen. It used to be said that in organic growth the in-

crement of the organism in a given time is proportional

to the magnitude of the organism itself. Now, looking

at the ''organism" as an activity, we should have to

use some word which would include magnitude and
intensity of the activity.

To conclude this chapter : the most significant thing

in recent thinking is, I think, the correspondence of

thought in different fields and on different levels. Phi-

losophy has long taught us the unity of experience.

You can tear it to pieces if you will and find subject
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and object, stinmlus and response, or—you can refuse

to
;
you can claim the right to see it as a rational in-

terplay of forces, as the functioning of a self-creating

coherence. Consciousness is the li\dng interplay of a

self-generating activity. Or, consciousness is the liv-

ing interplay of myriads of self-generating activities

which all generate themselves as a moment of the inter-

play. The most fundamental idea of philosophy is, I

think, the recognition that there is no Denkform in

which as mould all thought is cast, but rather a con-

stant mode of self-generating as thought, a perpetual

law of unifying to which the free activity submits it-

self, law and freedom each the entelechy of the other.

Study of social situations reveals the working of this

principle. In psychology and physiology, also, we find

certain conclusions which lead us to think that experi-

ence on every level may be found to be an interrelating

in which the activity of the relating alters the terms of

the relating and also the relating itself. Politics, in-

dustry and law need the impetus of this thought. Our
older social philosophy gave us the pernicious theories

of the balance of power between nations, of adjustment

between capital and labor. It gave us always equiva-

lents ; our more recent thinking shows us how to create

plusvalents. This will be developed further in the

chapter on Experience as Creating.^14

14 It has been pointed out to me that the term plus-value does not
express my idea since the very thing I am opposed to is the plus-

relation, the one-by-one connection rather than the integration. But I

am certainly opposed to the word super, which has been suggested in

its place, for the '
' something new '

' of integration is not '

' over '
' or

' * more than " or " greater than '
' the parts, as often erroneously claimed

for "wholes." I think plus-value is what I mean, for I am not

referring to a plus-plus relation of the parts, but expressing the fact

that integration gives an additional value, one more value, but not

necessarily a greater or super value. See pp. 98-102 for further
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Because the word function is being increasingly-

used to express relation, there are certain warnings

necessary. First, we should not use the word function

to excuse us from studying each situation ; this I have

seen done several times recently. A phrase may be a

legitimate short-cut in exposition, but it is inexcusable

to let it be a short-cut in investigation. Secondly, we
must not confuse function as relation and function

as quantity. For us function is not a quantity left

over when the activity of relating is completed;

function is the activity of relating, it is the opera-

tion, not what results. A function is always func-

tioning; our interest in it is on that very account.

In the third place, the independent variable is independ-

ent only within a certain equation and our equations

are constantly changing. We must not confuse a vari-

able which is constant from moment to moment in the

same statement, and varies only from statement to

statement, mth one that varies in the same statement.

This is very important to remember in social psychol-

ogy. The constant of one situation may not be, prob-

ably will not be, the constant of the next situation. In

studying any one situation we look on this quantity as

constant while the mutual effects of varying quantities

are studied; two facts or individuals, let us say two

activities, adapt themselves to each other in a certain

way for any given situation ; change the situation and
they will probably adapt themselves in a different way.

Take the economic ^^law of supply and demand."
According to that law price is a constant function of

demand : as demand increases, price increases ; as de-

consideration of tMs point which is perhaps the most important in the
whole range of discussion on human relations.
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mand decreases price decreases. But this law is true

only on a certain assumption : that supply is fixed, that

there is a certain amount of the commodity in exist-

ence which stays fixed. This is an assumption which

speculators are always trying to make true, but in

ordinary, legitimate, economic operations it is seldom

a possible assumption except for one situation. Prob-

ably demand is increasing the volume of business which,

in most cases—in the case of manufactured articles the

materials for which can be got in practically unlimited

quantities—lowers the cost of production. As a matter

of fact, therefore, increased demand means, other things

being equal, eventually decreased prices. Thus the

function assumed for one situation cannot be carried

over into another. Price is a developing situation; it

depends on an interweaving ; it is a function not of an

independent variable alone but of the relation between

it and the independent variable. Thus to say that de-

mand raises price is wrong except in regard to a

given situation. To put this into mathematical lan-

guage (which seems to respond more readily than any
other to our present thinking on this subject), the

error would be to take a variable constant for an ab-

solute constant. Given the amount of commodities at

any minute and taking demand as an independent vari-

able, the price will be the function of that, but from
situation to situation the supply changes. The econo-

mist makes no mistake here; I am giving this as an
illustration of the hind of error in thinking sometimes

made by those who use the word function nowadays

rather carelessly. In the use of the word function,

the thing to be kept constantly in mind is the develop-

ing situation.



IV

EXPERIENCE IN" THE LIGHT OF EECENT PSYCHOLOGY

:

INTEGEATIVE BEHAVIOR

I
SAID above that Holt has shown the dynamic na-

ture of his thought most clearly by his use of the

reflex circle and the functional theory of causation.

This theory, that ''every physical law is in the last

analysis the statement of a constant function between

one process or thing and some other process or thing,"

Holt makes one of the basic principles of his psychol-

ogy. The *'bead'' theory of causation which once pre-

vailed in physics, and ''which tried to describe causal

process in terms of successive 'states,' the 'state' of a

body at one moment being the cause of its 'state' and
position at the next,"^ is as fatal for psychology, he

tells us, as for physics. It is equally fatal for

sociology. It is the theory by which statesmen and
diplomats so often try to solve national and world

problems and fail. Behavior on neither level is gov-

erned by immediate stimulus. Both psychologist and
sociologist note that as the number of integral reflexes

involved in behavior increases, the immediate stimulus

recedes further and further from view as the significant

factor.^ The stimulus becomes the total situation of

1 Op. cit., p. 157.
2 * * ... the development from reflex action to higLly organized

78
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which the total behavior is a function. As the psychol-

ogist finds that what the bee is really doing is laying

Tip honey in its home, that it is only incidental that it

sips from this flower or that, so in studying social

relations we find that a situation of which behavior is

a constant function is usually very complex. We must

observe every case of behavior as a whole ; this must

never be forgotten in the study of social situations.

The next chapter will be taken up with the Gestalt

concept, which is a concept of wholes, and which some

psychologists think will have more influence on all our

thinking than any single concept has for long exercised.

In Chapter VI behavior as response to a complex

stimulus will be again considered in connection with the

importance of total environment in the conception of

adjustment.

This appreciation of ^' total behavior '^ brings us

back again to our formula: the will or purpose of a

man or group is to be found in that activity which is

a constant function, or a combination of such functions,

of some aspect of his environment. I said in the last

chapter that this formula, mth its implied definition

of behavior as a function of the interweaving between

the activity of organism and activity of environment,

gives us a new approach to the social sciences. In

sa^dng that, I do not ignore the many signs we already

see of this approach. Mr. Earl Howard, labor man-

ager for Hart, Schaffner & Marx, told me that the

first question he always asks himself in regard to any

complaint or request of the workman is, *'What in the

"behavior is one in whieh the correlation between stimulus and organism
becomes less and less direct, while that between the organism and the

object of response becomes more and more prominent. '

' Op. cit., p. 169.
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conditions of this plant or industry, or in general living

conditions, has caused this attitude on the part of the

worlonan?" This is very different from the manufac-

turer who told me that when a workman came to him
with a complaint, he always set someone to study the

psychology of that man. We can hardly estimate the

difference Mr. Howard's method would make in indus-

trial relations. The similarity between this method

and that advocated by our present psychology seems

to me significant. Mr. Howard studies variations in

their relation to other variations; also he takes into

account all the elements of *
' the total situation. '

' The
rule for politics or industry, for trade unions or manu-
facturers ' associations, should be exactly Holt's rule

for man: ^' study his movements until we have dis-

covered . . . that object, situation, process (or per-

haps merely that relation) of which his behavior is a

constant function." ^ The American workman today is

responding neither to high post-war prices nor to his

accumulated rancor against capital; he is reacting to

a situation of which these and other factors form com-

ponent parts.-

It must be remembered, however, that when I speak

of a **new" approach to the social sciences, I am think-

ing of conscious approach ; success in human relations

has always meant if not the conscious, at any rate the

unconscious, use of this principle of present psycho-

logical thought, but today we have an increasing

amount of deliberate social analysis and conscious use

of certain fundamental principles.

It now seems clear that we must look for purpose

within the process itself. We see experience as an

3 Op. cit., p. 163.
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interplay of forces, as the activity of relating leading

through fresh relatings to a new activity, not from
purpose to deed and deed to purpose with a fatal gap
between, as if life moved like the jerks of mechanical

toys with only an external wire-puller to account for

the jerks, or a too mysterious psychic energy. What
we possess always creates the possibilities of fresh

satisfactions. The need comes as need only when the

possible satisfaction of need is already there. There

is no gap in the process. The automobile does not

satisfy wants only, it creates wants ; this is the mean-
ing of our formula for sociology. The automobile was
not invented to solve the farmers' problems. The
purpose in front will always mislead us. Psychology

now gives us end as moment in process.*

Sociologists, too, look for purpose in *^so far'' in-

tegrated behavior. We are urged by whips, not rewards.

Our aims are in the motor-mechanisms of our neuro-

muscular apparatus. No magic wand will change these,

it is a process. Many psychologists use the expression

** striving towards some goal," but we can see in our

own lives that the urge is always the lack; the goal

changes as we try one means after another of meeting

that lack. With the workman the urge is inadequate

conditions for normal living. The goal changes from
year to year as he conceives, for the bettering of those

conditions, one method after another: shorter hours,

4 " It is not true that we do sometliing in order to attain a dead
and static 'end'; we do something as the necessary but subordinate
moment in the doing of something more comprehensive. The true com-
parison then is not between deed or means and thought or end, but
between part deed and whole deed."

'
' The doctrine of the wish shows us that life is not lived for ends.

Life is a process. . . . Its motion is forward; yet its motive power
comes not from in front (from 'ends') but from behind, from the
T/ishes which are in ourselves." Op. cit., pp. 93-94, 132.
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higher wages, share in profits, share in control, nation-

alization of industry, etc. The relation of preconceived

end to growing end must be carefully watched, with

all that contributes to the change, with all that hap-

pens because of the change. You cannot coordinate

purpose without developing purpose, it is part of the

same process. Some people want to give the workmen
a share in carrying out the purpose of the plant and

do not see that that involves a share in creating the

purpose of the plant. A noted teacher of ethics tells

us, **A citizen is one who helps to realize the purpose

for which this nation exists." The citizen must also

help to make the purpose.

It could be put this way. Purpose is always the

appearing of the power of unifying, the ranging of

multiplicity into that which is both means and ends,

the One holding Many.
I have given examples in an earlier chapter of the

difference between preconceived and actual purpose.

We can find those differences for ourselves every day
in what we see and what we read. There are no static

purposes for us to lay our hands on; put salt on the

tail of the European purpose today—^if you can. We
make two mistakes in regard to purpose when we are

considering social process : we try to substitute an in-

tellectualistic purpose for that involved in the situation,

or, when the purpose appears from out the activity,

we think, by some strange mental legerdemain, that

that was the purpose which had been actuating us all

along. But our dealings with our fellowmen should

not be so different from those with our natural environ-

ment. Last summer I noticed a strange plant in our

pasture. I did not know what it was, I had no picture
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in my mind of what flower or fruit it would bear, but

I freed it. That is, I dug around it and opened the

soil that the rain might fall on its roots, I cleared out

the thistles with which it was entangled so that it might

have room to spread, I cut down the undergrowth of

small maples near so that it could get the sun. In

other words, I simply freed it. Every friendship which

is not treated in this way will surely suffer ; no human
relation should serve an anticipatory purpose. Every
relation should be a freeing relation with the

*' purpose'^ evolving. This is the truth underneath

the admonition that we should not pray for specific

things.

But the great mistake people often make is to say,

when the flower and the fruit appear, ^^Ttiis [the par-

ticular flower or fruit] was what I was working for."

We must be ever on our guard against post facto pur-

poses. We have all had experience of the modifications

which take place in a policy when we begin to carry

it out. When legislation establishes what is called a

general policy, and a commission is appointed to form

specific regulations and provisions to see that that

pohcy is carried out, it often happens that the com-

mission finds a different purpose developing from that

on which the legislation Vv^as founded, and has then to

try to get the law changed in such a way as to embody
the new or the actual purpose. Activity always does

more than embody purpose, it evolves purpose. With
the general acceptance of this fact, part of our political

and legal science will have to be rewritten. All history

which jumps from one dramatic moment to another

falsifies the situation ; history must be viewed as con-

tinuously evolving relations, just as the steam in the
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boiler, no matter how rapidly it increases, yet always

increases gradually.

We must remember, moreover, in any analysis of

ends, tbat what we call ends are often means. Take the

formation of a stock company for the building of a rail-

road. Of all those who buy stock perhaps no one is in-

terested in the '
* purpose '

' of that company : the opening

of a new route of communication. Some wish an invest-

ment for their money, others wish to speculate, others

to control the direction of the traffic, others to influence

the selection of the route in order that real estate

values in which they are interested shall be increased.^

The matter of purpose, interests, needs, requires

much more empirical study, and certainly a volume to

itself; I can give here only the briefest indications of

the way recent psychology has illumined one of the

most important conceptions of the social sciences.

I said above that we are to look for purpose in

the so-far integrated behavior of the organism. I shall

recall this later in the chapters on law and politics.

Political leaders cannot persuade people to adopt pur-

poses, the legal order cannot assign purposes ; they are

found in the so-far integrated behavior of people.

Moreover, when we see end as involved in the process,

not in contentless will, we see that we cannot "choose^'

our ends as some would have us "choose" a cause to

be loyal to. Life is richer than this: we have now a

far greater responsibility, a nobler ethics, not less

but a larger freedom. Choice is not given up but is

put further back in the process. !When we do not under-

stand this, it may mean disaster for us, for as we
cannot make arbitrary choices, so we cannot postpone

5 See Jhering, Law as Means to an End, p. 32.
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choice ; we cannot make up later for the lost moment,

that is, not directly. Choice has a place in the process,

we must learn exactly where the place is and act on

that knowledge. If we try to make a choice with our

'*minds" when another already exists in our neuro-

muscular apparatus, we only come up against a dead-

wall of impossibility. Or rather we have to attack our

problem differently ; we have to set to work to change

our motor mechanisms.

Through our observation of human relations,

through the teachings of psychology, we learn then that

from our concrete activities spring both the power and

the guide for those activities. Experience is the

dynamo station ; here are generated will and purpose.

Further, and of the utmost importance, here too arise

the standards with which to judge that same will and

purpose. Men used to say that they relied on their

wives' intuitions, but wives today are more apt to be

out viewing facts for themselves than staying at home
intuiting. I think that for some time we have been a

little astray in regard to the relation of standards to

the social process. We have, for instance, long thought

of ourselves as a nation of idealists who have v/onder-

ful ideas and struggle to carry them out. But take the

average New England town: it is sunk in the apathy

of accepted routine ; someone comes along and proposes

that it shall do something. The citizens, being Ameri-

cans, have the genius for doing ; they do and then they

have the ideas involved in the doing. Someone told

a certain New England village that it ought to have

a social welfare department; the inhabitants did not

know what it was or what it was for, but they organized

it and did it well too, and then they told themselves
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and the neighboring towns what their pnrpose hcfd

been (notice tense) and one would have thought that

all their lives they had been longing for a social service

department.

Our ideals are involved in our activities. Take for

instance all the talk of ** getting together '^ which has

filled our press and public halls for the last fifteen or

twenty years. It has been assumed that our lives were

growing too isolated and that we ought to correct this.

Not at all. After we had begun to live together,

crowded in cities and factories and mines, after our

whole organism had got set and attuned to living to-

gether, then we heard that we must cease ( !) our

separate lives and ^* get together.*' But we never heard

of this duty of getting together until it was a fait

accompli, then behold it became an aspiration—after

the event! Herd instinct ? Christian brotherhood? No,

it is the inevitable tendency to make an ideal of the

fact. Here we are, our whole industry and business

system based on credit, on faith and cooperation, and
then we cry out, heads in sand, **Let us take example

from the little loving ants and bees and bring associa-

tion and cooperation into our daily lives." But they

are in our daily lives all the time and that is the reason

we are thinking of them. Cooperation in the business

world did not come about by emulating the bees and
the beavers, as some of the biologists exhort us to do.

One by one the integrations are made, as environment

changes, and the behavior patterns constructed.

We do not adapt our activities to ends in front or

to principles behind.

I am not implying that I wish this were different. To
get our ideals and our culture from our daily life means
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that they have a vital energy which can be used re-

fluently on that life. Many of ns are ashamed of our
* 'mechanical age" and deck it out with trimmings which

are like the buttons of dresses which don't button, put

there for ornament only; but we must realize that our

daily living may itself become an art, that in commerce

we may find culture, in industry idealism, in our busi-

ness system beauty, in mechanics morals—the ethics

of the lathe are of a pretty fundamental kind. People

tell us that ''when the spirit of art spreads far enough

down we shall redeem the sordidness of our present

civilization,'' but grown-up people cannot tie apples on

the trees and then pick them. Only when the spirit of

art rises from the roots of our mechanical age will it

"redeem our civilization." The divorce of our so-called

spiritual life from our daily activities is a fatal dualism.

We are not to ignore our industry, commerce, etc., and

seek spiritual development elsewhere; on the other

hand we shall never find it in these, but only by an

eternal influence and refluence. If we point with satis-

faction to our material progress, it is only because of

its evidence of a virility, a robustness, which is capable

of fruitful interweavings. There is energy flowing

from it which, uniting with other energies, will create

new men and new environment.

In many of the arguments for shorter working

hours this is forgotten, and we have a kind of time-

theory of salvation: keep the debasing influences of

industry to certain hours of the day, employ the others

in some educational way, and if the race is keenly

enough run the spiritualizing influences will win out.

But we cannot split ourselves up like this, the eight-

hour influences will continue into the leisure period;
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it is the eight-hour influences themselves that we must
reckon with.

Yet we see many signs that we are not unapprecia-

tive of the relation of all our doing to all our thinking.

Why are we getting engineers as presidents of col-

leges I Why is the very word becoming one to conjure

with,
^

' social engineering, '
' etc. ? It is because we have

made up our minds that we want the doer-thinkers.

To sum up this chapter : one of the chief contribu-

tions to sociology of the psychology I am trying to

indicate is the continuing activity of the specific-

response relation, the relatings and then the evolving

of these relatings. The essence of this psychology is

that the *' release" and the integrating are one process

:

this is as important for ethics as for physiology or

psychology; for sociology its value is inestimable.

When some of the behaviorists tell us that ''knowl-

edge lives in the muscles" they seem to leave out the

deeper truth of the continuing activity. I am objecting

here merely to the word ** knowledge." I think it better

when practicable to keep to verbs ; the value of nouns

is chiefly for post mortems. It is just here that Holt

gives us, in Response and Cognition,^ a fundamen-

tal part of his teaching: the activity of knowing in-

cluding the knower and the known. After aU what
Response and Cognition does is not so much to

explain knowledge as to abolish it—to abolish it in

favor of knowing, of an activity, of a process which

involves knower and known but which never looks from
the windows of either. The knower Imows (an active

verb) the known; reality is in the knowing.

The profound truth we have now recognized we
6 Supplement to The Freudian Wish.
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conld express differently by saying that you can define

the actors only in terms of the process. Modern play-

wrights are beginning to see this. And we ourselves

are beginning to appreciate more and more plays and

novels written by those who have this understanding.

The old-fashioned hero dominated the situation and

came out alone to bow before the curtain, and we did

not care very much what he had conquered, we were
* thrilled'' by the act of conquest. And we certainly

did not analyze the difference between conquest and

defeat, a subtle matter indeed and often hidden far

beneath the surface. But nowadays we do not think

of the hero alone or with his feet upon the fallen foe

—

in fact we may have to look among the prostrate foes

for the hero—^we see him in the multitudinous relations

of life, we see him in his significance to some of the

meanings of his age.

I think we can now go back to our formula and its

definition of behavior as a function of environment,

and bring to it a larger understanding. I should like,

for social psychology, to express it as follows : Think-

ing (willing, purposing) is specific relating of the in-

terdependent variables, individual and situation, each

thereby creating itself anew, relating themselves anew,

and thus giving us the evolving situation.

The important points to bear in mind are

:

1. Behavior is both internally and externally conditioned.

2. Behavior is a function of the interweaving between activity

of organism and activity of environment, that is, response

is to a relating.

3. By this interlocking activity individual and situation each is

creating itself anew.

4. Thus relating themselves anew.

5. Thus giving us the evolving situation.
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These two chapters are obviously not a wholesale

endorsement of what has been called behaviorism/

for the behaviorists as belated mechanists leave much
to be desired. But Holt's thought seems to me to go

further and to be more discriminating. It is pregnant

and important for the social sciences because it makes
us think of our problems in terms of process and not

of ** pictures.'' The self-sustaining process which this

writer gives us is the fundamental law of human ac-

tivity. And this psychology is both a challenge and a

reward: it carries in one hand the compass for the

journey, and in the other the only gift we can ever

hope for for all our pains, the opportunity for greater

pains, for harder things. We give ourselves to our

task and our task not only becomes larger but at the

same time it becomes deeper and higher. The reward

for all activity is greater activity.

The full acceptance of life as process gets us further

and further away from the old controversies. The
thought I have been trying to indicate is neither con-

ventional idealism nor realism. It is neither mechanism
nor vitalism : we see mechanism as true within its own
barriers; we see the elan vitale (still a thing-in-itself)

as a somewhat crude foreshadowing of a profound

truth. It is now possible to rid ourselves of the limita-

tions of these more partial points of view ; we have now
given to us new modes of thinking, new ways of acting.

7 Although. I wish to acknowledge fully my indebtedness to Watson.



EXPERIENCE IN THE LIGHT OF RECENT PSYCHOLOGY I THE
GESTALT CONCEPT

IT
is hardly possible to consider recent develop-

ments in psychological thinking without mention-

ing that outstanding feature of contemporary

German psychology known as the Gestalt doctrine, a

doctrine which is having a marked influence on Ameri-

can psychology. AVhile the novelty of this doctrine

has been, it seems to me, much overrated, for it has

long had a place in philosophical thinking, and in the

psychological field itself it has had many anticipations,

yet I am considering it here for several reasons. First,

because the experimental verification it brings to the

doctrine of integrative unity, of functional wholes, is

certainly valuable, also because there are aspects of

this doctrine which can help correct certain tendencies

today which are seriously, disastrously, against our

progress, and finally because I am trying in this book

to show certain parallel developments in thinking, in

quite different fields, which seem to me significant.

And none is more significant, none is more valuable,

than the present trend away from atomistic concep-

tions. Let us therefore look briefly at the Gestalt con-

cept which has been called a doctrine of wholes.^

il am much indebted for my knowledge of the Gestalt school of

91
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Kohler has expressed the central idea of this school

succinctly when he teUs us of psychical states and
processes whose characteristic properties and activi-

ties differ from the properties and activities of their

so-called parts. Such psychical states and properties,

he says, may justly be regarded as units (Einheiten),

and following von Ehrenfels he gives the name Ge-

stalten to these units.^ This view denies that physical,

psychical or social situations are made up of elements

in a plus-plus relation, a mere '^Und-verhindung" or
^
' Und-summe.'

^

It should he noted that Kohler believes that the

environment as well as subjective experience is com-

posed of Gestalten, that the Gestalten are both objec-

tively real and experientially real.

By far the most valuable approach to this doctrine

has been made, I think, in the field of perception;

indeed the conception originated with workers in this

field. The conclusions of these workers deny the ex-

istence of ^'a sensation" as a fact of experience. Many
experiments seem to show that perceptions have a

quality in addition to the sum of the single sensory

excitations. This quality represents the essence of the

perception. Split it into its parts and the essence of

the experience vanishes. **What we find," says Koffka,

'4s an undivided, articulate whole. Let us call these

wholes 'structures,' and we can assert that an un-

prejudiced description finds such structures in the cases

psychology to Dr. Gordon W. AUport who has kindly allowed me to

read his paper on Contemporary German Psychology in advance of its

publication, and also to make use of his letters to me on the subject.

I would not, however, thus make him responsible in any degree for the
views I have expressed in regard to this school.

2 Wolfgang Kohler, Die physischen Gestalten in BuJie und ein

stdtionaren Zustand, p. ix.
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underlying all psychological experience. . .
."^ All

Koifka's experiments lead him to the conclusion that

perception is not composed of mere elements of sen-

sation. In other words, his conclusion is that percep-

tion and not sensation is the psychological unit.

One of Kohler's simpler experiments with apes and
chickens shows plainly the meaning of ** structure."

The animal is confronted with two stimuli : one a light

gray h, the other a darker gray c. Pood is concealed

behind h, but not behind c. The animal is trained by re-

peated trials to get his food from h. Then the condi-

tions of the experiment are changed and the stimuli now
used are h and another still lighter a. According to the

traditional theory the animal would be expected to

associate his food with h, but Kohler found that in

most cases (and he has explanation for the exceptions)

he did not do this, he chose the lighter gray a as he

had formerly chosen the lighter gray which was then h,

This means that he had not perceived b, but h in rela-

tion to a field. His perception is of a complex, of a

field of relationships. He is reacting to a perceptual

total.

In showing us that Gestalt is not a simple fmiction

of stimulus, Kotfka tells us that the process is one

depending not on stimulus alone, but also on the ** atti-

tude" of the organism which has in readiness certain

modes of response, these physiological processes which

underlie the structural phenomena having themselves

the character of structures. Gestalt, he tells us, is a

relating of the *^movement-structure" of the organism

3 Perception, An Introduction to the Gestalt-Theorie, The Psycho-
logical Bulletin, Oct., 1922. To this article is appended a list of ref-

erences.
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to the stimulus. Often the strength of the movement-
structure is such that it can he touched off by what
would seem totally inadequate stimuli. This point

should be carefully noted, for when we see that sensa-

tion is not the simple function of the stimulus, and that

perception, the unit of experience, is not the simple

function of sensation, we have grasped one of the most
essential features of this theory. Koffka remarks on

the specific, concrete nature of this ^'attitude" as com-

pared with the old attention, but the traditional view

of attention has largely disappeared in this country.

The main features of this school are then: first,

it gives us ** so-functioning" properties of phenomena
rather than ** so-being'' properties, to use the expres-

sions of the school itself; secondly, the definite and
specific character of the wholes—every psychical situa-

tion has a specific character different from the *^ ab-

solute" nature of the component parts; in the third

place, the physiological correlates of these wholes, that

is, the physiological structures which underlie the

Gestalt phenomena, are themselves Gestalten. Thus
in all our study, from that of the simplest perceptual

experience, or the physiological structures underlying

that experience, up to the work in the field of personal-

ity, the same thing is found, the necessity of studying

wholes because the nature of the whole is different

from that of the parts and could not be deduced from
the parts.

None of this is new, yet stripped of its claim to

*' novelty," this theory is, I think, interesting. Or
rather what I find interesting is not so much the doc-

trine itself as the enthusiasm with which it has been

acclaimed, which is hardly less than the fervor with
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wMch it has been promulgated. Thus we see plainly

the need it meets. Kohler tells us that this idea seems
to have greater scientific possibilities than those con-

ceptions which have hitherto been regarded as funda-

mental for psycliic life. Koffka says, ''Wherever this

new method of thinldng and working has come in touch

with concrete problems, it has not only showed its

efficiency, but has also brought to light startling and
important facts which without the guidance of this

theory could not so easily have been discovered."

A significant thing about this school of psychology

is that it has gathered its forces from quite different

fields of research. Kohler speaks of ^^all those re-

searches which at present from different sides and in

different realms lead always to this central idea. . .
.''

Kruger, in opening the Leipsig Congress of Psychology

last April,* gave an account of the central doctrine of

this psychology and said that the concept had been

developed within the past decade simultaneously from
four directions, the psychologists of each direction

working quite independently of the others.^

A very interesting approach to this doctrine has

been made in the studies of personality. Much psycho-

logical study of personality has been concerned with

separate '^traits,'' and the fact has been rather as-

tonishingly ignored that personality can never be

revealed to us by a study of its constituent traits;

4 Both at the Leipsig Congress and at the Congress of Experimental
Psychology which met at Marburg in 1922 there was a marked diver-

gence from the Wundtian school.

5 For a brief characterization of these four approaches—the approach
through perception, the approach through Geisteswissenschaft, the
genetic approach, and the approach through Personalismus—see Dr.
Gordon Allport's account of the Leipsig Congress in the American
Journal of Psychology, Oct., 1923.
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moreover, that it is not disclosed merely by adding

together these separate traits. No single characteristic

of a man has much meaning until it is miderstood in

its relation to his other characteristics. Or, more ac-

curately, it is the total interactions and the something

being brought into existence by these which make the

whole personality.

Many psychologists, as Stern, are now insisting on

the study of personality as a whole. It seems to some
of us a Kttle late in the day. Our daily problems in

home or office, factory or store, have already insisted

on this. I had for a few years something to do with

engaging people for the sta:ff of a Vocational Guidance

Department. A man just out of the university asked

for a position with us as psychologist. In describing

to me Ms methods, he told me the tests he would give

to our boys and girls, and the conclusions he would
draw from them. I remember that he apparently at-

tached great importance to what seemed his pet test,

that of introducing snakes suddenly to unsuspecting

young people, and he told me what estimates he would
form of those who jumped or screamed at their ap-

pearance. But I did not consider his estimates worth

anything because he isolated this test and drew his

conclusions within that isolation. We decided there-

fore not to have an ^ ^applied'' psychologist on our

staff. Since then, indeed, large strides have been made
in this department of psychology, but the weakness

that still persists to some degree is that of not giving

sufficient attention to the whole man, the whole boy
or girl.

Yet it has been preached with clarion clearness by

some of our psychologists. The emphasis of the Ger-
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man scliool on an undivided complex as the psycho-

logical object is no more insistent than that of our

American psychologists who tell ns to *'keep the man
whole/' to find out what he is *^ really doing," not to

describe his behavior in terms of the thousand separate

gestures he is making. Moreover, when we are told

to study the movements of a man until we have dis-

covered *Hhe object, situation, process (or perhaps

merely the relation) of which his behavior is a constant

function," we are being shown that man reacts to a
total.

"When the behaviorists say that the way to find out

what the man is really doing is by watching his be-

havior, I should add to that : Be sure to remember that

his behavior always includes, (1) what he is doing,

(2) what he thinks he is doing, (3) what he says he

is doing. In the study of group behavior w^e have

many interesting examples of occasions where all these

three enter vitally into the situation. To discover the

''purpose" of an association we have always to con-

sider these three. When psychologists become willing

to join hands ^ith the students of the social sciences, it

will be a day of prophecy and hope for the solving of

human problems.

We have in the social sciences innumerable ex-

amples of that error of atomism which the Gestalt

theory is combating on the psychological level. Per-

haps none is more interesting than the recent treat-

ment of instincts by a number of economists. Wlien
these economists discovered instincts a few years ago,

their first tendency was to consider the workings of

separate instincts, but the instincts do not work apart

from one another. The relation of the instincts to
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one another, the interlacing of instincts and their total

effect, were almost wholly ignored, hence many er-

roneous conclusions drawn from the so-called *' in-

stinct theory.'' The economists' instincts simply do

not exist. Experience is not a matter of instincts or

sensations or reflexes or—of anything else atomistic.

And we must not only study instincts acting together

but also the relation of the organism as a whole to

the separate instinctive tendencies.

But the nature of the whole is open to different

interpretations. Many writers of the Gestalt school

say that the whole is ''more" than its constituent parts.

I think this word dangerous ; the whole may be dijfev-

ent from the parts without being more. Some writers

have called the Gestalt a super or over phenomenon.

These words are equally objectionable. We should

not give the names super or over to that which is itself

so entirely, so vitally, so actively a part of the total

process. The quarrel over the word more is due, I

think, to a confusion of thought in regard to a quanti-

tative more and a qualitative more. It is true that

quantitatively the one is more than the many, that is,

we do have ''something else," but when we go on

from this to attribute greater value to the one than

the many, we are making a serious mistake. It would

certainly lead us far astray in the social sciences. In

polltics or economics it would be very dangerous to think

of the whole as more or greater than the parts. If

We could analyze the mental make-up of some of the

people who are opposed to the League of Nations, we
should probably find that it is because they think a

"whole" must necessarily be "more" than its parts

that they have a horror, and in my opinion justly
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if this were true, of a League of Nations which is

** greater" than America. Is the United States greater

than the states? No, but it is different, and the nature

of such difference is the fundamental thing for us to

determine in every department of thought, every de-

partment of life. It is the cardinal question for all

human activity.

And those who give a super character to the whole

often give it a static character. I think that we get a bet-

ter idea of the true nature of a whole from the theory

of circular behavior given in the last two chapters,

for the relation between whole and parts is one of

circular response. A number of writers on the Gestalt,

theory come to a stopping place, or at any rate a

gap, in their exposition; they realize indeed that if

they would give us a full explanation of their doctrine

they must explain the relation of whole to parts as well

as of parts to one another, but this they cannot do satis-

factorily, I think, without including some description

of circular behavior. In other words, these writers

seem to me to need a fuller understanding of the dy-

namic nature of their wholes, for with some the whole

seems to be a moment of rest between activities. To
no doctrine must we make smfter or more emphatic

denial ; the whole is itself as much a part of the entire

process, is itself interweaving with the parts at the

same time that the parts are interweaving to make
the whole. An understanding of this on the personal

and social level is of inestimable value. Our edu-

cational methods must accept this doctrine, for its

connection with any theory of the formation of habits

is obvious. While habits are being formed the whole

organism is affecting the formation of each separate
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habit. That is, that organization of action systems

which we call the organism is influencing each separate

action system even while the action systems are mak-

ing the organism. In our personality studies we find

that the total personality affects each '' trait '^ (not a

good word and happily now being abandoned) while the

traits are making the total personality. Again, the

probation officer who is trying to ^'adjust'' the boy to

society does so by dealing with separate activities of

the boy—finds him a suitable 30b, gets him to go to

night school, suggests his joining the boy scouts—^but

it is obvious that the ''whole" adjustment which is thus

being made is influencing each one of these activities.

The ' 'whole '
' adjustment of capital and labor influences

each separate adjustment of wages or hours or work-

ing conditions. But such instances might be indefi-

nitely extended.

The dangers of both a super whole and a static whole

are seen in a certain treatment of the doctrine of

values. We could find in the Gestalt psychology a more
penetrating doctrine of value (both as psychologically

and socially considered) than we have yet had, if the

super-nature of the whole were not insisted on. This

is of the utmost importance for students of the

social sciences. For in any social situation, however

necessary it is to analyze it into its component activi-

ties, a part of our task is to discover value-units,

that is, to quote the definition of Gestalt given above,

a whole-value which is different from the sum of the

value of the parts, and which cannot be dealt with in

the same manner as the values of the parts. To watch

for the emergence of the value-unit, the interest-unit,

the desire-unit, must be the valid method for the social
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sciences. To further this eniergence, to accept and act

on the validity of these units, is the fundamental task

of any adjuster of industrial or international contro-

versy. When statesmen and managers of industry do

this, when students apply this doctrine to the method
of social research, we shall have a better chance of

solving our social and political problems. And these

whole-units, which take us away from atomistic values,

are neither super-values nor static-values, for they

gain their very existence by their continuous interknit-

ting with individual values.® In my chapters on gov-

ernment I have connected the federal principle in polit-

ical science with what I have called a federalistic

ethics. On lower planes too the federalistic principle

holds ; it is the essence of the theory of integration, the

heart of biological and personal as well as of social

development. Creative experience is a federalistic

gro^vth.

In order to rid ourselves of the temptation to think

there is such a thing possible as a static whole, we had
better always ask. What is the whole doing? It is not

a quiet Beneficence watching benignly over its busy

children. It does not live vicariously in its ^'parts'*

any more than it lives vicariously for its *^ parts." The
parts are neither its progenitors nor its offspring.

There is no influence of whole on parts in a vague,

mystical sense, neither by a *^ rationalization" of auto-

crats, but only through circular behavior. When we
say *'keep the man whole," ^'keep the experience

whole," ^'always study the whole," we must bear in

mind just what we mean by that, for we certainly do not

6 There is an interesting parallel here to recent developments in both
legal thinking and legal practice.
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mearf tliat we are not to study parts; analysis is as

important a branch of psychological or social study

as integration. What the psychologist must do in

his field and the social scientist in his is to study the

whole a-making; this involves a study of whole and
parts in their active and continuous relation to each

other. A psj^chology which studies integrative proc-

esses is a dynamic psychology, that is, is concerned

mth activities; when we are watching an activity

we are watching not parts in relation to a whole or

whole in relation to parts, we are watching a whole

a-making.''

But there is an additional point to be considered:

environment too is a whole a-making,^ and the inter-

knitting of these two wholes a-making creates the total

situation—also a-making. ''The psychological situa-

tion" is always a total situation. No penetrating psy-

chological study, no penetrating study of social condi-

tions, is possible without a study of these three

wholes a-making. If we wish an example from the so-

cial level, think of the relation of trade unionists to one

another on the one hand, of employers on the other,

and of these two bodies to each other and to the con-

ditions which they are meeting. The recent split

among the telephone girls in Boston would be an inter-

esting subject for study from this point of view. But
it is unnecessary to pick out illustrations, for in every

7 1 think that some of the psychologists of the Gestalt school, as
Koffka, do not describe accurately what they call the "member char-

acter" of the part as contrasted with its "absolute character," but
any consideration of this question would take us too far into philo-

sophical discussion for our present purpose.
8 Kohler says the response is to

*
' actual life conditions as a whole. '

'

Op. cit., p. :iii.
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psychological experience, on individual or social level,

these three activities are always present.

Kohler touches on the question whether *'the pecu-

liarly characteristic happening in a totality" is the re-

sult of the interactions of the parts or whether it is

the response of the unit to *4ts actual life conditions."

Of course it is both and it is both simultaneously. The
interactions are going on at the same time that the

unit is responding as a whole to ^^life conditions."

This is the most interesting part of the study of

groups ; we see that the interactions between the indi-

viduals of a group are being constantly influenced by

*4ife conditions" and also by the interactions between

group and ''life conditions."

The direction which the Gesfalt movement is tak-

ing is somewhat unfortunate as it seems to imply more
interest in the whole than in the constitution of the

whole—a fatal mistake wherever it exists. The atten-

tion of the Gestalt school seems riveted on the product

to the neglect somewhat of the process. In drawing

attention so constantly to the uniqueness of the whole,

the moreness of the whole, they seem rather to dis-

courage interest in the making of the whole. More-

over, each product of the integrative process engages

their attention to the neglect, to a certain extent, of

that continuity of process which is the essence of the

psychology I have tried to give in this book. We have

seen that process must be emphasized rather than prod-

uct, that the process is continuous, and that the making
of wholes and the breaking of wholes are equally im-

portant.

Yet the conclusions and still more the implications

of this school of psychology are of value to the students
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of the social sciences, for over and over again we note

in onr own work that the problem before ns is one of

discovering a technique for unifying. One of the diffi-

culties about using experts is often the lack of tech-

nique for uniting the knowledge of different experts.

The following example was recently brought to my at-

tention. In a certain county in California a celery

disease specialist went from farm to farm to examine

the celery and look for heart-rot. On his rounds one

farmer said to him that he had some evidence that

the disease had something to do with the way the crop

was cultivated, the process of irrigation, etc., and he

asked the specialist if that were true. The specialist

replied that he didn't know, that he knew nothing of

cultivation, he was a specialist on disease!

Social work su:ffers often from too great specializa-

tion. In a Child's Guidance Clinic, reports on a cer-

tain child were brought in by a doctor in regard to

the child's health, by a social worker in regard to the

family conditions, and by a psychologist who had made
certain tests. But there seemed to be no technique

for uniting these approaches. The chairman simply

drove through what he considered each one should

next do, and they went out again as specialists, again

to work on the child separately.

Yet it is in the field of social work that we find

some very interesting parallels to recent psychological

conclusions in regard to wholes. As in contradistinc-

tion to traditional psychology which gave us experi-

ence as composed of sensations, images, affections, one

of the principal features of present psychological teach-

ing is that experience is always a complex, that ex-

perience is always a unity, so this is exactly what some
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students of the social sciences have felt to be the most

illuminating part of their observations, namely, that

the very essence of experience evaporates in anatysis.

The case-studies of Mrs. Ada E. Sheffield—the result

of a scientific method of observation, of an insight which

penetrates beyond surface values, and a synthetic

handling of masses of material—are a valuable contri-

bution to social psychology. I find in her last one,

*'What is the Case Worker really doing?" ^ an inter-

esting illustration of the theory of circular behavior

given in Chapter III and of the Gestalt theory of this

chapter. I give a rather free interpretation of her

material. The social worker takes a j^oung person

whose mal-adjustment to his environment has brought

him to her care and does one thing after another for

him: takes him to the dentist, sees that he has proper

eye-glasses, finds a suitable job for him, suggests cer-

tain wholesome forms of recreation. Yet these things,

one after the other, are not what she is ** really doing."

All these things, taken together, will have an effect on

his life which one after the other they would not have.

Still even this total effect is not all that the social worker

is doing. What she is doing is to make possible the

child's adjustment to his social environment. But, and

this is the fact so often forgotten, not to a static environ-

ment. The various and varying activities of the child

relate themselves to the various and varying activities

around him which constitute his social environment.

This interacting is the ^' total situation" of recent psy-

chology. This *' total situation" is often looked at as

a total picture; it is thought that you can get all the

9 The Journal of Social Forces, May, 1923. Mrs. Sheffield is Director

of Eesearch Bureau on Social Case Work.
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factors if you examine the picture in sufficient detail.

But a total situation is never a total picture; it is a

total activity in which the activity of individual and
activity of environment constantly interweave. What
the social worker tries to do is to bring about the kind

of interweaving from which it follows that further

responses from environment, further responses from
individual, will mean a progressive experience.

This all implies that the social worker is concerned

not merely with the child's responses to environment;

she must understand that the child's behavior is not, to

speak exactly, a function of social environment, but

a function of the continuous relating of child and envi-

ronment. The value of the worker with children de-

pends largely, not on her understanding of children,

C^She is charming with young people" is no longer

looked on as the chief praise we can give a social

worker), neither on her understanding of social condi-

tions as a student of sociology, but on her ability to

do her part in so freeing the life of the child that

possibilities of child and possibilities of social environ-

ment may form a **whole," or working-unit, which

shall make the child's life more happy and fruitful,

and also make the social environment contain more
possibilities for all young people. Thus the next re-

sponse of the child will necessarily be a more compre-

hensive one (taking that word intensively rather than

extensively) ; that is, to use the expression I have

already employed, his life will be one of progressive

experience. Integrative experience is always progres-

sive experience.

We have now a conception which must have large

influence on our thinking, a conception which we might
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call psychological continuity. Integrative behavior

means circular behavior which implies the continuity

of experience—an important psychological conception.

This view necessarily pays much attention to the ex-

ternal stimulus. I have said that the social worker

must keep the child whole; she must also keep the'

environment whole. But analysis is, as we have seen,

as important as integration, or rather it is a necessary

step in integration. In all social research we see that

we cannot dismiss ** social environment" with the mere
phrase and let it go at that. There is an illustration

in the article of which I have just spoken which is a

capital example of this. In the case in question, that

of an unmarried mother, Mrs. Sheffield looks at the

complex of conditions which influenced the conduct of

the girl and breaks that complex into six parts : *' First,

the economic independence of working girls, which per-

mits them to be free from home restraint at will ; sec-

ond, the dependence of girls upon men for their pleas-

ures; third, the sex standards and conventions among
men in general, especially perhaps among the smaller

business men; fourth, this girl's own sex standards as

compared not only with those of the ladies of the com-

mittee, but also with those of girls more depraved than

she ; fifth, the social effect of tliis manifestation of the

social evil as compared mth the effect of conunercial-

ized forms of vice ; and sixth, the effects—known and

probable—of the girl's behavior upon acquaintances,

friends, and her family—including the child.
'

'

Then, after this careful analysis of environment,

Mrs. Sheffield, I take it for granted from the implica-

tions in her article, tried to find what we are calhng

here the * 'whole '
' character of that environment. This
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dual method is necessary for all students of Iiuman

life. In labor conferences the trouble often is that the

trade-union delegate does not succeed in explaining the

demands of the trade unionists in their ^^whole" sig-

nificance, and one by one his arguments are demolished

by the representatives of capital. The real demand is

often in that whole demand which lies hidden. The
man who has a genius for leadership is the one who
can make articulate the whole demand. Elsewhere I

have spoken of the necessity of breaking up the whole

demand of the worlonan in order to discover what he
^

' really wants. '
' I hope it is apparent that these state-

ments are not contradictory. We can find an illustra-

tion of this dual method in our everyday experience.

Someone asks us, *'Why did you do so and so?" And
we are a little puzzled to give a satisfactory reply.

We give a certain answer, and then seeing a look of

surprise on our friend's face we recognize how inade-

quate that must seem as an explanation of our behavior,

and we give another, and yet another, and we are aware

that they all sound trivial as we state them, and indeed

unless we can find the '*whole" reason, we shall not

be able either ourselves to understand completely, or

to explain to our friend satisfactorily, why we acted

in that particular way. But the whole reason is surely

there all the time waiting to be recognized, and it is

all the time influencing the separate reasons. Yet woe
befalls the man who cannot differentiate his reason and
discriminate.

Again, many more students of history are able to

tell us of the different causes which are supposed to

have led to a certain event than there are those who
can estimate these as a multiple cause, that is, as a.
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whole witli a different character from the mere smn of

these causes. All of us who are studying social situa-

tions and watching individual and group response see

every day that we cannot understand behavior by not-

ing only response to the various stimuli ; we must see

the multiple-stimulus as a whole and watch response

to that. Any technique for a study of human relations

must include this very important point. It is to be

sure also true that in social situations, as in biological

situations, reactions may be, as a biologist puts it, *'to

phases or parts or elements of a total situation,'' that

is, this may be true to an extent, but obviously what

we have to do is to be able to discriminate when it is

one and when it is the other.

It should be noted that when we say total environ-

ment we of course do not mean total "ioidl environ-

ment," but that which is in such immediate relation to

the individual that its forces can be reckoned with both

as cause of and effect of his activity, that is, that much
cf environment which comes within the appreciable

range of circular behavior.

This all means that the social worker must work
with the idea of circular behavior in mind. She stud-

ies, not individual, not environment—these can never

be studied separately and then brought together—she

studies a whole situation as it develops, as the factors

interknit to make the whole developing situation.^^

In what the Gestalt school tells us of '* figure and
ground, '

' we might find a rough analogy to individual

10 A Freudian might speak of the social worker 's rationalization in
the illustration given. I shall try to tell in Chap. VIII how far, or
rather in what way, I think he would be making a mistake in so

doing, and also what I think the Freudian himself might learn from
the Gestalt concept.
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and situation. In describing the *^ figure and ground,"

which writers of this school think the most important

part of their doctrine, the illustration often given is

that of the musical melody, which remains the same
when transposed from one key to another. The Gestalt

psychology seems somewhat confusing on this point,

however, because of contradictory statements of dif-

ferent authors in regard to ''meaning,^' yet as I am
not making any estimate of di:fferent writers, but

merely noting certain affinities between this school of

psychology and other fields of thinking, there is a

general correspondence here w^hich it might be inter-

esting to notice. Those of this school who are working

on personality tell us that the personality in action

cannot be studied apart from that general setting

within which it acts. This is exactly what students of

social research are finding every day so important for

their work. The Oestalt school throughout, not only

in the personality studies, emphasizes the inseparable

union of ^* figure and ground": the isolated figure is

nothing, it must be set off against a background of

some sort else it is nonexistent. Here is the ** unique,'^

the * ^ indivisible '
' unit. Of course this is exactly where

philosophy makes one of its richest contributions to us.

Any consideration of the Gestalt concept must neces-

sarily be superficial which does not enter into the

philosophical question of relation, but.I have attempted

here only to give certain aspects of this doctrine which

might be immediately useful to students of the social

sciences.

It is certainly of large significance that the most
thoughtful students of social research agree with the

conclusion of contemporary psychology that the ele-i
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ments of experience are not susceptible of isolation.

How reiteratingly philosophy has told us this. How
emphatically our everyday experience confirms it.

Moreover, the relation of whole to parts is the core of

many of our present political problems. In questions

of government this is, on the theoretical side, the cen-

tral battle ground for the political pluralists and their

opponents, on the practical side, for the supporters of

the League of Nations and their antagonists, for the

advocates of increased or decreased federal legislation,

etc. Federalism can never be fully understood until we
see that it is not a governmental form alone but the

most fundamental principle of Hfe, expressing in the

field of politics wisdom gathered from many sources.

To use the language of this chapter (technical language

if you wiU but language it seems to me full of sug-

gestion for all our thinking) federalism is the embodi-

ment of the theory of circular response and the Gestalt

doctrine. Although I must add to that that probably

most of the Gestalt school would be interested in the

state of federalism, so to speak, rather than in federal-

ization, that is, they would show a lack of interest in

the process.

In Chapters XI and XII I shall try to show that we
ought no longer to give adherence to the doctrine of the

*' consent of the governed,'' because the relation be-

tween governors and governed, between experts and

people, must follow what seems to be the law of all

relation, that of circular response. Also, the very

essence of any legitimate theory of wholes is a relation

of the one and the many which makes it impossible to

give to the many the mere role of consent. Democratic

thinking, or *Hhe will of the people," in order to be
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democratic thinking, in order to be truly the will of

the people, must have the character of integrating

wholeness.

In Chapter XIII the necessary integrations sug-

gested of representatives in representative assembly,

and of each representative with his constituents, is an
example of both these psychological doctrines. Many
conceptions of political science will have new light shed

on them when considered from the point of view now
given us. For instance, to give one example out of

many that spring to mind, the weakness of occupational

representation is that it does not recognize the psycho-

logical doctrine of integration. Resting on its theory

of *
' functionalism, '

' it says that each man should rep-

resent his function, forgetting that man is an interplay

of many functions, and that the ** whole'' man—this

interplay of many functions—^must go into his citizen-

ship.^^ The ^^ function" of a man is no more the

political unit than sensation is the psychological unit;

the question of unit is as important for politics as for

psychology. Again, the doctrine of political ^* rights"

must obviously be reshaped, but this is not the place

to speak of that or to continue these illustrations ; the

whole field of political science will show before long

the effects of this recent development of thought.

In 4he field of ethics we are coming to see the

ethical unit, or determining wish, as a true whole, that

is, it is not the arithmetical sum of desires, nor one

v/hich has wiped out *^ minor" desires, but an integrat-

ing desire which is continuously interweaving with the

separate desires. That is, the ethical unit gets its char-

11 See M. P. Follett, The New State, Chap. XXX, Political Pluralism
and Functionalism.
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acter of '* wholeness" by an interweaving with the

parts as well as by an interweaving of the parts. This

is the characteristic of wholeness which has often been

disastrously overlooked, but which the doctrine of cir-

cular response so illuminatingly gives.^^

As social workers, psychiatrists, students of politics,

economics and ethics, of law and international law,

thinkers in many fields, are more and more recognizing

and working on the principle of circular or integrative

behavior, its importance becomes increasingly evident

;

it may be that we shall find it the cardinal principle

in every department of thought.

In summary : any individual psychology which has

not recognized the unifying nature of experience, any
social psychology which has failed to see this, has dealt

not with life but with abstractions from life. As we
have found that a sensation never exists in experience

but is a psychological abstraction, that a *' trait '' of

personality is also a psychological abstraction, so many
times our studies reveal to us that the meaning of a

social situation is to be found not in its elements viewed

separately but only in the total situation, or to use the

still more suggestive word of the Gestalt school, a

Gesammtsituation. Our perceptual experience, our

personal experience, our social experience, is a complex

structure, a unity. But it must be remembered that

the Gesammtsituation cannot be comprehended by
thinking of it as a matter of mere interaction. Inte-

gration is more than *^mere coordination,'' as was
pointed out by Watt when he spoke of the tendency to

emphasize the process of coordination of sensations

12 This seems to me a very interesting part of Dr. Eichard C. Cabot 's

teaching of ethics.
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with one another and to ignore what he calls integra-

tion." For some years we have been approaching this

point of view. It has often enough been questioned

whether there is such a thing as **pure sensation" in

experience. James recognized this in his chapter on
Sensation where he stated that a pure sensation is an

abstraction, and in The Stream of Thought {Principles

of Psychology, 1890) we find plainly an anticipation of

the Gestalt doctrine. In The Compounding of Con-,

sciousness (A Pluralistic Universe, 1909) he gives us

the view of this chapter as corrected by his studies in

the years intervening between the two publications.

Ward in 1918 tells us that perception is not a sum of

properties which can be taken to pieces and distributed

like type." Of recent years the doctrine of functional

unity has had many adherents. J. S. Haldane points

out that the metabolic activity within the organism is

a ^* whole'' activity. **Such processes as secretion,

absorption, growth, nervous excitation, muscular con-

traction, were treated formerly as if each was an isolable

physical or chemical process, instead of being what it

is, one side of a many-sided metabolic activity of which

the different sides are indissolubly associated." ^^ A
number of biologists have dealt with a whole organism

and another whole the constitutive elements of which

13
'

* An intimacy of connection between nerve-paths or impulses
emanating from different sense organs is, of course, recognized in

many fonns. But this connection has been somewhat exclusively con-

sidered to consist in a mere coordination or association of afferent and
efferent impulses with one another. Sufficient attention has hardly
been paid to the possibility that upon these afferent impulses an afferent

structure might be raised which is dependent upon but is essentially an
addition to these. To distinguish it from mere coordination such a
structure might well be called integration." H. J. Watt, Some Prob-
lems of Sensory Integration, Brit. Journal of Psy., 1910, 3, 323 Jf.

14 James Ward, Psychological Principles, p. 303.
15 Mechanism, Life and Personality, p. 79.
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are organism and environment. But perhaps the most
suggestive treatment of wholes, in the fields we are

looking at, has come from those who have been working

at the integrative action of the nervous system. Sher-

rington as early as 1906 gave ns his view of mental

life as the progressive creation of new and higher

functions through integrative processes.^® Holt in 1915

insisted on the difference between organic and mechani-

cal response and made organization the central point

of his psychology. He used the term integration clari-

fyingly and suggestively, and indicated its implica-

tions. Watson in 1919 said explicitly, *^The behaviorist

is interested in integrations and total activities of the

individual."^'' The whole behaviorist school tends

more and more to see the organism not as a mere col-

lection of reflexes or instincts or habits. Psychobiolo-

gists are dealing with **whole personalities.'' When
Kempf, in a book which I have found very helpful,

describes * * the dynamic nature of the personality,
'

' he

tells us of an integrative unity, of a functional whole.^^

If dissection has been the method of traditional psy-

i« Charles S. Sherrington, The Integrative Action of the Nervous
System. He uses in the course of his book the phrases compounding
together of reflexes, the combination, the alliance, the coalition, the
coordination, of reflexes, but his meaning is clear, and he expresses it

briefly in the following passage: "The unit mechanism in integration

by the nervous system is the reflex. . . . We have hitherto dealt with
reflex reactions under the guise of a convenient but artificial abstraction
'—the simple reflex. That is to say, we have fixed our attention on
the reaction of the reflex-arc as if it were that of an isolable and iso-

lated mechanism, for whose function the presence of other parts of the
nervous system and of other arcs might be negligible and wholly differ-

ent. This is improbable. The nervous system functions as a whole.

Physiological and histological analogy finds it connected throughout its

whole extent. ..." P. 114.
17 John B. Watson, Psychology from the Standpoint of a Behaviorist,

p. 40.
18 Edward J. Kempf, The Autonomic Functions and the Personality,

pp. ix-xiv, 1-2, 77-78.
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chology, the study of integrative processes is snrely

the chief characteristic of contemporary psychology.

Ogden has written recently of what he expressly calls

''the psychology of integration/'" And—the thesis

of this book—any psychology of integration, of what-

ever school,^° shows ns that kind of relating which

creates. The psychology of the specific response did

not give ns the creating relation; the doctrine of cir-

cular response involved in the theory of integration

gives us creative experience.

Circular response is the psychological term for the

deepest truth of life. We move always within a larger

life than we are directly cognizant of. But many men
have deliberately shut their eyes to that larger life

because they felt that any view must be false which

made the individual seem to "transcend" what we
know he can never transcend. But the theory of crea-

tive experience given to us by the most profound phi-

losophy throughout the ages, and now so happily

strengthened by recent research in several fields, shows
that the individual can create without ** transcending."

He expresses, brings into manifestation, powers which

are the powers of the universe, and thereby those

forces which he is himself helping to create, those which
exist in and by and through him, are ever more ready
to respond, and so Life expands and deepens; fulfils

and at the same moment makes possible larger ful-

filment.

19 Eobert M. Ogden, Are there Any Sensations? The Am. J. of Psy.,
April, 1922.

20 The Gestalt psychology cannot strictly be called a psychology of
integration, since a circle is a Gestalt, yet it is true that in much of
their writing the psychologists of this school are describing integrative
processes.



VI

EXPERIEITCE NOT A PROCESS OF ADJUSTMENT

THE word most often used in biology, law and
economics is adjustment. In biology we have

the adjustment of organism and environment

;

in law the adjustment of rights or, in more modern
language, of interests or desires ; in industrial contro-

versies too the avowed aim is adjustment.

But are we perhaps ready now to take a step beyond
** adjustment, '^ or rather, does not adjustment take on

a somewhat different meaning in the light of our theory

of circular response and of the doctrine of wholes given

us by the Gestalt theory? The following items I con-

sider of great significance. A jurist who has made
valuable contributions to the problems of labor con-

troversy has said to me that the secret of arbitration

in labor disputes is not adjustment but invention. The
head of a big industrial plant which has joint com-

mittees of management and workmen said to me, '*!

find that we come to agreement not by adjustment but

by invention, not by reconciling our ideas but by finding

the new idea which is always something different from
the addition of the previous ideas.'' Compare this

language with that used in Response and Cogni-

tion. It is here that the break from the old psy-

chology is so illuminating for all conflict. This psy-

117
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chology supports tlie jurist and the manufacturer, for

the whole matter of adjustment was carried a step

forward with the use made here of the term ^* pro-

gressive integration," and with the emphasis placed

upon the *' novelty '^ in the moment of synthesis, the

*' critical' 'moment of evolution. We have now a scien-

tific explanation of the ^^new.'' This does away with

Huxley's ''mystery moments," or else every ''critical

moment" is a mystery moment because there is the

incalculable increment of the unifying.

This very striking coincidence in the language of

jurist, manufacturer and psychologist, men of wholly

different types and different experience, seems to me
significant. Let us therefore examine the concept of

adjustment further. Every advance in physics, physi-

ology and psychology shows us life as process. Our
still imperfect understanding of this is evident in our

discussion of adjustment. In this discussion we see

on the one hand an implied rigidity of environment

and on the other an environment which can and must
be "mastered." We are told by hundreds of writers

that man must conquer environment; we are told by
just as many that man must submit to "the iron laws

of nature." Neither is true. The psychology which

we have been considering shows us that we are neither

the master nor the slave of our environment. We
cannot command and the environment obey, but also

we cannot, if we would speak with the greatest ac-

curacy, say that the organism adjusts itself to environ-

ment, because that is only part of a larger truth. My
farmer neighbors know this: we prune and graft and

fertilize certain trees, and as our behavior becomes
increasingly that of behavior towards apple-bearing
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trees, these become increasingly apple-bearing trees.

The tree releases energy in me and I in it; it makes
me think and plan and work, and I make it bear edible

fruit. It is a process of freeing on both sides. And
this is a creating process. As we have seen, the release

and the integrating are the same process: this is

one of the profoundest truths which psychology has

given us.

Whether the popularity of the conception of con-

quering nature has come from **the urge to power''

or not, it is certain that we do often Like to think of

our surroundings as *' adverse''; we like to ^'wrest

from nature" because that enhances the ego which is

able to do that; we love to be the conquering hero

whether it is in relation to nature or anything else.

But the idea of mastering environment is unfortunate

because we have carried it over into social relations;

it becomes our duty to conquer all external circum-

stances, nature and other men too. In America we
first ^* subdued the forests" and then turned our at-

tention to our fellow-creatures.

Let us consider for a moment the phrase ^'resist-

ance of environment," used repeatedly by both scien-

tists and laymen. Kempf defines behavior as wishes

(manifest, later repressed, adolescent and preadoles-

cent) opposed by the resistance of environment.^ In

spite of the fact that resistance of environment is a

technical term in psychoanalysis, I venture to suggest

a slight change, not perhaps a change for the psycho-

analysts, but for those who take this term over into

other fields. Significant for much that the psycho-

analyst sees, it seems to me that it should not be used

1 E. J. Kempf, Psychopathology, p. 75.
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by social psychologists as a definition to cover the be-

havior process in general. I should like for Kempf 's

opposed by the resistance of environment to substitute

confronting the activity of environment. Thus we need

not make anticipatory judgment; there may be opposi-

tion, there may be resistance, but this definition leaves

it possible for us to wait until we find them. This

would make a great change in the social sciences. Here
we should have not necessarily the opposing, but the

confronting, of interests. This confronting would make
apparent many incompatibilities of interests, but does

not judge the case beforehand as to what shall be done

about it. Confront does not mean combat. In other

words, it leaves the possibility of integrating as the

method of the meeting of difference. Moreover, to

use the language of Chapter III, Kempf 's definition of

behavior does not consider the increment of the grow-

ing. It is difficult, in social situations, to see the wish

confronted with environment because the interweaving

between them is a continuous process: the wish con-

fronts an environment as altered by the wish ; the en-

vironment confronts a wish as altered by the environ-

ment. Further than this, as has been shown, each is

altered not only by the other but by the activity be-

tween them. The ignoring of this is why we find in

some psychoanalysts an over-simplification.

I am not forgetting, as a psychoanalyst might think

on reading this, that unconscious wishes are not so

easily changed as conscious, and that we have many
more unconscious than conscious wishes. Certainly as

a student of social research I should not want it to be

supposed that I confused the superficial, surface wish
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with the fundamental wish, for the distinction between

these is the first step in the analysis of any social

situation. I am also aware that the kind of activity

which I have been trying to indicate between wish and
environment is far more apparent in the case of the

conscious than of the unconscious wish. Yet the thera-

peutics of the psychoanalyst would contradict his

theory if he regarded unconscious wishes as unchange-

able.

In Chapter III the point most emphasized was that

response is to a relating. This shows us the limita-

tions of the word adjustment for the behavior process

by giving us an enlarged conception of environment.

In viewing the total situation we found that we were

not watching simple reactions correlated serially with

external events ; we found that we w^ere watching ex-

ceedingly complex reactions to a complex environment,

that complex sets of reflexes resulting in unitary acts

respond to complex combinations of stimuli. In other

words, we saw the integrating of motor mechanisms

as more than simple receptor-effector response. We
saw too, in considering response as two-fold, to internal

and to external stimuli, that all stored-stimuli are them-

selves the result of previous responses, that every

internal mechanism has incorporated environment.

Those who define behavior as the integrated response

of muscles and glands do not always emphasize this

sufficiently. We have to study total response to total

environment and to a developing environment or situa-

tion. The very phrase ^ ^ functional '
' adjustment shows

the inaccuracy of the statement ^^ acting in harmony
with environmental demands'' because it shows how
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environment enters into every fresh response, shows

what part environment has in response to environment,^

and that each response or ** functional adjustment''

makes the organism capable of response to a more com-

prehensive environment. Of course the mechanism of

each adjustment is the integrating of reflexes connect-

ing the receptors with muscles or glands, of course

we adjust ourselves by means of our habit equipment,

but every habit system is organized by, is being organ-

ized by, interaction between movements and external

situations. It seems as if there ought to be a different

word for ** first" response, and those later responses

which more and more incorporate the environment or

stimulus which produced them. Could we perhaps say

response and developing response? Moreover, for

social psychology we cannot keep physiological and

social adjustment in different compartments. If I am
hungry and eat, my organism becomes adjusted in the

sense of that particular internal stimulus disappear-

ing, but if I have stolen the food I am not adjusted

to my total environment and that non-adjustment may
also affect my body very soon.

We should notice, too, what is sometimes forgotten,

that in the social situation two processes always go on

together: the adjustment of man and man, and the

adjustment of man and the situation; in social psy-

chology objective reference is always two-fold. The
southern marketing cooperatives, organized during the

last two or three years, came into existence in reaction

to tobacco and cotton speculators and to the period of

2 Kempf brings out a very interesting point : that when environment
cannot be changed, we tend to build a controllable environment within
the greater one.
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depression after the war. One should of course add
here the internal conditioning which makes our study

as much more interesting as it makes it more accurate.

Thus we see the necessity, in observing social behavior,

of taking into consideration total environment and

total response. We can understand this by watching

our own lives. We are always adjusting ourselves to

our total environment which brings about an evolving

of aU the circumstances of our life in such a way that

our wishes toward a particular circumstance will be

changed, or, more probably, will create such different

total circumstances for us that life will no longer pre-

sent itself to us in the bare form of shall or shall not

that particular wish be fulfilled. For just as the or-

ganism is responding to many stimuli at the same
moment (through sight, hearing, touch, etc.), so man is

responding to many people, many duties, many de-

mands, many aspects of the life around him. The
integrating of the former responses makes the normal

physiological life; the integrating of the latter, the

** balanced" individual.

The ignoring of the total situation is the weakness

of many discussions on adjustment. The illustration

given above of the defiance of the red flag at a railroad

crossing ignored the fact that the railroad company
may take a hand in the situation, may respond as well

as stimulate, may respond to an accident by deciding

to have gates at this crossing instead of the red flag.

And so on, and so on. Stimulus and response inter-

weave at every instant. A friend of mine says she

always writes notes instead of telephoning because

then she does not have to hear any back-talk ; she makes
her statement and that is the end of it. But life, alas,
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is more like the telephone than our writing desks ; it is

full of ** back-talk." Some of the behaviorists tend to

ignore this point, to look merely at stimulus and re-

sponse, and not to appreciate that elaborate, complex
process which makes it difficult at any one moment to

know which to call stimulus and which response. Be-

haviorism declares itself as concerned with environ-

mental adjustment, and the more superficial of its

supporters conceive this in terms of adjusting ourselves

to a rigid environment, disregarding the very obvious

fact that my response changes the environment or

rather that environment-plus-my-response changes the

environment. It was red flag plus man's defiance of

it which produced the gates, to put the matter rather

crudely. It should be noted, in short, how far our

doctrine of circular response takes us beyond reciprocal

relating as this is often understood. Beyond the effect

of organism on environment and environment on or-

ganism, the organism responds to the relation between

itself and environment. Any analysis of behavior

which does not take into account that response is to a

relating, will be inadequate. Any analysis of society

which does not take into account that response is to a

relating, gives us the determinism of the last century.

But if the doctrine of circular behavior is changing

our conception of adjustment, the Gestalt theory also

might have some influence on that conception, for that

too, it seems to me, must necessarily help to abolish

the idea of one ** acting on" another. Biology has

made large contributions on this point, for biologists

have for some time shown us the interactive influence

of organism and environment as a **whole" activity,

as I noted in the last chapter. Biologists have seen
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that biological experience cannot be defined in terms

of organism and environment ** acting on" each other;

they have recognized that organism and environment

together form a working-miit or functional whole.

Moreover, biologists have shown ns in regard to or-

ganism and environment what psysiologists have

shown ns in regard to the organism. Physiologists tell

us that a response to an afferent impulse through a

sense organ is not determined by that impulse alone,

but is affected by the impulses which are coincidently

coming into other parts of the body, as well as by the

whole functional activity of the rest of the organism

(nutrition, respiration) and the chemical stimuli

thereby produced. Likewise biologists tell us that any
activity between environment and a part of an organ-

ism is affected by the rest of the organism. There is

one weakness however seen sometimes in the biological

notion of wholes which should be corrected. The bio-

logical conception of experience which indicates that

organism and environment *' express a whole'' (I have

seen that phrase used recently by a biologist), some-

times ignores the subtler implications in the notion of

a whole a-making. Wliat remnant of intelleetualism is

this? Organism and environment do not ** express''

but make wholes.

In the matter of total environment, moreover, we
are sometimes misled by the way some of the biologists

express themselves. In the case of the flatfish we are

told that the flatfish adapts itseK to environment, mean-
ing the sea bottom, when it forms the pattern of the

sea bottom on its back. But what is really happening

is that there is taking place in the flatfish a change

such that its back looks like the sea bottom to an ob-
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server, that is, it is adapting itself to a larger environ-

ment than the biologist always takes account of. In

the biological discussion of adjustment we see several

limitations. It often neglects adjustment to total en-

vironment, that is, it does not take sufficient account

of the comprehensiveness of environment. Again it

often confuses purpose and teleology, and to those who
think of ** organism adjusting itself to environment"

as a teleological notion, external environment becomes

overemphasized at the expense of internal desire or

stimulus. Moreover, some biologists blur the whole

matter by not keeping to the same plane during the

discussion ; at one moment they are on the perceptual

plane talking of cells, and the next they are talking of

direction and distance which are on the conceptual

plane of mathematics. Finally, biologists do not al-

ways see the truth that that which you call organism

and that which you caU environment is usually a purely

subjective matter. "While some writers write of in-

dividual and environment as if the individual were
always man, and the environment were always *' na-

ture, ' * whatever that may mean—a too-inclusive term
on the one hand and far too limited on the other—as

a matter of fact the choice of point of view and appella-

tion in regard to individual and environment is an
entirely subjective matter. Le Dantec, the biological

sociologist, shows that we decide which is the individual

and that then all the rest is environment. This is ob-

vious, often overlooked, and important.

The more comprehensive idea which we now have
of the adjusting relation has many lessons for us. The
definition of intelligence given by some psychologists

is adaptability to new situations, that is, an individual
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possesses intelligence *^in so far as lie has learned or

can learn to adjust himself to Ms environment." One
would want to know, before one could accept this defini-

tion, what adjustment means here. The *^ invention''

of our jurist and manufacturer shows more intelligencQ

than mere adjustment.

We have only to look around us to find many ex-

amples of our meeting difficulties by invention, or what

I should prefer to call progressive adjustment,^ rather

than by an adjustment which gives to one factor the

office of dictator to the other. Take insurance : we can-

not do away with accident, but we do not let it bring

financial disaster to the individual, we distribute the

loss over society. But therehy the number of accidents

is reduced (greater effort is made to avoid them), and

thus also total loss from accident is diminished. Both

factors are affected, but neither affects the other di-

rectly, only through this new activity, the specific

response of man to accident. This should always be

our rule : progressive adjustment, not mere adjustment.

Instead of ^'adjusting'' the competition for markets

among nations, we ought to get more markets by de-

veloping baclnvard countries. Instead of ^^ adjusting''

the demands for the division of the products of indus-

try, it is better when we can through scientific manage-
ment increase production.

With the narrower idea of adjustment we should

often be getting more than we bargain for ; for instance,

do we want a capitalistic society to *
' adjust '

' itself to our

present trade unionism with its many weaknesses, with

s I like the term progressive adjustment better than invention, for

invention might connote too much causeless spontaneity and too little

specific response. See Chap. IX for a fuller treatment of this.
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its organization based on outgrown political ideas?

Must there not be found the way of fruitful uniting?

Again, take the word *^ socialization'' so often heard
nowadays. It is used as a good word even when it

means adaptation to the present social order. But
socialization, which people speak of as a supreme vir-

tue, is often a pure crowd idea, the crowd trying to

preserve itself as it is. Harmony between the indi-

vidual and the social order must mean changes in both

individual and the social order, yet not arbitrary

changes, but changes which will come about by a deeper

understanding of that relation. The individual is not

adjusted to society ; there is a creating relation between

them. The infant, to be sure, must adjust himself, for

a time, to the family and the whole social milieu in

which he finds himself, but as heresy is the coefficient

of religion, and illegality the coefficient of law,* so this

milieu will be changed only by the action of individuals

;

individual variation is the coefficient of social life. All

that we call social has been built up by individual

reaction. The individual by his responses to the social

fabric contributes that which so enhances it that the

stimuli proceeding from it to the individual enhance

his reactions and he has more to contribute than before.

Thus are built up the customs and conventions, rules

and laws, we caU society. "We are making our environ-

ment anew all the time, but that new environment is

at the same time recreating us. To use the language

of Chapters III and IV adjustment is an aspect of

circular behavior.

We considered in the last chapter the case of the

social worker and what she did to help the child ''ad-

4 Jean Cruet, La Vie du Droit.
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just" himself to society. We can see clearly now, what

was implied then, that if we use such an ambiguous

word we must be careful that there is no slackness in

our thinking, for we do not wish to adjust the child

in the sense of fitting him into certain social conditions.

In the more comprehensive meaning we are now giving

to that word, it includes always changes in environ-

ment as well as in child. Henceforth we should use the

word adjustment in social situations only if we under-

stand it as an aspect of circular behavior.

This conception of adjustment will necessarily meari

large changes in all the social sciences. Take, for in-

stance, the idea of conflict. If I am never fighting you
but always you plus myself, that is, that *'whole" which

the interweaving between you and me has created, is

creating, we shaU have a very different idea of the way
to deal with conflict. This will mean changes in both

legal and political thinking.

To sum up. The conception of circular response, of

integrative behavior, cuts under the meaning of adjust-

ment in ordinary use and gives us adjustment as a
creating relation. Thus submission and invention are

not opposed; on our submission (of the right kind) de-

pends the ** something new" we can produce. It is in

the light of this view of the specific-response relation

that I wish in Part 11 to consider ** obedience"—to

state, to employers, to ethical rules, etc. Adjusting in

the sense of integrating is the perfect union of sub-

mission and mastery. When we have reaUy acquired

the dynamic habit of mind which we boast of now, and
think always in terms of process, we shall think of

both organism and environment, individual and situa-

tion, as activities, and that will make it easier to under-
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stand the activity of functional relating which involves

these two activities. ^* Opposition" then disappears

under the more subtle interpretation of stimulus and
response which is now given us.

Is it, then, ever legitimate for me either to conquer

you or to submit to you? Both of them fail in the long

run—and often in the short run. I can only free you

and you me. This is the essence, the meaning, of all

relation. As physiologists and psychologists talk of

*Hhe release of energy,'' so it is a fundamental idea

for the social sciences. It should be the basis of every

sociological concept. Economics must acknowledge its

truth. Political science must see in it the foundation

of all it may thereafter erect. The task for politics,

economics and jurisprudence is to provide those con-

tacts, find those relations, which free in each the spirit-

ual energy which, uniting each with each, gives us, on

no conceptual plane but in our daily lives, a '^will of

the people." This reciprocal freeing, this calling forth

of one from the other, this constant evocation, is the

truth of '^stimulus and response." I object to calling

physiological stimulus and response the **material"

part of life. We find the same life-process—the self-

yielding of organism and environment—on every plane

;

here in the concrete circumstance is the * living" truth.

Where then is reality ? In the objective situation, or in

*Hhe people"? In neither, but in that relating which

frees and integrates and creates. Creates what? Al-

ways fresh possibilities for the human soul : expressed

in new tariff laws or shorter hours of work or co-

operative banks or whatever it may be. The political

problem, then, is not how to obtain ** consent," but how
to open the way for the creating relation between man
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and man. Tkis can be done by an adult education

which shaU deliberately try to find and teach those

methods which shall make possible, encourage and de-

velop this relation between men, by a journalism of

insight, by cooperative movements, by the development

of local units for discussion; but however furthered,

it is the process of a self-creating will of the people,

through the release of energy. As in physiology and

psychology, so in human relations, the release and the

integrating are the same process. In the course of

this chapter I have already made this statement, but

it cannot be repeated too often.

The deeper truth of adjustment brings us this

illumination: if the biological ideal is *' adjustment,"

and the ethical * * right,
'

' and the juristic ^ * justice,
'

' and

the political ** freedom," and the economic ^'satisfac-

tion of wants," the definition here given of the social

process and of functional adjustment shows that there

is no quarrel between these. They need not be con-

sidered even as registering different stages of think-

ing. They need not be classed, some as idealistic, some

as materialistic, they are but different ways of viewing

the same fundamental principle.

In considering the phrase *^ resistance of environ-

ment" it is patent that the whole philosophy of the

person who tells us of resistance of environment is

different from that of those who dislike the term. The
latter believe that we are at home in our world, that

we have not just happened on a cosmos that is alien to

us, that we have not come where we do not belong.

There seems to me a presumption that there is a funda-

mentally blessed relation between self and circum-
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stance. It is the philosopliy back of the resistance of

environment notion that I do not agree with. Resist-

ance implies the opposition of nature, suggests, *'I am
but a pilgrim here. Heaven is my home,'' gives you a

pretty forlorn idea of a self that has strayed out of its

orbit. The philosophy involved in *^ progressive inte-

gration'' gives us a soul at home and it gives us the

crescent self; it shows us that our greatest spiritual

nourishment comes not from * inviting our soul," but

in meeting the circumstance. There is only one way
by which the spirit mounts, by that meeting which is

the sacrament of life and needs no symbol because the

self lives daily that sacrament from which it draws its

sustenance.
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EXPERIENCE NOT A VERIFYING PROCESS

WE can now think of experience more as a

creating than a verifying process. Experi-

ence is the power-house where purpose and
wiU, thought and ideals, are being generated. I

am not of course denying that the main process of life

is that of testing, verifying, comparing. To compare

and to select is always the process of education, begin-

ning long before birth; in anatomical physiology we
see the nervous system growing by a selection which

is a creating. The fallacy in the notion of comparing

does not lie with the idea of comparing but with the

things compared. This is certainly true in social situa-

tions. When we go to a conference we have to compare

the idea we bring to it not with the idea we **find"

there, but with what is being developed there. The
employer may meet his workmen expecting to find out

what they have been thinking about things. He can

never discover that! For as soon as he meets them,

and partly by the very fact of his meeting them, a

different situation has arisen. When you get to a situa-

tion it becomes what it was plus you
;
you are respond-

ing to the situation plus yourself, that is, to the relation

between it and yourself. As in the physiological cir-

cular reflex you cannot compare stimulus and muscular

133
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activity because the muscular activity through the in-

stantaneous movement back to the centre is included

in the stimulus which is causing the muscular activity,

so in social situations you cannot compare what you
bring and what you find because these have already

influenced each other. Not to miderstand this is the

onlooker fallacy: you cannot see experience without

being a part of it. Of course if we were always getting

ladders and climbing up and peering into windows, and

tapping wires, and getting dictaphones into people's

cellars—^but there seem to be too many practical diffi-

culties about this. Life is not a movie for us
;
you can

never watch life because you are always in life. (The

old fairy stories recognized this difficulty and provided

the cap of invisibility.) Does this make an impasse

for us? On the contrary, the evolving situation, the
* ^progressive integrations, '

' the ceaseless interweav-

ings of new specific respondings, is the whole forward

movement of existence ; there is no adventure for those

who stand at the counters of life and match samples.

There is an investigation going on at the present

moment of a certain institution. The committee which

is paying for this investigation wished to find out how
far the methods of the institution in question were in

line with what they considered the best modern ideas.

But they are not going to find out, exactly, because the

committee and students are, by this very study, some-

what changing their ideas in regard to the best way
of developing such institutions. It might, however, be

replied to this, **But they can discover how far their

remodelled standards are being carried out.'' No, they

cannot even do that, for this very investigation has

caused that institution to change its methods, in a de-
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gree, even while the study is going on. Testing in an
exact sense is an impossibility ; we can live and progress

and create, and we must use all the conceptions we
can get hold of to help us do this, but life never stops

long enough for us to *^test," or rather w^e cannot get

outside life to view it. In the case I have just given,

the moment the committee decided to make that study

they placed themselves inside that bit of experience.

Outside they could not observe, but the moment they

began to observe they stepped inside, and then the

interweaving between standards and institution began.

The activity-between was at the same time moulding

the institution and developing their own ideas. This

again is like the circular reflex, where not stimulus and

not response is the chief thing, but the fmictioning,

what I am calling the activity-between. *' According

to the reflex-circle, reflex-reaction is a function [func-

tioning] that actualizes and alters the perception of

the stimulus.''^

On the social level, self and circumstance, thought

and concrete experience, are always interweaving ; this,

not comparing, is the life-process. We now see the

life-process as that of creating through specific re-

sponse. Observation is the most important part of the

procedure of the social sciences, but we should have a

more accurate understanding of observation—of ob-

servation, of comparison, of testing. I cannot test ac-

tivity by previous thought because every activity car-

ries within it its own tests. Yet we try to do so because

it is so much easier; to take a foot-rule and measure

is one thing, but it is quite another to live through an

experience with stress and strain, to discover, with

1 Bok, op. cit, p. 296.
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infinite pain perhaps, what is involved in that situa-

tion.

The people who *4earn by experience'' often make
great messes of their lives, that is, if they apply what

they have learned from a past incident to the present,

deciding from certain appearances that the circum-

stances are the same, forgetting that no two situations

can ever be the same. I know a man whose life has

been seriously affected by his saying to himself at a
rather crucial point in his career, **I cannot treat thi^

man so and so because I did it some years ago to a
man and it did not work." But this second man was
one whom he might have treated in this way. Of course

the first contact might have been of great value to him,

but he did not learn how to use it; instead of in-

tegrating it with the rest of his experience, he kept it

apart and generalized too hastily from that one episode.

Part of my intellectual and spiritual integrity depends

on an understanding of this. All that I am, all that

life has made me, every past experience that I have

had—woven into the tissue of my life—^I must give to

the new experience. The past experience has indeed

not been useless, but its use is not in guiding present

conduct by past situations. We must put everything

we can into each fresh experience, but we shall not get

the same things out which we put in if it is a fruit-

ful experience, if it is part of our progressing life.

A woman recently said to me :
* ^ The trouble with me

is that I don't integrate my experience." I think shq

stated a very fundamental truth. "We have the choice

with each fresh experience, if we do not disregard it

altogether, of either pigeon-holing it to take out at

some future time when a similar circumstance arises
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(a similar circmnstance never will arise), or of in-

tegrating it with all the rest of oun experience. We
integrate our experience, and then the richer human
being that we are goes into the new experience ; again

we give ourseK and always by the giving rise above

the old self.

Thus when we integrate there is nothing left to

pigeon-hole. Our great judges are those who do not

pigeon-hole but integrate. It is the difference between

a mechanical and a creating intelligence. Those who
interpret mechanically are *^ robots.'' The *' robots,"

made in factories to do man's work for him, had me-

chanical intelligence ; they could have taken experience

and put it into pigeon-holes, then when they needed

principle or precedent they could have gone to the

pigeon-holes and take out what ^'corresponded." But
men who are exercising that kind of intelligence are

not claiming their birth-right ; what man is capable of

is activity that creates.

There is a hint of the fallacy of preconceived pur-

pose about the old idea of verifying, for you must
decide on the purpose before you can decide on the

validity of the verification. The psychology which de-

stroys the doctrine of final ends corrects the two fal-

lacies in the notion of verifying so often held : a tend-

ency to divorce for the moment thinking and doing

(if you separate thought and activity you can test by
the criteria supplied by mind) ; and an ignoring of the

self-evolving nature of the specific-response relation.

"We do not think, and do, and think again, but the

thinking is bound up in the doing. There is one thing

essential to understand : activity does not carry on the

activity which produced it, it generates new energy.
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No conception of democracy is sound wliich does not

take this into account.

What is most intriguing in the theory of verifying

is the fate of the rejected hypotheses. If principles

are merely hypotheses with which to experiment, then

they have no value when discarded ; but they can never

be discarded. They are, as I have said, thrown into

the process and thus contribute to the new principles,

or the way I should prefer to state it, to the new situa-

tion. We must remember too that discarding is in fact'

impossible according to the very psychology of those

who most frequently use this word. If we "hold'' a

thought long enough to test it, it has become a part

of the organism, of the internal mechanism. I am not

saying that therefore we shall always have to **hold"

it, but only that something has happened, a very com-

plex process has gone on, so that we can never discard

that thought in the sense of things being for us as if

we had never held it. Our neuro-muscular arcs are not

like slates on which we can write and then sponge out.

There is no forgiveness for us in the sense of wiping

out. We h^ve to accept our behavior fully and go on

—

behavior in its technical sense, implicit as well as overt.

The impossibility of discarding is in a certain sense

true even of scientific hypotheses. To be sure, when
we are talking of, say, the space arrangement of atoms,

we may test by an hypothesis which we then discard.

StiU even in science one hypothesis helps us in forming

the next; scientifichypotheses are never chance guesses.

But at any rate I do not think you can transfer to

the field of the social sciences the simple sort of testing

that takes place in physical science. For I do not see

this discarding taking place anywhere in the life around
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me. I know of no dump yards where I can go to see

the discarded hypotheses. Do you say history is full

of them? I find traces in the present of all that history

has seemed to give up. In our own individual lives

this sometimes seems one of the hardest laws to recon-

cile ourselves to, and yet it is the very heart of the

truth in regard to individual as well as social progress,

and I suppose the degree in which we accept it indicates

in large part our capacity for growth. That is, the

measure in which we learn how to make that which we
should like to discard (but we cannot because it is

undiscardable) serve the larger truth, contribute to

the bringing forth of that new life which will be for

us a *' critical moment in evolution."

Each period has its magic word par excellence. A
few years ago when science was the word to conjure

with, the idea of verifying appealed to us because we
were told that it was ** scientific," but the social

sciences, while learning everything possible from phys-

ical science, must develop their own method. The best

word on this subject has been spoken, I think, by Dr.

Kallen :
* *

. . . a fact is not a preexisting thing to which

a conception may conform, but an eventual thing. ..."
Dr. Kallen does not forget, what too ardent apostles

of the verifying process do forget, namely, the com-

pound interest, that creating includes the increment of

the increment, that it is the activity-plus with which

we are chiefly concerned.

Another thing which the idea of verifying does not

take into account is this: what makes me test out a

certain idea at a certain moment? There is some reason

for it. I have a shoe-factory ; out of the whole ramified

activity of making and selling shoes, into which count-
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less ideas and standards have gone, a certain sitnatiori

arises. If I find myself then testing some idea, it is

because the rmming of my factory has brought the

necessity of doing so to the surface. There is no

arbitrary testing, one might ahnost say there is no
abstract testing; the whole process which has brought

me to the moment of verifying affects also the process

of verifying. Which shows again that testing in human
situations can never be the same as testing in the

laboratories of the physical sciences. In the illustra-

tration I gave above of the study being made of a

municipal institution, the suggestion for that study

arose out of the elaborations and complexities involved

in the thought about that institution, the many activi-

ties of city Life related to it. I have read recently, * *We
choose the truths which have vital consequences.'' But
where do we go to find them, and does life ever give

us time for choosing? In my own experience truths

usually hit me in the face before I have time to

** choose" them.

There is a point closely connected with this which

is sometimes misunderstood. We often hear people

talk of the ''interpretation of experience" as if we first

had an experience and then interpreted it, but there

is a closer and a different connection between these

two ; my behavior in that experience is as much a part

of my interpretation as my reflection upon it after-

wards; my intellectual, post-facto, reflective interpre-

tation is only part of the story. This is a very im-

portant point.

Moreover, it should be noticed that those people

who take a thought to a situation to be confirmed or

discarded, also do the converse and take the observed
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fact to an old principle and classify it. There is much
that is inteUectualistic about the notion of testing. Our
** pigeon-holes" are our action tendencies to abstract

logical construction, but those who live by logical sys-

tems are simply taldng *^a moral holiday."

I do not want of course to give up classification;

that would be absurd, but I believe that the relation of

observation to preexisting classification has to be

worked out on different lines from that which most of

us are pursuing at present. To test and discard, to

test and verify? Life is not as simple as that, or as

** scientific" either. Life is an art. Life with its creat-

ing power, depending for man on the self-yielding of

activity and thought, is an endless interplay. 'And at

this moment when we are urged so constantly to look

at facts, the objective situation, the concrete circum^

stance, the actual event, it is especially necessary that

we learn how to connect the conceptual and perceptual

planes, how to let every fact contribute to those prin-

ciples which by use again in the factual world become

again transformed, and thus man grows—always

through his activity.

Classification as *' conceptual short-hand" is of

course necessary, but we must be ready to change our

classification with every new contribution of experi-

ence. Is this too obvious to need stating? Judge Gray
tells us that **the besetting sin of the analytical jurist

is the conviction that his classifications and definitions

are final.
'
' The way in which bacteriologists use clas-

sification, changing it readily with every new discovery,

might be a lesson to us.

As this seems to me important, let me try to express

it differently. Our later empiricism does not deny the
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importance of principles. We have not to choose be-

tween a moral atomism and general ethical laws
;
prin-

ciples are immensely valuable—on the other side o£

the equation, as part of the stuff of the situation, as

part of the warp and woof of our concrete life. A
teacher of ethics says that we **adapt" our principles

to the new conditions. Many jurists tell us the same.

I do not think that this is the process. For instance,

a man comes to a conference with a certain idea or

principle ; it should not be adapted, and also it should

not be kept outside the interweaving of the conference

to judge the conference by; it should be thrown into

the situation in order that from all the intermingling

a new thought may be evolved. The X of one situation

should always be X' in the next. I often see men meet-

ing in conferencewho confuseX and X' or are concerned

only with X. The consent to meet should be a tacit

agreement to the contrary, should imply that aU are

to be concerned with X', that is, with what may come
forth from this meeting. A man may say frankly that

he prefers fighting to conferring, that is, he prefers to

maintain his own ideas irrespective of another 's ; but

if he accepts the method of conferring, that acceptance

means that he is thereby bound to see what can come
of the conferring. This is the only way that conference

can ever be made a valid process.

When we try to adapt our principles to conditions,

not only we forget that they are already in the condi-

tions, but also we are not doing justice to them; they

are worth far more to us than that. When we * * adapt '

'

principles we are false to one of the deepest truths of

existence. Concepts are created by motor reactions.

Then when these concepts come into contact with fresh
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conditions we have new motor reactions which, means
new concepts. The creating is always done through

concrete activity, never, except very partially, through

intellectual activity. The primitive tribes woo nature

with incantations and ceremonies ; we do things to her.

Many Christians pray to God to change their char-

acters; yet most of us learn gradually and painfully

that the only way to change our characters is by doing

things.

There is indeed truth in the doctrine of verifying,

a basic truth, but it does not consist in comparing re-

sults with a preconceived idea, since thought and ac-

tivity cannot be separated. Yet there is a test which

we may always make, a legitimate question we may
ask: Does this activity fit in? This is the deeper

meaning of all our wish to ** verify.'' This is the proc-

ess which all biology discloses. In the progressive self-

evolving of experience, from the tactile sensations of

the amoeba to the rational knowing of man, every ac-

tivity which functions as a necessary activity in the

whole a-making at that particular moment is ** veri-

fied.'' We verify through the process of creating: no

dualism, no Dinge an sich, no static moment.



VIII

FORMULATED EXPERIENCE I THE RELATION OF PERCEPT TO

CONCEPT

I
SPOKE in the last chapter of the place where con-

ceptual and perceptual meet, in our concrete ac-

tivities. Thus concepts are not formulated, but

formulating, experience. Those who hurl diatribes

against the conceptual simply do not understand its

place. Concept-making is a long, slow process. It is

all life working ceaselessly on itself, building itself up.

Bergson describes as a mere abstraction this self-

initiated, living activity of concept-building. When we
are told of the dangers of the conceptual, the only

warning we need take from that is that we must never

allow the conceptual complex to be separated from the

concrete field of activity, we must always understand

what thought is perceptually. When we read the

judge's decision, we should be able to see how much
is empty words and how much is concrete activity con-

densed into his conceptual and inferential tissue. When
the judge can convince us that his decision is kneaded

out of concrete acts, when we feel the current of

sensings pulsate in every ** abstract" word, then we
need not be afraid of his concepts.

When James, Bergson and others tell us of the

emptiness of conceptual thinking, this reproach is

144
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based on a misunderstanding of conceptual tMnking.

Percept and concept are part of the same activity.

Every experience is the binding together of past and
present. Conceptions do not remain conceptions. They
enter into the bone and blood of our daily activities

and then from these, new conceptions arise. If we keep

close to the earth-struggle, if we heed every moment
the needs of man, we shall see every moment the pass-

ing of one concept into another but always through

the perceptual. One concept is not discarded and an-

other adopted; integration is the law on every plane,

and it is the integrating of percepts and concepts that

we must study if we would understand the history of

thought. There is no antagonism between the two.

Concepts are the grip of life. We tend to think of

concepts as self-existent and they are not. AU our

concepts professedly stand for specific behavior to us

;

are we keeping them to that or do we become satisfied

with words? "We tend to become satisfied with words

whenever we allow ourselves to use a word in relation

to ourselves which does not correspond to the actual

behavior in ourselves. The"^ facile use of conceptual

words is a serious danger.

Life is an organizing process, each complex is or-

ganized with others into a higher complex. Each
organization simplifies, but it simplifies only to take

its part in further complexity. The tissue of life is

elaborating; the concept gives us unity, simplicity; we
may make full use of its unity and simplicity if we
understand the elaboration from which it has come, to

which it is going. Life is enriched by collaboration

with all the powers of the universe. Man lives on

several planes and his development depends on the
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uniting of them; we can live as * thriving earth-

worms/' or something more.

Thus we see that every single bit of life is part of

experience. You cannot say that we will take this bit

out and call it the conceptual side and this bit we will

call the other side. You cannot arbitrarily keep dis-

tinct that which is not distinct. Experience is unitary.

I wish now to connect the thought of the last five

chapters—that is, the psychology of the circular re-

sponse and the evolving situation—^with what I have

said in Chapter I of experts and fact-gathering, for

m.any writers do not show us that continuous integrat-

ing of percept and concept, of ''fact" and principle,

which is so important a part of the social process.

Sometimes we even hear the static term ''conceptual

pictures." But the evolving situation is against con-

ceptual pictures. There are not, as some systems of

philosophy imply, two principles of the universe, that

of fixity and that of flux, there are—"progressive in-

tegrations." The thought I have been giving shows

the difference between stability and rigidity ; its essence

is stability through the laws of activity. Conceptual

pictures are always pictures of the past
;
you proceed

then to deduce principles, laws, rules, from the dead

instead of from the living. And the only way to get

new pictures would be to take down some and hang
up others. Pictures do not evolve. Situations do.

Situations evolve by the force within, by their own
momentum. ^

' Conceptual pictures '
' belong to the same

order of thought as God creating the different species.

The heaviest blow at conceptual pictures is that

thought alone does not govern activity; my pictures

depend on my behavior. I do not conceive that object
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as a shade tree and go and lie under it. My lying nnder

it is made up of a thousand reflex actions ; then, because

of the organization of these reflex arcs, that object

becomes a shade tree for me. Thus all our pictures

of the world are made by our specific responses to the

world. These specific responses have depended on

many things, on all the habits incorporated in the or-

ganism from birth and before. Many, ignoring this

process, base all their hopes on conceptual pictures in-

fluencing us directly in some mysterious way, but there

is no such thing in the universe as passive acceptance,

no such thing, that is, as mere response; this is the

profound truth of the psychology I am trying to in-

dicate. Because of all that has been already incor-

porated in the organism, we shall respond in a certain

way; it is the behavior of the organism which is in-

fluencing the organism through environment but not

by means only of environment. It is exactly this which

we must allow for in the situation between France and
Germany. France and Germany respond to, behave

towards, the same actual world, but in their behavior

towards that world is involved thought, will, purpose

(see formula). That thought involves pictures which

change their behavior which again changes the pictures.

What we have been trying to do mth Germany has

been to make her see shade-tree before all the pre-

liminary integrations have been made which make her

response to the tree convert it into *' shade-tree." It

is a sheer impossibility for her. We can convince Ger-

many of nothing except through her own activities. We
can, and must if we would solve in any degree the

European problem, open the way for her to do certain

things ; the doing of those things will give her—shade-
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tree. Her response must come before what she is re-

sponding to, objectionably paradoxical as this may
seem.^ She will tell yon what she is responding to

after the response; she will discover what she is re-

sponding to after the response. No, it is more subtle

even than that : she in part creates what she is respond-

ing to ; if we want something to exist for her to respond

to, we must first open the way for her to respond to it.

Until we understand this, we cannot have the most tem-

porary settlement of the European situation.

An ignoring of this is the weakness of European
diplomacy today. All the different nations are present-

ing their pictures of the world: France and Germany
each its own, England and Eussia each its own, etc.

They think that if they can only paint their pictures

with sufficient skill and in vivid enough colors, the other

nations will see them with their minds. They never

will. Because we do not see with our minds.

Thus, far from minimizing the importance of the

objective situation, I think it cannot be too strongly

emphasized if it is understood as part of the total

situation. The thing which changed the relation of

France and England (among others not so dramatic

or tangible) was coal; when France got control of coal

in the Ruhr Valley it meant unemployment for Eng-

land. Coal is certainly objective enough, but the inter-

weaving here of picture and purpose has been apparent

to us all. In the textile strikes we see the situation

change with market conditions. It is not, however,

always so apparent. For instance, the short versus

the long view of self-interest has usually been analyzed

1 This should not seem objectionably paradoxical in the light of the

theory of circular response.
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from a quantitative point of view : we say it is better

to have a larger happiness or ease in the future than a

smaller amount now; therefore we have developed

maxims of foresight, etc. But we have not the concep-

tion of the interchange of influence between people sus-

taining a situation as a thing which requires time to

show its potentialities. This is because we do not

understand life as process ; we posit static situations.

Of course we do not want to do what our State

Department in Washington has been doing ; it has been

relying on time instead of what can be put into time.

The damning effect of this is that it has blunted the

American people to the European situation. We had
in 1919 the beginnings of certain behavior patterns that

could have been enlisted in cooperative enterprise.

What the policy of our State Department has lost for

us is the incipient motor sets of a cooperative activity

;

those we are now forming are against cooperative

activities.

I have said that the chief argument against con-

ceptual pictures is that thought alone does not govern

activity. In our own lives we see sadly, and often

tragically, our will (as we call it) and our actions at

variance ; we have wished to do so and so but we have

done so and so. Our tendency is then to thinly that

our ^*wiir' represents the ideal, the soul part of us,

and our actions the way our will has been betrayed

by circumstances. It is exactly the opposite: our ac-

tions represent our real will (or habits incorporated

in the organism) ; our ** better self is stiU to be gained

through fresh activity. The solving of our problem
comes when we see that the only alchemy by which we
can get our gold is the process of creating will through
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activity; all our disaster comes when we try to inter-

fere witli tliis process. Wliat we have to learn is where

to place our faith. There is no ^* safety first '^ in ethics

or politics. Every activity carries with it its own
peculiar sureties. Empty will can no longer mas-

querade as spiritual force. We can rely neither on

facts nor, like the hero of the old-fashioned novel, on

our own *^strong will," but only on a full acceptance

of all the responsibility involved in our part in that

unfolding hfe which is making both '*facts'^ and our-

selves.

To put this still another way: integration, the

resolution of conflict, the harmonizing of difference,

must take place on the motor level, not on the intel-

lectual level. We cannot get genuine agreement bymere
discussion in conference. As our responses are gov-

erned by past habits, by what has been incorporated in

the organism, the only way of getting other responses

is by getting other things incorporated in the organism.

We have not understood this : a man goes home from

an international conference and wonders why he can-

not carry his people with him in regard to what has

there been agreed on. We assign a number of reasons

for this ; the real reason is that agreement has to come

from and through what is going on every day in that

nation. To persuade his people into verbal acceptance

means only a pseudo agreement, and the underlying

dissent (the dissent which is synonymous with un-

changed motor sets) will only crop up again in some

other form. The unadjusted activities in the situation

will continue their conflict. Genuine integration occurs

in the sphere of activities, and not of ideas or wills.

Hence the present aim of our international conferences
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is wrong ; the aim should be not intellectnal agreement

alone, but to provide opportunities for actual agree-

ment through the activities of the nations involved.

The task therefore of political scientists is not that of

making a conceptual picture of the world, but to test

the vaHdity of a certain process. This, by the way, is

the profounder reason why the ^coercive power of the

majority will not work in the long run.

To sum up this point : the psychology we are con-

sidering teaches us that the ideas of people are not

formed in their ^'minds" by conceptual pictures, but

depend on their activities. Europe is trying to

get Germany to agree to pictures instead of opening

the way for her to respond to conditions. Diplomats

may talk, statesmen may make plans, the journals may
write on indefinitely, but we shall make little headway
as long as we suffer from the illusion of pictures as

independent of behavior. The only thing which will

help toward any genuine solution of our world prob-

lems today are methods which will open the way for

those responses which will help to create a different

situation. Concepts can never be presented to me
merely, they must be knitted into the structure of my
being, and this can be done only through my own
activity.

Thus we are taught the freshness of each moment,

we cannot bind our activity to a preconceived purpose.

Wlien we see people who dislike to plan ahead, our

tendency is to think either that they do not want to

burn their ships behind them, or else that they dislike

to assume obligations. It may not be either, but a clear

seeing that the plan must always be a function of the

activity.
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We can never catch up with life by any other

philosophy; we shall always be eating the soft part

of our melting ice and meanwhile the nice hard part

is rapidly melting too. This is why the English un-

written constitution is better than our rigid American
constitution, why some union of nations is better than

treaties, why we are seeking changes in our marriage

laws. Because we want to find the law of the situation

in the situation and yet still be guided by law and not

by personal or national whims or a narrow self-interest

—that is the problem set for sociology and jurispru-

dence by our formula. We are today in our private,

national or international affairs, seeking a larger free-

dom, but a freedom based on law, yet a law evolved

from the situation, yet not the '* objective situation"

but the *Hotal situation."

The path is short and easy between conceptual pic-

tures and the stereotypes Mr. Lippmann warns us

against ; nothing can save us from stereotypes but an

understanding of the behavior process.

Another important thing to remember about con-

ceptual pictures is that they tend to become typical,

and it is already the weakness of too many writers

that they classify too quickly under types. Every con-

ceptual picture becomes progressively less typical as

it is broken up into its several activities; to dwell in

a photograph parlor of conceptual pictures is prison

or illusion, it is not life.

Mr. Lippmann uses this phrase, but does not fall

into the dangers involved. I wholly agree with his

thought on this subject, and I think it one of his most
valuable contributions to political science, that con-

cepts should rest on facts. The ** objective situation"
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cannot "be overemphasized if we understand it as part

of a total process ; I am objecting here merely to those

who speak of it as if there were an inherent nature

in a **fact" to be revealed to the devout. This is op-

posed not only to psychology but to science as well,

for was it not several centuries ago that scientists

began to look at objects as processes? Moreover, ^
^ con-

ceptual pictures'' is with many the cumulative idea

which was part of the nineteenth-century notion of

evolution, but our idea of evolution has now become
different with the profounder thought of experience

self-evolving, of the continuous process of self-renewal.

I gave in Chapter V an illustration which I said a

Freudian might call a rationalization of the social

worker. He would do so if he did not note that the

self there being considered is a self whose future ex-

perience will unroll itself, and does not depend on any
conceptual pictures held by social worker of present or

future consequences. Also it is not a self stripped of

the integrations of its own past experience. I spoke

there of the total situation, but the total present situa-

tion has a specious adequacy ; we want to know how far

the submerged experience of the past enters into the

present. Here the Freudian too, as weU as the rest

of us, has perhaps something to learn. Properly on

his guard against the rationalization of purpose in

terms of overt consequence, he has not always thought

sufficiently in terms of the situation of the past, but

has often been more concerned with the self of the past.

The importance which the Gestalt theory has given to

the total situation raises the question whether there

should not be some fresh scrutiny of Freudian concep-
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tions abont the way in which situations of the past

enter as submerged experience into the situations of

the present. The Freudian ^s interest always centres

less in the overt activities of the self in the present,

always carries him back to the past, but his view of

the past sometimes envisages a too subjective aspect

of that self. The past experience that the psychiatrist

is dealing with, buried in the mind of the patient, is

a functional total, an interweaving of self and circum-

stance, so that not only the self of the past is coming

into the present, but also the situation of the past. The
psychiatrist oversimplifies, therefore, when he is un-

duly occupied with the subjective aspects of the past.

This shows in his technique. He should not expect to

exorcise the morbidness of his patient merely by letting

the cat out of the bag. The experience which occasioned

the present morbidness was a past total situation ; there

has been an unsalutary interaction of self and circum-

stance. The psychiatrist should work out a technique,

as some indeed are doing, which will allow for salutary

interactivities now ; these activities, not conceptual pic-

tures, will exorcise the complex. The psychiatrist can

not rely on conceptual description of the past; he

certainly cannot occupy himself merely with probing

for primal urges. In the illustration given, the social

worker was thinking of the total situation which is

functional for her client, but that serves only when
you are contemplating the present situation. And does

not alone serve then, for all the emphasis of total

situations requires the social worker, the psychiatrist,

to bear in mind that there have been past total situa-

tions. Above all let us remember that conceptual

description is fraught with equal danger for social
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worker, psychiatrist or political scientist, for every one

of us. The only legitimate use for concepts is as the

medium by which the organized aspects of past situa-

tions may enter functionally into present situations.



IX

EXPERIENCE AS CREATIliTG

INTEGKATION, the most suggestive word of con-

temporary psychology, is, I believe, the active

principle of human intercourse scientifically lived.

When differing interests meet, they need not oppose

but only confront each other. The confronting of in-

terests may result in either one of four things: (1)

voluntary submission of one side; (2) struggle and the

victory of one side over the other; (3) compromise;

or (4) integration. Enough has been said of domina-

tion whether obtained by show of power or use of

power; unless we can learn some other process than

that we shall always be controlled by those who can

summon to themselves the greatest force of the mo-
ment, militarist, economic, or whatever it may be. As
one nation gains power, others, to that extent, come
under its dominion. As trade unions gain power, they

use it against the rest of the community ; and the effect

of this is merely that other groups wait to gather force

for their moment.
But compromise too is temporary and futile. It

usually means merely a postponement of the issue. The
truth does not lie *^between" the two sides. We must
be ever on our guard against sham reconciliation.

Many, unfortunately, still glorify compromise. I have

156
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jnst read that the spirit of compromise shows the hum-
ble heart. What nonsense. In the first place it doesn 't,

as you wiU find if you watch compromise; in the

second place, that Mnd of humility, if it existed, would
not be worth much. Humility needs to be defined:

it is merely never claiming any more than belongs to

me in any way whatever ; it rests on the abihty to see

clearly what does belong to me. Thus do we maintain

our integrity.

What do we mean by integration, the fourth method
of dealing with confronting interests ? Someone gave

me what I thought at the time a good illustration: '*If

you are trying to decide whether you will go to New
York by boat or by train, and are weighing the advan-

tages—fresh air, etc., on the one hand, speed, etc., on

the other—and a friend comes along and offers to take

you in his aeroplane, where you will have the advan-

tages of both train and boat, that is an integration."

It happened that a week later a friend of mine who
is president of a large industrial plant said to me,
' * Just what do you mean by integration V^ I gave him
this as an illustration and he rephed, **No, it's not

exactly that. I have been watching the committees in

our factory for some time to see if I could discover

when and why a joint decision is most satisfactory, in

your language when and why we get integration. If

you or your friend had invented the aeroplane to take

you to New York, it would have come nearer the process

as I see it taking place. That is, when we cannot decide

in one of our committees what to do, because part of

the members wish to take one course and the rest an-

other, I find that the best way out is always when
someone invents something new." I think, however,
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that bringing the aeroplane into the discussion was
invention, but my friend went on to give me an illus-

tration which was interesting. He said :
* ^At a meeting

of our manufacturing committee recently the following

question came up. Our paper had been six cents, and

the competing firm reduced their price to five and three-

quarters. We then cut to ^ye and a half and they

replied with a price of five and a quarter. The question

before us then was whether or not we should make a

further reduction. Part were in favor
;
part, against.

The solution came when something quite different was
suggested: that we should stand for a higher quality

of paper and make an appropriate price for it.
'

'

The following is an illustration of a decision which

seems to me an integration and not a compromise. A
cooperative association had a large number of mem-
bers who had signed five-year contracts which legally

bound them to market their crop with the association.

When the executive committee met, it was reported

that only about one-third of the members were actu-

ally adhering to their contracts. The question then

arose as to what should be done about the mem-
bers who were not selling their crop to the associa-

tion? Should they be prosecuted under the law, or

should they be allowed to violate their contracts with

impunity? Sides were sharply defined and the debate

became heated. The chief arguments for strict en-

forcement by prosecution were: if contract-violaters

were allowed to break their contracts, the authority

of the association would soon be undermined and the

whole cooperative marketing movement doomed to

failure, since it is based on the legal contract, on the

belief in the possibility of contract enforcement ; more-
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over, slightly more than one-third of the membership

could not maintain the organization, as the cost of over-

head machinery was based on total membership; and

also it was pointed out that the speculators would use

contract-violation as the means of undermining the co-

operative movement by offering slightly higher prices

in order to encourage violation.

The chief argument against prosecuting all con-

tract-violaters was the following. There are in many
cases extenuating circumstances which make it difficult

if not impossible for individual growers to hve up to

their contracts, such as previous loans on the crop,

loans higher than crop and price now warrant, etc. It

would be difficult for the headquarters legal depart^

ment to know all of the circumstances in each case of

violation, and it would be fatal to the association to

proceed on the principle that every violator was a

wilful violator ; many enemies would thus be made for

the cooperative movement.
The controversy finally ended with a resolution

which instructed the officials in regard to future policy.

This resolution stated that the headquarters office was
not to proceed with prosecution unless the specific cases

were handled through a committee of the association

located mthin the local community or the county in

which the violators lived. That is, the initiation for

prosecution was to come from the local community
after it had thoroughly investigated each case.

Thus both sides were satisfied: one because the

policy of prosecution was to be continued; the other

because the responsibility for prosecutions was placed

in the hands of the local group. The secretary and one

or two of the more advanced members of the committee
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were more tlian satisfied, because they saw in this step

a move in the direction of using the cooperative move-

ment as the basis for a wide-spread education pro-

gramme ; that is, they felt that the door had now been

opened for an educational process through which the

cooperative movement might hope for permanency.

A conviction that both sides of a controversy could

find a place in the final decision was part of the wisdom
of John E. Williams, the well-known labor mediator

of Streator, Illinois, and arbitrator for some years for

Hart, Schaffner & Marx. In his testimony before the

Civil Service Commission on Industrial Kelations in

1914, he said: *'The action of the Commission is that

of discovery, of contrivance, or invention to find a prac-

tice that will serve the interests of both sides. '^ ^

Here is the way of progress. Compromising be-

tween the old ways, or even combining the old ways,

keeps us always with—the old. But we must not make
the error of thinking that our search for the new means
the abandonment of the old ; that is a shallow thought

to be wholly repudiated. Has Bussia been able to

abandon the old? I wish to caU special attention to the

fact that creative activity does not disregard the past

;

the past is of course the material with which it always

works. Hence we must use the word invention care-

fully. There are many objections to this word. I said

in an earlier chapter that it suggests too much causeless

spontaneity and too little specific response. Moreover,

a Freudian might think that invention meant an evasive

displacement rather than a true discrimination. For
a number of reasons, therefore, I like better the term

progressive integration, for most integrations by the

"i- Survey, January 18, 1919.
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time we know them as such have beer) arrived at through

many successive integrations. Take a recent decision at

Harvard, that the first seven of the graduating class of

any school whose course is approved by the university

may be admitted to the university without examina-

tion. It is expected that the result of this for Harvard
wiU be more students from the large agricultural states,

since the entrance examinations have hitherto kept

many students in those states from coming to Cam-
bridge, as their state universities admit without exami-

nation. The result of this rule, it is thought by many,

will change the proportion of Jews at Harvard. How
far this rule was deliberately intended to affect the

Jewish question I do not know, but as far as it does

affect it an integration and not a compromise has been

made, because both sides have got what they really

wanted: the Jews are not discriminated against; at

the same time there will be fewer relatively if the ex-

pectation of largely increased numbers from west of

the Mississippi is fulfilled. My manufacturer friend

would claim that this was a good illustration of what
he means by saying that integration is always inven-

tion. From one point of view it certainly was an in-

vention, yet what one would like to do would be to

follow that whole controversy, including both the for-

mal and the informal discussion, and see if there were
not several on-the-way integrations before that sug-

gestion was made.

But we need not go to such striking or publicly-

discussed issues for examples of decisions which unite

the desires of both sides. It is surprising how often

we can succeed in finding the unifying solution in our
everyday affairs when once we begin to search for it

:
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either with members of our family, with our servants,

or our friends or fellow-workers. For instance, some

friends of mine could not agree on a school for their

boy : the man preferred one for its standard of schol^

arship, his wife preferred another for the companions

the boy would have. As a way out of the dilemma they

decided not to send the boy away (the question had
been of a boarding-school), but to keep him at home
where his mother could have a good deal to say about

his companions and where there was a school his father

liked. This was not a compromise because neither gave

up anything: the father had a school with standards

he respected and the mother was more pleased than

with the arrangement first considered. This settlement

of the question involved the further decision that the

boy should be sent to a summer camp and thus he did

get some of the benefits of the boarding-school.

And one could imagine still another integration in

a case of this kind. They might in their predicament

have decided to start a school themselves. If it turned

out to be a good school their original dispute would

then have had community value.^ All diversity wisely

handled may lead to the ** something new'' of Chapter

VI, but if one submits to the other, or a compromise is

made, we have no progress. Each must persist until

a way is found by which neither is absorbed but by
which both can contribute to the solution. This means
a great spur to man's inventiveness. Di:fference is

always a challenge. We should never avoid it. The only

things we should condemn are muddle and hypocrisy.

2 TMs is not too far-fetcted an idea, as I have had two friends
who established schools which turned out to be of great value to the
community, but which were started in the first place for their own
children.
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Not all differences, however, can be integrated. That

we must face fully, but it is certain that there are fewer

irreconciliable activities than we at present think,

although it often takes ingenuity, a ''creative intelli-

gence," to find the integration.

Integration might be considered a qualitative ad-

justment, compromise a quantitative one. In the for-

mer there is a change in the ideas and their action

tendencies; in the latter there is mere barter of op-

posed ''rights of way." The mal-adjusted activities

(action tendencies involved) in the situation continue

their conflict. For example, if the Genoa conference

had agreed on a loan for Eussia, the new cooperative

attitude would have released harmonizing activities.

As it was, the situation continued to be disruptive.

In compromise, I say, there is no qualitative change

in our thinking. Partisanship starves our nature: I

am so intent on my own values that other values have

got starved out of me; this represents a loss in my
nature, in the whole quality of my personality.

Through an interpenetrating of understanding, the

quality of one's own thinking is changed; we are sen-

sitized to an appreciation of other values. By not inter-

penetrating, by simply lining up values and conceding

some for the sake of getting the agreement necessary

for action, our thinldng stays just where it was. In

integration all the overtones of value are utilized.

Whoever advocates compromise abandons the indi-

vidual : the individual is to give up part of himself in

order that some action may take place. The integrity

of the individual is preserved only through integration

—and the similarity in these words is not insignificant.

Moreover, if you believe in compromise it means that
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you still see the individual as static. If the self with

its purpose and its will is even for a moment a finished

product, then of course the only way to get a common
will is through compromise. But the truth is that the

self is always in flux, weaving itself and again weaving
itself.

Again, those who advocate compromise have failed

to gather the fruits of recent psychological research,

for compromise is suppression, and as we have been

shown that a suppressed impulse in the individual will

be his undoing later, so we see again and again that

what has been suppressed in the compromises of poli-

tics or labor disputes crops up anew to bring more
disastrous results. If accordiixg to the Freudians the

sane man is one in whom there are no thwarted wishes,

the sane industrial group would be one in which neither

employer nor workman had compromised, the sane

nation would be one not based on log-roUing, the sane

league of nations one in which no nation had made
*' sacrifices,'' but where each sought enrichment. Sup-

pression, the hete noire of modern psychology, is, in the

form of compromise, the evil of our present constitu-

tion of society, politically, industrially and interna-

tionally.

It is interesting to notice that the adjustment of

difference becomes increasingly important as coopera-

tion increases, for cooperation instead of automatically

absorbing difference, as is sometimes thought by theo-

rists, does nothing of the sort actually. When men come
together to do something, the first thing that is obvious

is their differences; the question then is what to do

about it. Take the movement today towards industrial

corporations made up of a number of plants : an en-
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gineer who spoke to me of tins said, "We must solve

the problem of Tiniting men without crushing them. '

'

Those who accept integration rather than compro-

mise or domination as the law of social relations will

seek the method. The first step in integration is to

break up wholes : to analyze, 'di:fferentiate and discrim-

inate. I can best explain this by an illustration. An
interesting example of the necessity of breaking up
wholes has been given by Mrs. Sheffield in the case of

an unmarried mother.^ Most of the people who knew
Jessica's case dismissed it with: *^ She's a prostitute,

what more need be said?'' But Mrs. Sheffield broke

up this whole. She said: **You say she's a prostitute

because she lived with two or three men, but that does

not necessarily make her a prostitute. A prostitute is

one who takes any man; Jessica took every time the

man she wanted: in each case there was a selective

process. If we want to compare Jessica's sex-conduct

with the sex-conduct of someone else, we shall never

understand it by comparing it as a whole, but only by
breaking it up into its several aspects or conduct pat-

terns. Her wish for success in her work, for a good

time, for what she considered a higher social position,

her maternal attitude : these are what have to be con-

sidered."

In other words, Mrs. Sheffield's point was that com-

parison cannot be made between total processes but

must be made between factors of the same kind within

these processes. It is equally true, to be sure, that

Jessica's case could not have been understood by any
atomistic method of study, for her '*whole" activity

was constantly influencing each separate activity. I

s Unpublished Paper by Mrs. Ada E. Sheffield.
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am of course nsing activity here for implicit as well

as overt action.

The calling of Jessica a prostitute was an example

of two things : first of using a mere epithet to explain

a situation; the people who called Jessica a prostitute

without further consideration simply had the block no-

tion of goodness and the evangelical idea of the soul.

The second error involved was that of dealing in this

manner with a whole. But we see the same funda-

mental error in many scientific people. For while it

is true that the method of psychoanalysis is to make
the patient break up his whole and deal mth the sepa-

rate parts,* yet we often see psychiatrists take one part

of a multiple cause and treat it as the cause. The same
error occurs constantly in labor disputes, the error of

taking one factor from a multiple cause and connecting

it alone with the effect. This comes from not trying

to see clearly and to estimate separately the constitu-

ents of the multiple cause.^

Akin to this is the mistake we often see in discus-

sion of not breaking the question up into its various

parts ; either the disputants are discussing a vague and
non-existent whole, or else they are discussing different

parts of the question without knowing that they are

doing so. This is a frequent and fatal error. The dis-

putants must first agree to differentiate the question

into its parts and then to take them up one by one.

One way of breaking up wholes in conference is to

split the question up as minutely as possible and take

the vote as you go along. I have seen this done with

4 At the same time the psychoanalyst tries to get his patient to con-

sider the situation in its complete bearings. Both these methods are
always necessary; they are integral parts of a "whole" method.

5 See pp. 108-9.
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marked success. Professor Ripley in a recent article

says, **As always happens, each side voted for itself."

But in the case I am referring to this did not happen,

and I think the reason was entirely due to the dif-

ferentiation of the question into several parts. Instead

of voting on the amount of wages, in which case the

line-up would of course have been according to sides,

we voted on the amount needed for board, lodging,

clothes, recreation, self-improvement, savings, etc. On
many of these questions the vote showed employers

and employees on both sides.

Everywhere I see what we called in Chapter III

differentiation, as the first step. The men who succeed

in business are not those who look at their competitors

as wholes. They look at all their many activities and

compete with these one by one. When it is decided

that cooperation will pay better than competition, it

is always because certain differentiations have first

been made. If I have a shop in a country village and
spend my life in the illusion that the shop-keeper across

the road is my enemy, and that I shall prosper in pro-

portion as he fails, it may be that neither I nor my
village will prosper. But if I see that by uniting forces

at different points (provided there is enough trade for

two), we can make our joint capital more productive,

I shall have made this discovery by breaking up the

idea of *' keeping store" into its separate activities;

in the case of many of these activities I find that I

shall do better by joining with my enemy than by fight-

ing him.

Again, labor and capital can never be reconciled as

long as labor persists in thinking that there is a capi-

talist point of view and capitalists that there is a labor
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point of view. There is not. These are imaginary

wholes which must be broken up before capital and

labor can cooperate. Or when you label a man a farmer

or an artisan and then treat him as if his action tend-

encies were all farmer or artisan you make a grave

mistake. You have to break him up into a number of

things, I mean of course a number of activities. Parts,

aspects, factors, elements—all these words are too

static ; we must differentiate into activities. The man
sitting next me on a certain board represented the

public. Have you a preconceived idea that the man
who represents the public represents *^ social inter-

ests
'

' ? This man was part owner of a leather business,

he was president of a bank and it was a year (1919)

when the scarcity of money and the difficulty of getting

credit affected more than usual the relation between

banker and employer ; he was a Mason, he was a mem-
ber of the Presbyterian church, etc. All these things

influenced him.

This brealdng up of wholes, involving always the

examining of symbols, seems to me very important.

Comparison, we all know, is an integral part of scien-

tific procedure, but we now see more clearly what to

compare. The behavioristic question, * *What is the indi-

vidual really doing?'' I have changed to. What does

the individual really want?—the same question in

another form. Take the workman's demand for an
eight-hour day. Compare this with the attitude of the

school-boy toward his hours. Twenty years ago he

would have told you that he wanted a four-hour day,

you could not have convinced him to the contrary ; but

now, with the country-day schools, he loves his eight

or nine-hour day. So it was not, after all, a four-hour
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9ay that he wanted. Is it an eight-honr 'day that the

workman really wants? This is a whole which has to

be split up to find what he really wants, and we have

to split it not into ideas bnt into activities. In all wage
controversies this is important. We can say, at the

very least, that the workman does not *' really want"
wages above the point that will keep the factory open

;

that the employer does not *^ really want'' wages low

enough seriously to impair the productive power of

the worlanan.

The first question is then always : What is the de-

mand a symbol off Someone on a certain occasion, a

philosophical conference, said that he would like to ask

me a question. He asked it in triumph as if it would

certainly floor me. He said he lived with his mother,

and quite amicably except on one question. His mother

wished the dining-room table in the middle of the

dining-room and he wished it in the bay window, and

**I don't believe," he ended by saying, *^even you could

integrate anything as solid as our dining-room table."

As unfortunately the conference ended at that moment,

and I have never seen him since, I have not been able

to pursue this further, but what I should have liked to

say to him was, **What is dining-table-in-middle-of-

room a symbol of to you and what to your mother?"
Or the question might be put :

**What did you and your
mother really want? Perhaps not table-in-window or

table-in-middle-of-room at all. Perhaps what she really

wanted was to have it where it would be near the but-

ler's pantry, where it would be easy to walk around,

or where it would be near the radiator. Perhaps what
you really wanted was more light, or the view of the

river. The integration might have been to take down
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the curtains." That would not have been a compromise

because neither would have lopped off a part of his

desire ; both would have got what they really wanted.

I like his using the word solidity; it is the solidity of

symbols which make them a danger to us.

One of the most important results of recognizing

and refusing to have anything to do with imaginary

or verbal wholes, blanket expressions or mere subjec-

tive epithets, one of the most important results of

analysis and discrimination as the first step in the

resolution of conflict, is that we find that our decisions

must be based upon intelligence as well as upon morals.

And I know no lesson more necessary to learn. On
one occasion during a conference on wages one of the

members of the committee talked to us much of self-

sacrifice and altruism, but these were empty words,

for not only not one of us had any intention of sacri-

ficing ourselves, this man included, but in any case such

self-sacrifice has no social value. No sound solution

of the wage question depends on sacrifice. As our dis-

cussions went on, it became increasingly evident that

there was a figure between the $12 which the employ-

ers were willing to give and the $15 which the girls

wished, which would be of equal advantage to both

sides, not so high as to mean unemployment for the

girls, high enough to secure the greatest efficiency from
them ; it was a matter of intelligence to find that figure.

We approached it only as far as we were willing to

give up those never-on-land-or-sea wholes.

I believe any talk of the sacrifice of interests on

the employer's part because of altruistic feelings is

pure sentimentality; we do not want either side to

sacrifice its interests for we want nothing lost, we want
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all the interests to be united. A good example of this

kind of sentimentality is the talk of the sacrifice of

sovereignty in a League of Nations. Audience after

audience has been asked by lecturers on the League of

Nations if, for the sake of the peace of the world, they

would not sacrifice part of their sovereignty. But as

a matter of cold fact nations want the League when
they see that they are going to get more out of joining

the League than by not doing so. Yet while I think

that all talk of the sacrifice of interests is ruinously

sentimental, there is something else which is an es-

sential part of any unifying process, and that is a

revaluation of interests. For individuals and nations

alike this is the course of progress. We wish to join

the League of Nations when a revaluation of our inter-

ests shows us that it is to our advantage to do so.

The confronting of diverse interests each claiming

right of way leads us to evaluate our interests, and val-

uation often is evolved into revaluation ; not in the sense

that sour grapes hang high, or that a pis aller must be

accepted, but a genuine revaluation. It also draws into

the field of attention other values which otherwise

might not be taken into account, for our choice is a

choice of activities in which all the values have a stake.

The revaluation of interests comes about in various

ways. Consider what influences a change of opinion

in regard to the League of Nations : (1) changes in the

situation which make me see my interests differently,

(2) changes in myself caused by the situation, (3) other

things which may give me a deeper understanding of

this situation, (4) values when put together look dif-

ferent from the same values considered separately, for

in the act of comparison there is a simultaneous view
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of all values in the field which register themselves in

their relative claims, they acquire perspective. Values

depend largely on relation. Certain values emerge as

values when we are thinking of joining the League of

Nations which we should not have considered if that

question had not arisen. Or take the case in the co-

operative associations of prosecuting defaulters, those

who break their contract to sell to the association. The
conflict is between individual members and the coopera-

tive association, but the values at stake take on efficacy

as values because of the conflict between the coopera-

tive and the middlemen.

Thus value does not appear on the mere viewing

of interests: it is more than a process of inspection,

introspection or retrospection. The realizing of a sec-

ond value involves activities which change my attitude

towards the first value. The evaluation of my inter-

ests changes as I do things. The evaluation of inter-

ests comes from the interbehavior of men. Values are

'^eventual things.'' Experience is the creator of all

criteria. Thus the distinction between subjective and
objective values takes on new meaning. While we
think we are coolly comparing and judicially weighing,

we are at the same time doing something; that doing

is helping to build values for us. To be sure, in the

present organization of society official criteria are sup-

phed by those who come to the top ; sometime we hope

the way will be open for an integrating and evolving

experience which will give us integrating and evolving

values.

I have said that ethics cannot be divorced from in-

telhgence, that these two are one. Now many people

do not like the effort of using their intelligence ; they
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fight because it is easier. The thinking out of a solution

by which the interests of both sides shall be satisfied

means sometimes long and arduous labor. That is

often the reason of conflict, that it is the line of least

resistance to fight. It is far easier for labor to fight

for higher wages, shorter hours, continuous employ-

ment, than to solve the problems involved in these.

We see this often too in our everyday decisions: we
can more easily choose one way to the exclusion of the

other ; it takes more effort and far greater intelligence

to give both a place. We have here the question of

allegiance, so important in both politics and ethics.

Writers on ethics often talk of narrower and wider

loyalties, of smaller and larger duties. I do not think

that we have any smaller duties, any narrower loyal-

ties. All that we feel of loyalty to our children should

be gathered up into our loyalty to our country. All

our interests, ties, obligations, should be brought to-

gether in order that each shall enrich the other. There

should be no conflict in the sense of one conquering the

other, or of a compromise, a * 'middle-road"; but con-

flict there will always be in the sense of a confronting, a
facing, to be followed by an integrating. Eeciprocal

reinforcement is the task of existence and that can

never come by abandonments. But to control cooperat-

ing allegiance requires a higher order of intelligence

than to choose one of two allegiances.

While we are speaking of the ethics of conflict, one

point should be mentioned which is rather subtly in-

sidious : to keep to our original opinion is sometimes

considered a kind of moral self-preservation. But the

question is : Do we want to preserve that self or grow
a bigger self? The progress of individual or race is
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by integration. The biological law is growth by the

continuous integration of simple, specific responses ; in

the same way do we build up our characters by uniting

diverse tendencies into new action patterns; social

progress follows exactly the same law. To understand

this we need not go to the larger conflicts of industry

or nations. Take a disagreement with someone : if we
find that it was caused by a mere misunderstanding,

there is little development there, but if we find that

there was real difference and that we can unite what
was of value in each point of view, it is a step in our

growth. To keep to our own *'side" either in the hope

of downing the other side or in order to delimit the

boundaries of the compromise is against all growth. We
must guard against Mill's *^deep slumber of a decided

opinion. '' Our ** opponents" are our co-creators, for

they have something to give which we have not. The
basis of all cooperative activity is integrated diversity.

We get a kind of pseudo-integration when we ac-

cept a speciously verbal solution, when we **save face"

by cloaking with verbal ambiguity, as in the resort in

religious controversy to understanding the creed sym-

bolically. This is sometimes, however, a very good
thing. Professor Ripley gives an interesting example.®

In the Cambridge Rubber case, when the agreement

was finally reached, the employer demanded that the

men sign as a committee of his own workmen. '*To

this the union representative demurred, refusing as-

sent unless his name too went on the peace treaty in

his official capacity. On this point of * recognition' the

employer would not budge, although in fact all of the

essentials of recognition had already been granted.

^Survey, pp. 170-171, February, 1922, Bones of Contention.
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And so the fracas lasted literally for hours, long after

the battle was really over. . . . "We finally got round it

by subterfuge. H. Grorolitzki (stitcher) and W.
Wenens (cementer) finally put their names to the docu-

ment as men who *as employees of the Cambridge

Rubber Company have witnessed the ratification of an

agreement between the said company and its employ-

ees, now belonging to the union, and their representa-

tives, by a unanimous vote of said employees.' . . .

But even then, in order to save the face of the union,

a separate document had to be signed by the employer

and by David Kaplar, actually the union agent, but he

was not allowed to add his official title. The second

document was signed as if by a couple of American

citizens who happened to be passing that way at the

time.''

Thus they ** saved face" and at the same time

reached a harmonious settlement.

When the arbitrator of industrial disputes tells you
that the first thing to be done is to find out what both

sides represented at the conference will accept, it is wise

to see just what that means. It means that integration

occurs in the sphere of activities rather than of ideas.

Business men try to make agreements court-proof, but

a finesse in wording your agreement is not w^hat nails

it down as an agreement. Unless it is heartily ratified

by both sides it seldom lasts. This has been shown in

the number of violation of contracts in the southern

cooperatives during the last two years, both in the

tobacco and the cotton associations. It is also shown
in the series of articles in the Survey by Professor

Ripley, official arbitrator during the war period in

many industrial disputes. Any agreement that is to
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work must enlist the action tendencies of both parties.

Verbal agreements are—verbal agreements. Here we
see the difference between mere arbitration and mutual

strike-settlement. The most successful arbitrator is

one who does not ^'arbitrate/' but who gets the parties

in the controversy face to face and helps them to work
out the decision for themselves.

Integration of activities usually outruns integra-

tion of ideas. We have all of us noticed this in con-

ference where we see ourselves and fellows influenced

both by the situation as it was when we entered the

conference, and also as it has developed during the

conference. This means that the life processes inte-

grate faster than our minds can integrate them. When
Lloyd George said, as he so often did, **We were able

to find the formula," he meant that the solution had

already been found in the field of action. The agree-

ment had come off but could not be released because

they had not found the intellectual terms for an agree-

ment which had already established itself subliminally.

Professor Sheffield has shown how in controversy the

real consensus takes place subterraneously in the motor

activity of the controversy, while the intellectual form
of the controversy must proceed in terms of language

and does not keep pace with the real integration.

Mr. Sheffield has thrown light on another aspect of

this consideration by pointing out that all controver-

sies have certain postulates and that postulates taken

behavioristically are habits, modes of action. Take

Gompers' postulate, for instance, freedom to strike.

The moment we look at that behavioristically we have

a different attitude toward it; we see that it is true

only within the postulates of the present situation.
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Gompers assumes the laissez-faire conduct of industry.

Therefore the workman can take or leave his job, for

by that postulate he is a free agent.

I have said that our main consideration is always

with the integration of activities. It is thus impossible

to speak of the integration of persons. An individual

as an abstraction does not meet another individual as an

abstraction; it is always activity meeting activity.

There is no use chasing through the universe for a

**rear' you or a ^^reaP^ me; it is more useful to study

our interactions, these are certainly real. Wliat hap-

pens when I meet another person for the first time?

He comes to me always pushing in front of him his

picture of himself; as I get to know him, do I see that

picture gradually disappear, leaving his real self 1 Not

at all, I put my own interpretative picture in its place.

Where, then, is the real person—for me? It is in his

behaving (and his account of his behaving is part of

his behavior) plus my interpretation of his behavior

as shown hy my heliaving.

It goes without saying that integration is a far

more complex matter than I can indicate in the space

of this chapter. I have different wants to integrate
|

you have different wants to integrate. Then there are

your wants and my wants to be joined. But the process

is not that I integrate my desires, you yours, and then

we together unite the results; I often make my own
integration through and by means of my integration

with you. In international disputes this is obvious.

We need now careful studies of the method of in-

tegration. We must observe and analyze industrial

controversy, international controversy, personal con-

troversy, to see when and why and how we get com-
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promise, when and why and how we get genuine inte-

gration. "We need more than this; far more than

observation, we need experiment. We want partici-

pant-observers who will try experiment after experi-

ment and tell ns which succeed and which fail. For
integrating is the fundamental process of life, either

as between organism and environment or between man
and man.

In my emphasis on integration, it must not be sup-

posed, however, that I ignore the part of disintegra-

tion in the creative process. The medieval church

broke up and this was a wholly liberating phenomenon.

We should always see the relation between disruptive

and creative forces; disruption may be a real mo-

ment in integration. The breaking up of the German
Empire might be a signal sign of advancing liberalism.

When the American colonies broke away from England

it is generally agreed that there was a wholesome dis-

ruption; here we see clearly disruption itself as a
constructive process. This point ought to be much
further developed, for it would prevent us from too

superficial an optimism ; by dwelling so exclusively on

integration, I have rather tended to oversimplify the

process of life. Yet however often it is disruption

which leads to fresh and more fruitful unitings, how-

ever often it is the salutary means by which formal

wholes give place to functional unities, yet disruption

is only a part of that total life process to which, in

its more comprehensive aspect, we may give the name
integration.



poweb: the condition of its validity

THE psychology of integration gives us hints of

a new conception of power. Yet much em-

pirical study must be made before we can draw
any valid conclusions. I know of no definition of power
which has come from the actual observation of the

behavior of men. Political scientists transfer power,

divide power, confer power, but do not analyze power.

Biologists give us power as the mainspring of activity

but do not tell us what it is. Some of the psychologists

give us *Uhe urge to power" and leave us there. To
many it is a good word, *^God is all powerful' '; to

others it is a bad word, the desire of evil men. Some
writers tell us that there is a satisfaction merely in

the possession of power: Kohler, the eminent jurist,

says, ^^The love of power is inherent in most human
beings"; another writes, ** Man's will for power is his

most distinguishing characteristic." On the other

hand, many writers deny this point of view and say

that power is desired merely as means to end. An
economist however speaks of **the struggle for bread
and the struggle for power," as if they were different

** urges." But whether **good" or *'bad," whether or

not there is an ** instinctive" urge to power or only an
urge for the means to satisfy desire, the attempt to

179
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gain power is the predominant feature of our life. A
few years ago I thought of making some group-studies.

I talked about it to both my academic and my business

friends. I expected the former to be interested, but

thought the latter might think such studies unneces-

sary. To my surprise I found that my academic friends

listened chiefly out of politeness, whereas the business

men were keenly interested. This was explained, how-

ever, one day, when one of the latter said to me: *^Go

ahead, you can have all the opportunity you want for

study in my plant; you write a book telling me how
to manipulate groups and I'm in your debt." My con-

templated book against '^manipulation" was to be a

contribution to it ! Much of the *^ applied psychology"

of which we hear so much nowadays has exactly this

for its aim: to teach power over others. The sales-

manship classes teach this; the men taught how to

conduct business interviews are being taught this ;
* * the

psychology of advertising" is not the psychology of

giving information but of gaining power. Many of the

trade unionists in the labor education movement wish

training for power, that is, increased power in the fight

with capital. But the object of all education has been

largely power—power over others. The paradox of

American democracy has been that its slogan of equal

opportunity has meant, often, equal opportunity to get

power over your fellows.

This chapter only hints at the questions we shall

have to try to answer in studying power. 'Just what is

the alleged urge to power? Is power force, influence,

leadership, manipulation, managing, is it self-control,

self-discipline, is it capacity, is it self-expression? Are
these different species under the same genus or are
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there generic differences among them. What is the

relation of the idea of power to the biological notion

of survival ? What is the relation of the idea of power

to the political and legal notion of sovereignty? Shall

we perhaps have to reconsider *Uhe power of all over

each''? Is success power? Is *'will to power" the

hasty snatching of end results without paying the price

of real influence ? Is power a sign of intellectual bank-

ruptcy, is it a short-view solution? Is power one unin-

tegrated difference usurping the claim of all the dif-

ferences? You have an urge to power; so have other

people ; their urges can be used against you unless you

combine them with yours.

Is there a distinction possible between power and

influence? I have a friend who thinks power a short-

cut to influence, that there is no *'urge to power'' but

a desire to be influential. A legitimate desire, in my
friend's opinion, for while power does not presuppose

relationship, that is interacting relationship, influence

does : it means the enrichment of interacting person-

alities ; it is the vibration between two terms each of

which is active. I do not agree with this, but I think

it interesting.

If it were possible to analyze power before we have
decided whether it is a *^good" word or a *'bad" word,

our conclusions would be far more valuable. AU con-

trol means a sense of power. The athlete has control

over his muscles, and this brings him a satisfying sense

of power. Control of circumstances, all achievement,

gives the same gratification. One might go further

and say that all activity brings a sense of power, cer-

tainly successfully coordinated activity does.

Another thing to be studied is the *^ balance of
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power." It has obviously failed in international af-

fairs and yet many plans for a pluralistic state rest

on this theory. If you divest the balance of power
theory of the pomp of diplomacy and the sanctity of

academic controversy, the doctrine is no more dignified

than the behavior of the two men (each having taken

a course in ^'applied psychology" and learned that he

must not face the light in a business interview) who
dodged each other round the room until they found

themselves side by side on the window seat. In every

contact we should watch ourselves to see how far we
are trying, if not to gain power, at least to produce

an equilibrium. For instance, is self-justification an
example of this? Again, jurists tell us that '^compen-

satory equalization'' (the layman's quid pro quo)

is the urge to keep or to restore the balance of

power. Jhering says: ** There is no idea which man
feels to be so compelling as that of * compensatory

equalization.' " Let us watch ourselves and see. If

you do something for me and I am *' grateful" and

want to do something for you '*in return," is my call-

ing that gratitude a ** rationalization"? In other

words, is there such a thing as gratitude or is it always

** compensatory equalization"?

One trouble with the balance of power theory is

that we have no progress here. For instance, gratitude

should do more than *' restore an equilibrium"; it

should lead to further action.

We must consider also the relation of self-assertion

to the ** balance of power." For instance, how far

(does the farmers' present self-assertion represent an

'* inferiority complex" due to the **hayseed" stigma?

The present demand of domestic servants for high
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wages is partly due to the stigma that has been at-

tached to domestic service ; there is an inferiority com-

plex here which demands money as the only way to

its overcoming, the only way to reach a ^* balance of

power/'

People often like to keep or acquire power even

when they have no immediate use for it, as we like to

have a reserve in the bank for emergencies. A farmer

with unused water power on his farm would not sell

to the summer colony the right to use it for an elec-

trical plant. He did not anticipate any need of this

fall of water for himself. Moreover, water experts

were brought to show him that such use would not

interfere mth the flow from another spring, which he

ignorantly feared; lawyers were brought to tell him
that the granting of this use would not affect the title

to his farm. All his objections were met, but he would

not sell. It became pretty evident that he wished to

keep his fall of water as a sort of balance of power
with the rich summer people.

We must also consider how far groups are power-

organizations. For example, the trade unions' demand
for higher wages is the demand (desire) of individuals,

not of a group ; they join in order to put power back

of the demand. There is no group ** instinct." My
loyalty to my group is stimulated when I need the

power of the group to satisfy needs; my loyalty to

my trade union is stimulated when my children have

no shoes. This must all be watched. We must observe

in all our groups whether group cohesion increases or

not with need of power. (Of course it is a common-
place that group loyalty increases with opposition or

attack.) To be sure many associations exist to per-
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form some particular service. And there are others,

like a Women's Municipal League, which exist to edu-

cate their members, to release energy and to render

service, and only secondarily to get the power which

comes from combination. Some trade unionists are

beginning to see the finer function of combination,

combination in order to develop power in themselves

rather than power over others. How is it in the co-

operative movement? In cooperative marketing, or

collective selling, we have another form of collective

bargaining. How far then are the cooperative asso-

ciations power-groups? The commercial power de-

veloped by the Citrus Growers of California is no

by-product of their organization. In aU the farmer

organizations it is interesting to balance motives:

higher and more uniform prices as against the wish

to get power equal to other groups. "What we have to

do is to discover how to integrate the power trend in

an organization and the freeing trend.

The subject of power needs, I have said, much em-

pirical study, but at present the greatest light on the

subject is, I think, that given by the psychological prin-

ciple of integration. The integrating of wants pre-

cludes the necessity of gaining power to satisfy desire.

In the library today, in one of the smaller rooms, some-

one wanted the window open, I wanted it shut. We
opened the window in the next room where no one was
sitting. This was not a compromise because there was
no lopping off of desire; we both got what we reaUy;

wanted. For I did not want a closed room, I simply

did not want the north wind to blow directly on me;
likewise the other occupant did not want that particu-

lar window open, he simply wanted more air in the
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room. Therefore, by the process I gave in the last

chapter—^breaking up wholes, finding out what we
really wanted—an integration was possible without re-

sorting to power. By reducing the area of irrecon-

cilable controversy, you reduce the area of arbitrary

power.

Let us look further at the psychology of Chapter HI
in its relation to the conception of power. We saw
there that experience is a self-generating, self-sufficing,

all-including activity. Here must be the origin of

power. When the political scientists ask where we
shall place power, when they talk of transferring it

from one group to another, it almost sounds as if

power were a definite, preexisting quantity which could

be handed round; they tell us nothing of how it can

be produced. Psychology by showing us the origin of

power at the same time shows us its limit. We see that

the integration of responses means concerted and con-

trolled action. We get control in any instance just to

the extent of the organization, or rather they are the

same thing. Also we can get no continued action mth-
out this concerted and controlled activity. These three

are bound together : the unifying, controlling, the sus-

taining are one. Whenever we are talking of actual

power, then, we are talking of something which is gen-

erated by circular response ; no, of what is being gener-

ated by circular response. It often has tragic conse-

quences when our control attempts to run ahead of our

integration. As far as our control and our integration

correspond, we have a legitimate situation, a valid

process: we can always thus test the validity of our

situation.

Napoleon ran ahead of his integrations. The people
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of Boston did the same by not knowing how to inte-

grate with the rapidly increasing Irish element. Again,

the wealthy residents of Milton doing business in

Boston rush out to Milton on town meeting day to

swamp the farmers instead of integrating with them;

if the farmers could, they would try to swamp the

'^capitalists''; but in neither case is this genuine con-

trol. All pure majority control is getting power over.

Genuine control is activity between, not influence over.

Le Dantec talks much of power ^ and it is all the time

power over another of which he is speaking. And Le
Dantec is right for primitive man, who has not ad-

vanced far enough to analyze power. And neither have

we; therefore Le Dantec has been right for us too.

But we are now about to take a new step : to find out

what power is and to create it consciously. "What the

formula I am using shows us is that the only genuine

power is that over the self—^whatever that self may
be. When you and I decide on a course of action to-

gether and do that thing, you have no power over me
nor I over you, but we have power over ourselves to-

gether. We have, however, no authority over John
Smith. We could try to get **power" over him in a

number of ways, and that is what Le Dantec would
call power, but the only legitimate power we could have

in connection with John Smith is what you and John
Smith and I could develop together over our three

selves.

We might try this in our households by saying to

our servants: *^I wish no authority in my household

but genuine authority; I do not wish any over you, I

iL'Sgoisme, seule "base de toute societe.
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do not wish you to have any over me; together we
will control ourselves. If you wish to do your work
in a certain way or at certain times, we will find the

way and the times which will suit us both." Many
mistresses say, *'I pay, therefore I have the right to

decide." Many servants say or think, *'I do the work,

therefore I have the right to decide." But neither

pay nor work bestows the right to power—over another.

We can have power only over ourselves. But we can-

not join as wholes and become ^^ ourselves"—another

whole; the process is analysis, discrimination and in-

tegration. Again we see, as I so often try to show,

that the making of wholes and the breaking of wholes

are equally necessary.

This kind of power, power-with, is what democracy

should mean in politics or industry, but as we have not

taken the means to get a genuine power, pseudo power
has leapt into the saddle. In the present situation

between coal operators and miners, the miners care-

fully measure their **power" and pit it against the

**power" of the operators; the operators do the same.

But miners and operators are bound together; until

this is fully recognized and acted upon, they will not

be able to control their lives. Their interests are not

the same, but indissolubly united. It is one situation,

not two. Only when it is treated as one situation will

the authority of that situation appear. To make the

situation single is, I know, an impossibility as the in-

dustry is at present organized. It should be so organ-

ized that the will of the total situation—^miners and
operators—could appear; then the relation of that

industry to the state should be such that their will unit-
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ing with tlie wiU of tlie consumers should be the au-

thentic will of the coal industry.

I have been asked if this is a conservative or a
radical point of view. It is both: it is conservative

because it is concerned with only actual power, and it

takes time and education and training to develop that

;

it cannot be got by revolution, it involves a process

and a slow process ; it is concerned with neither grant-

ing power nor grabbing power but with evolving power.

At the same time it is a radical view because oppor-

tunity must be given for this process.

What exactly do we mean by the single situation?

Bo we not find here too, as in every question where

we go below the surface, that we wish to do away with

atomism? Surely we must abolish any conception ol

power that has an atomistic taint. The only possible

way of getting rid of the greed and scramble of our

present world is for all of us to realize that the power,

we are snatching at is not reaUy power, not that which

we are reaUy seeking, that the way to gain genuine

power, even that which we ourselves really want, is by
an integrative process.

To sum up this point: there is no power-over in

the single situation, therefore the aim should always

be to create the single situation, that is, to make a

working-unit or functional whole: as between em-

ployer and employee, landlord and tenant, or whatever

the case may be. But we shall never succeed if we
conceive the single situation as produced by coincidence

of interests; this only twists and distorts the facts

and that way lies failure—in the long run. The single

situation is produced by the union of interests. For
the moment, then, awaiting further study, I am inclined
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to make this distinction : genuine power is power-with,

pseudo power, power-over. This is not a fanciful ob

personal distinction, for these two prepositions are

used to mark a distinction in law: juridical relations

imply rights **with,'' that is the expression used. Ju-

ridical relations are possible only between persons who
enjoy legal rights; we cannot have juridical relations

with aliens, with slaves, etc. That is, you can have,

jurists say, a right over a slave but not with him ; but

in engaging a servant the law gives you rights with

him but not over him. Juridical relations then imply

always rights with, not over.

I do not believe that there wiU ever come a time

when one class has not more power than another, one

nation than another, one individual than another. But
the more power any one has the better, if we mean
by power integrated control. The more the better if

it is used to join with the integrated control evolved

by other units; we certainly do not want to abolish

power, that would be abolishing life itself, but we need

a new orientation toward it. The power of the strong

is not to be used to conquer the weaker: this means
for the conquerors activity which is not legitimately

based, which will therefore have disastrous conse-

quences later ; and for the conquered, repression. As
an example of the former one might instance the ''urge

to power" of the trade unions which got too much
support during the Wilson administration, and from
which they are suffering now ; and as for repression,

that means in society as in individual a pathological

condition.

The more power I have over myself the more
capable I am of joining fruitfully with you and witl?
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you developing power in the new unit thus formed

—

our two selves. The more power America has over

herself the more capable she is of joining fruitfully

with other nations and thus developing power in a new
unit, a union of nations.

Influence then in the wrong sense is when you
choose to appeal to those tendencies which will help

your purpose, not mine. Influence in a good sense

is when you do not try to bind (me to you) but to

free.

The influence we wield is valid only within a certain

process; what we must understand is the conditions

of the validity of influence. We have, as a matter of

fact, to make some decision in regard to this every

day; we see in a given instance that we can easily

make our influence potent if we would do certain things,

but are we willing to do these things'? It depends on

whether we care most for my way or your way, or for

the whole psychic significance of that which is con-

nected by myriad threads with every other situation

in life. From this point of view power-over disap-

pears. Try it any day in your humblest activities from
hour to hour, in your contact with friend or stenog-

grapher or grocer, and you will see it. Any attempt at

arbitrary control sets up antagonisms in the other per-

son or group that will defeat you in the end.

Power-over is resorted to time without number be-

cause people will not wait for the slower process of

education. "We can see this every day in the countless

meetings held to persuade people of this or that. A
man said to me, "You are never going to get people

to accept government ownership or free trade by your

discussion meetings,'' but I do not want people to ac-
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cept government ownership or free trade—that is

power-over. Yet it seems impossible to convince the
* * reformers '

' of this. Many people, confident that their

object is for th^ good of society, are willing to take

measures to attain it which are essentially coercive.

For example, when the southern cooperatives began to

organize, they found that they must control the com-

modity, its flow to market. Five hundred tobacco

growers could not have obtained the facilities for cur-

ing, drying and storing, could not have secured the

necessary credits. In order to get these it was neces-

sary to control 75% of the crop, which meant that

more farmers had to be persuaded to sign contracts to

sell to the association than were fully permeated with

the cooperative idea. This was practically coercion

instead of education. In some cases the Workers'

Education movement has suffered from the brass-

band style of inauguration; it is better that little

groups shall slowly create their own clientele. Certain

movements begun through national associations in-

stead of through the development and education of

local units have shown the same weakness.

There is an idea prevalent, which I think very harm-

ful, that we give up individual power in order to get

joint activity. But first, by pooling power we are not

giving it up; and secondly, the power produced by
relationship is a qualitative, not a quantitative thing.

If we follow our rule throughout of translating every-

thing into activity, if we look at power as the power

to do something, we shall understand this. When a

grower signs a cooperative contract, he does not give

up his ** power*'; he expects that his marketing ca-

pacity will be increased by joining with others. The
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same question is discussed often in regard to freedom,

but, to name one instance out of a thousand, what more
pitiful delusion have we had than the freedom of the
*
'independent '

' farmer ?

We sometimes see in political writing the expres-

sion *Hhe justification for power/' If the time has

come to write apologies for power, then the time has

certainly come to analyze further the conception of

power. We read in the book of a thoughtful writer,
^*Power which promotes the ends of society is justi-

fied . . . ," but ideas seem rather hopelessly confused

in this sentence, for who is to decide what are the ends

of society? An interweaving experience produces

social ends and power. The origin of power in experi-

ence is what we do not sufficiently consider. Inter-

weaving experience creates legitimate power. Power
by fiat can never persist. Arbitrary will cannot, in the

long run, take the place of a psychological will.

In Part II of this book, in the consideration of

democracy, we shall have to seek the connection be-

tween what political scientists have called **the ulti-

mate source of power" with power psychologically

'developed. What is this ** repository of power'' we
hear of? I fear some day we shall go to it and find

it empty. Is that perhaps exactly what we are doing

today in nation after nation? At any. rate we want

to know the laws which govern its flow from reservoir

to specific place of use. *^The moral right to self-

determination" must be analyzed. We have as much
**moral right to self-determination" as we are capable

of genuine self-determination. Psychological and

moral power are synonymous. The moral right to
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power whicli has not been psychologically developed is

an empty ethics ; it is an ethics, alas, which we have

to combat daily in politics and industry.^

To sum np this chapter: Power begins, as far as

onr study goes, with the organization of reflex arcs.

Then these are organized into a system—^more power.

Then the organization of these systems comprise the

organism—^more power. On the level of personality I

gain more and more control over myself as I nnite

various tendencies. In social relations power is a
centripetal self-developing. Power is the legitimate,

the inevitable, outcome of the essential life-process.

"We can always test the validity of power by asking

whether it is integral to the process or outside the

process.

And is not power, thus defined, freedom—freedom

and law too? In the Ufe process freedom and law

must appear together. We can see that when we unite

opposing tendencies in ourselves, the result is freedom,

is power, is law. To express the personality I am
creating, to live the authority I am creating, is to be

free. From biology, social psychology, all along the

line, we learn one lesson : that man is rising into con-

sciousness of self as freedom in the formes of law.

Government and industry must express this truth.

I have intended in this chapter only to ask ques-

tions, not to answer them ; I have wished merely to point

out the importance of this subject. For throughout his-

tory nothing is more apparent than : (1) that the urge to

power goes on pari passu with unsatisfied desire; (2)

2 1 have tried to show in The New State that the state cannot
create power but only recognize it.
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that every shift in power brings a change in onr ideas

and ideals. The connection between shift of power and

revaluation of interests mnst be carefully studied.

Society should be so organized that standards and

power evolve together ; social tragedy comes when they

are in different hands.



PART II

AN EXPERIMENTAL ATTITUDE
TOWARD EXPERIENCE





XI

"consent" not the technique of demockacy

THE problem of democracy is how to develop

power from experience, from tlie interplay of

our daily concrete activities. The expert can-

not dictate and the people consent. This is the voice

of the wax-doll; it has no reality. '^Less bread, more
taxes," the people cried under the palace windows in

Lewis Carroll's political farce; but what else are we
doing today when we ^^ consent" to the tariff? We
might be told here that we need from the expert the

facts by which to understand the tariff. Certainly,

but we need just as much a method for connecting those

facts with our own lives. The relation of facts to my
'Svill" is the thesis of this chapter.

As *^ consent of the governed" is perhaps the most
important conception of political science—it is the crux

of the problem of dependent nations, it is the funda-

mental matter involved in all the talk of a unitary or

pluralistic state, it lies below every discussion of local

self-government—^we ought to give it careful considera-

tion.

Many write as if the problem of government would

be solved when we had devised methods to obtain the

197
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consent of the people to the garnered wisdom of the

expert. But assertion and assent, no matter how the

latter is obtained, should not be the political process.

You can often get a specious consensus on the intel-

lectual level which in virtue of the prestige of verbal

agreement arrests the activity of your mind, but the

only real consensus is that which arises on the motor
level. The theory of consent rests on the wholly Intel-

lectualistic fallacy that thought and action can be

separated. The theory of consent rests on the assump-

tion that we think with our *'minds" and we don't.

Political leaders are supposed to put something before

our minds to which we respond with our minds. Yet

how often we see cases where we have not been able

to persuade people, by our most careful reasoning, to

think differently, but later, by giving them an oppor-

tunity to enter on a certain course of action, their

**minds'' are thereby changed. The colleges which

have adopted some form of student government could

give us illustrations of this. Mill long ago told us of

** torpid assent"—^it is not a vital process.

Thus the fullest freedom in passing on poKcies is

not self-government, because the participation has to

take place further back, in the activity from which thei

policies emerge. Unfortunately a great deal of out-of-

place ethics has been mixed up with the arguments

against consent; it has been thought not '* right" for

the few to decide and the many to assent, but the fact

is that it is an impossibility. We cannot really carry

out the will of another, for we can use only our own
behavior patterns. If we consent to the will of the

expert or administrative official, it is still the will of

expert or official; the people's will can be found only
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in their motor mechanisms or habit systems. If Wil-

son had had creative genius he would have known the

futility of the formal acceptance of principles.

One of the best examples in history of a practical

understanding of this was given by the founders of

our American government. The Constitution united

the colonies largely on the intellectual level. Our early

statesmen saw this and were wise enough to forge the

bonds of a real America. The unifying of America
was brought about by the building of the Cumberland

Road, by the relation of the national courts to the

state courts which not only unified federal law but

tended also to unify state law, and by our whole finan-

cial system by which the bank became not only a

steadier of finances but an adjunct of government

—

the national currency, the system of paying oif the debt,

the state branches, all tended to hasten and strengthen

the unifying of the states. Again, the history of the

welding of East and West as ^^West" became first

west of the Alleghanies, then west of the Mississippi,

and finally west of the Rockies, has not yet been ade-

c[uately written, but it was made possible by the ** pro-

gressive integrations'^ which took place day by day as

the pioneers integrated with the frontier that which

they had never left behind them.

The **will of the people" then is found exactly

cohere our own will is found, in our concrete existence.

Men study *'the art of persuasion," the method of

obtaining consent, but it is usually merely a method

of obtaining ** power-over," the pernicious aim of much
of our activity. The case of expert and people should

be wholly a case of *^power-with." The validity of

the **will of the people" depends on the distinction
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between power-over and power-with/ In many of the

methods used to *' persuade/' consent becomes hardly

distinguishable from coercion, as in some of the fea-

tures of picketing during strikes. The remedy for coer-

cion is not consent but co-action. When our political

scientists talk of gaining assent, they are usually think-

ing of overcoming wills. But our legal science has out-

grown the error of talking of wills ;
^ as it no longer

thinks of the conflict of wills, so political science must
give up its idea of the overcoming of wills. It is not a

sound political process.

The difficulty of all revolutions is this : the leaders

think they can substitute new ideas for old before they

have changed the action tendencies, habit systems, of

the people. As this cannot be done, revolution after

revolution fails. The first thing a normal class for

revolutionists should be taught is that behavior must
be changed through experience, that it cannot be

changed by the impact of ideas. The Bolsheviki are

intellectualists. When we say that * ^ evolution is better

than revolution," it is not because we are afraid of

blood and battle, but because it is only by the slower

process that you can get the habit systems changed.

The question all leaders, all organizers, should ask is

not, how can we bring about the acceptance of this idea,

but how can we get that into the experience of the

people which will mean the construction of new habits ?

This means a keen and inventive intelligence; good

intentions, noble ideas are not enough. Leaders often

act on the assumption that if you destroy existing in-

stitutions you have a tabula rasa on which to begin

1 See Chap. X.
2 See p. 264.
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anew. But there is no such thing as a tabula rasa.

Again and again in our own lives we act on this as-

sumption, always to find it a vain illusion. The Eng-

lishman dressing for dinner in the wilds is not making
an empty gesture, it is a defence movement.

Thus a popular revolution is often followed by some
one man seizing the power. You will always in the

end be ruled by force unless you are governed in ac-

cordance with tradition—a developing tradition. Presi-

dent Lowell says, ^'The result is that a popular vote

against a despotism is often followed by an autocracy

not less despotic, and indeed more so, because, not

having behind it the traditions which incline the bulk

of the population to obey the government to which

they are accustomed, it is under a greater necessity of

using force.'' The psychology, in this aspect, of the

four revolutions in France in the hundred years be-

tween 1770 and 1870, and also of the Eussian Revolu-

tion, is given in President Lowell's last book on Public

Opinion.

We are willing to blame the revolutionists because

they are revolutionists, but the expert faces exactly

the same difficulty. His facts do not impress them-

selves on people's minds as words upon the blotter.

The process is far different. We are now ready to

take our understanding of that process a step further.

I said in Chapter I that we could not put the objective

situation at one extreme and the will of the people at the

other with the expert in between, that the will of the peo-

ple is already in the situation. This is forgotten by those

who tell us that Yes or No is all that the people can

contribute to government. According to these writers

the process would be: first, an objective situation, so
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objective that there is no will (!) in it; then the ad-

ministrative official constructs his policy based thereon

;

then the people say Yes. Of course they never say No
because the expert sees to that as part of his job. (I

hear in this Utopia the continuous murmur of assent

rising from the earth like the murmur of insects on

a summer afternoon.) But I do not think this the

political process. Facts, objective situations, are ac-

tivities, the activities of interacting men. The will of

the people is already there; I do not see any way of

eliminating it if one wished to. I believe that the

political process consists in connecting the will of the

people which is in a situation with the will of the people

which passes on a situation. How to do this is the

problem of democracy. This is the step forward which

we have now to take. I have spoken of the necessity

of making connection between expert and people, but

more fundamental even than that is the necessity of

providing for such activity of the people concerned that

the true will will be the political will. This is the

subtler meaning of democracy. We cannot be satisfied

with a political will which is not a psychological will.

We can have no sound politics until psychological and

political will are one. We must plan all our reorgan-

ization of industry, our cooperative enterprises, all

new political units or reformed representation, all in-

ternational experiments, on this principle. Our test

of all political structure should be whether it allows

for coincidence of psychological and formal will. Will

after the event is as bad as will before the event;

there is only will in the event.

Moreover, if the experts are to go round with

cameras, and the administrative officials to sit at their
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desks and construct policies, and the people to assent,

who is to do the living, who is to make the ** objective

situation'' to be reported on? Its '* objectivity" seems
rather shadowy. But the people do live, do carry on
their activities from day to day, and all that the advo-

cates of democracy want is that this shall be recognized

in its full significance. Democracy is a denial of dual-

ism in every sense; it is an assertion that the people

who do the doing are also thereby doing the thinking,

that a divorce of these two is impossible. Our real

problem is to connect the will of the people as it lives

daily in the multitudinous activities of men with the

political wiU.

We have been told recently that our problem is how
to give up the belief in the omnicompetence of the

individual and still have faith in human nature. But
I do not find this dilemma in actual existence anywhere.

Among my own acquaintance those who have least tend-

ency to entertain a belief in the omnicompetence of

the individual are those who see most clearly the vast

possibilities of human nature in our mutual supple-

menting, reciprocal reinforcing, each of the other.

Again, those who advocate ^* consent" as the role

of the people are apt to tell us that there is no instinct

for self-government. This is both true and untrue.

In the sense of an urge or drive like hunger or sex,

it is of course true. What seems like the urge to self-

government is often, if you examine it carefully, the

urge to power; the demand for 5eZ/-government often

merely masks a desire to govern others. But I do not

see anyone who really wants the trouble of self-gov-

ernment. In our own individual lives a serious problem

arises and we often think, **0h, if someone would only
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tell me what to do" ; we are by no means always yearn-

ing to decide for ourselves. But we do not get the

advice we crave ; it would be against every law of the

universe if we should. There is no ** instinct'' for self-

government, but it is the law of our being ; we escape

it only to our harm, but as a matter of fact we cannot

escape it. Suicide is the only alternative. A cynical

Englishman came to America during the war and said,

^^Why don't you let the Germans come over and govern

you? They would probably do it much better than

you've done it for yourselves." Even if that had been

true, we could not have let the Germans govern us.

The canker in that idea rots any society in the long

run, not because in some mysterious way self-govern-

ment is better than **good" government, or because

it is what *' ought" to be, but because it is the only

thing possible.

The relation of his own activity to the satisfaction

of his desires should be a part of the education of every

citizen. And we must learn not to juggle with words

in regard to our desires. There is a tendency to trans-

late specific desire into abstract words and then to

think that we are longing for the abstraction; this

seems in some mysterious way to dignify our desire.

It is more noble to ask for liberty than a latchkey. A
number of years ago in England I knew some Nor-

wegians whose conversation became a wearisome bore

because they talked all the time of the freedom of the

soul, and their '^freedom of the soul" seemed a black

hole, a contentless abyss. But when one came to know
them better one found that it was the desire to do

certain specific things that they had translated in this

way. How our poor ** souls" are unnecessarily over-
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burdened. The abstraction never comes first. You
cannot tell people they ** ought" to want to govern
themselves, and then look around and try to invent

something for them to do. You can only feed open
mouths. When we see the relation between desire and
attainment of desire through self-activity, we shall

understand self-government better than we do at

present. The development of the farmers' cooperative

movement is rather interesting here. From California

to Virginia it was presented to the farmers as a market-

ing proposition purely. They heard nothing of their

** right" to control their produce on its passage from
field to factory ; they were told simply how they could

get more money for the product. Now they are de-

manding a larger share in the overhead control and
more power for the local groups. This has come di-

rectly from certain dissatisfactions, that is, the desire

for increased control has come with the need.

To sum up these pages : psychology now shows us

how experience generates its own thought, will, pur-

pose. This means that between expert and people is

a chasm which ideas cannot cross. It means too that

there is no magic by which consent can be converted

into will: if the expert or administrative official wills,

it will be forever the wiU of the expert or administra-

tive official; there is no wiU of the people except

through the activity of the people. "Will and activity

do not dwell in separate spheres. Consent is not the

technique of democracy. We want the information of

expert or official, not to turn us into rubber stamps, but

as the foundation for the social process. The ''consent

of the governed" is intellectualistic doctrine; the will

of the people is not to be found on this plane at aU,
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but in the concrete activities of everyday life. The
fallacy of consent is the fallacy of dualism—a fallacy

exposed by biology, psychology and philosophy. To
talk of consent is only to cling to that dualism for which

the eighteenth century so preeminently stood but from
which we have ever since been slowly emerging. Dual-

ism must go in law and government. For those who
have been deaf to our most profound philosphy,

psychology is now pointing the way.

We see now that within every process is its own
momentum; therefore the guiding power is always

within—and this is the vindication of democracy.

Every living process is subject to its own authority,

that is, the authority evolved by, or involved in, the

process itself. We see this clearly in international

relations : we shall never be able to make an interna-

tional settlement and erect some power to enforce it;

the settlement must be such as to provide its own
momentum. We have been trying ever since the war
to make international will run ahead of international

activity. It is an impossibility. Consider reparations,

indemnity, allied debts, etc. We can pile up '* accurate"

information on accurate information and sit around the

council table looking at it, but no international will

can be born at the council table. That the collective

will produces collective activity is one of the most
harmful of our political fallacies. We see this every

day, but nowhere is it so strikingly shown as in the

history of Europe during the last five years. When
Rathenau went to Rapallo and wished the revived busi-

ness relations between Germany and Russia recognized

in the treaty, Lloyd George preferred to assume that

no such relations existed until the treaty was made.
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But Germany and Russia were dealing with each other.

International unifying (the ^'progressive integra-

tions'' of Part I) is a process which is worked
out not in conference alone, but in the day-by-day

activities of the nations, in international behavior.

Statesmanship of the first order wiU recognize and act

on this ; it wiU of course wish frequent conference, but

for the purpose of making possible a certain process

and giving validity to it.

Thus we see that there is no static collective will

nor *' group mind'': we have continuing activity; at

any one moment the function which that activity is

of the situation is the collective will. Thus its nature

is wholly dynamic. We must think no more in terms

of social institutions but of social activities. It is the

same on the social level as we have already seen on

the personal level. As we no longer think of per-

sonality as a static entity, but as *'so far integrated

behavior,'' so the collective will also is ''so far" in-

tegrated behavior. Here, as so often, the parallel

development of social research and psychological in-

vestigation is interesting. In our studies of social

activities we gave up the idea of a collective will as

a union of ** wills" when we began to observe that the

joining of men's wills always took place in reference

to a situation, when we saw that we were always study-

ing, not men's *'minds," but their activities in refer-

ence to a situation. And then we learned that that

was the phrase most essential to behavioristic and real-

istic thought, "in reference to." But our older

psychology has much to answer for in the attitude of

certain political writers on this subject. We were told,

and I have seen it repeated recently, that "psychology
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deals with mental phenomena and not with objective

conditions''; hence we have tended to think that the

unifjdng of wills was an accepted psychological process.

But what preeminently distinguishes our present from

the older psychology is the inclusion of the object of

behavior in *^the total situation.'' The idea of a col-

lective will as a unifying of wills must go; there is

only a collective will as a unifying of activities—

a

different matter. The group will as an intellectualistic

conception has no place in our most progressive

psychology and should have none in pohtical science.

What then is ^ * the will of the people '
' ? The deeper

truth underlying all that I have said on this point is

that truth emerges from difference, not from the dif-

ference of opinion chiefly, but from all the countless

differings of our daily lives. If assertion and assent

were the political process, then the political process

would be different from the life process as described

now by biology and physiology and psychology, which

hardly seems probable. Political seeing should grow
exactly as physical seeing. In the organism's effort

to respond to total environment we have the multitu-

dinous responses which constitute the growth of the

organism. Respondings never ceasing, in their prog-

ress refine respondings still further, until afferent and
efferent neural chains, muscles, etc., appear. Physical

seeing creates itself by ceaseless integrating of re-

sponse and situation, by refining itself into greater and
greater sensitiveness which means for the individual

wider objective environment and wider awareness.

Thus we see the genesis of all new percipience.

Public opinion should be created by the same law

by which all else is created. Thus we come to the
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conclusion again that the **will of the people'^ arises

on the motor level. It is part of the whole social

process : stimulus from total environment and response

to total environment ;
^ interactions between people, and

interactions between people and their environment.

Here, as in all stimulus and response, we have the

releasing of energy which produces new energy. The
will of the people scientifically evolved must bring out

all the constitutive processes, must implicate all the

necessary processes of all the citizens. We have the

will of the people ideally when aU desires are satis-

fied. In a power-society, however, it is the desire of

the dominant classes which by the sorcery of consent

becomes **the will of the people." The aim of democ-

racy should be integrating-desires. I have said that

truth emerges from difference. In the ballot-box there

is no confronting of difference, hence no possibility

of integrating, hence no creating; self-government is

a creative process and nothing else. Thus the sug-

gestion box of the modern factory is not a democratic

device although often so-called. Nor is a factory

democratically organized when questions are put form-

ally to a committee of workmen and a Yes or No vote

taken. Democracy does not register various opinions

;

it is an attempt to create unity.

An interesting example of a very genuine misunder-

standing of this occurred on a Minimum Wage Board

in Massachusetts. Of the six representatives of the

employees, five were girls working in the industry con-

cerned, one a labor leader from a strong union. This

man, after one or two meetings, long before the ques-

tions involved had been threshed out, suddenly proposed

3 Of course not total "total environment"; see p. 109.
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that the vote be taken on the minimum wage for thai

industry. Before the chairman could say anything

however, the Secretary of the Board of Labor and In

dustry, who sits with all Minimum Wage Boards, an

nounced that the Board of Labor and Industry did noi

convene Minimum Wage Boards in order that thej

should take a vote, in order, that is, that they shoulc

register the preexisting opinions of employers and em
ployees ; they were called together to see if by discus-

sion based on a review of all the facts involved thej

could come to some agreement. If they could, or tc

substantial agreement, and should send in a report tc

that eifect to the Board of Labor and Industries, the

latter would probably accept the report. It was thus

expressly pointed out by an official of the state thai

this group of employees, employers, and public hac

been called together and given the job of trying tc

create unity. Our Minimum Wage Law in Massachu-

setts is far from perfect, but it has recognized the prin-

ciple that a conference should not merely record exist-

ing differences of opinion, nor should it be a fight, with

the vote registering the outcome of the struggle, bul

a sincere attempt to find agreement.

And through that attempt we learn the process of

creative thinking, the process which gives the unceas-

ing increment of the increment. The final blow to the

consent theory of government is that the plus-values

are found always in the interweaving.
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A PAETICIPANT ELECTOKATE

THINKERS about democracy then have passed

the stage of merely perfecting mechanisms of

voting and representation; their aim is to

train minds to act together constructively. The
iemocratic problem is now recognized as the problem

3f how to get collective action that is socially valid,

that is satisfying by the criteria of enlightened living
;

the problem of how to maintain vigor and creativeness

in the thinking of everybody, not merely of chosen

spirits.

But the creative attitude has to be created. The

people by virtue of being the people are not going to

think creatively unless they have a rationale that sets

them about it. Our first question might be: how is

legitimate connection to be made between experts and

people? Many are telling us of the importance of

gathering accurate information ; the way of conveying

that information is still an unsolved problem. The

large meeting is the method most in use in cities at

present, and there is an honest endeavor, by having

both sides presented, to bring all the facts before the

people. But the approved method is to find a man

^ho believes passionately in socialism, for instance,

who is also a crowd orator who can play on every

211
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emotion, and ask him to give a talk on socialism. Then
the next week you find a man who is passionately

against socialism and is a good crowd orator. The
idea seems to be that truth wiU emerge from this proc--

ess; that out of aU this bias and high feeling will,

because there is equal prepossession and high feeling

on both sides, be produced calm and reason and un-

biased men. It is like the sculptor who tried to make
a sexless head by using both a man and a woman as

models.^

But can we find a better way? For ** accurate in-

formation" seems to bore people. How to give the

people facts without an amount of dulness which leaves

us with empty halls is our problem. A good many
experiments should be tried in order to see if we could

hit on one that might be successful. Democracy in

every country in the world today needs not propaganda
but ingenuity, inventiveness, in method. I should like,

for instance, to try experience meetings. The first step

in these would be to present the subject under con-

sideration in such a way as to show clearly its relation

to all our daily lives. This is very important and

usually neglected; I have never heard anyone tell

people the actual difference in their own lives a League
of Nations might make. The second step would be for

each one of us to try to find in our own experience

anything that would throw light on the question. I

am hoping that this might prove sufficiently interesting

to induce us to put up with the *' accurate information."

Also that after such meetings have become a part of

1 1 do not mean that the ardent advocates of certain causes are
always unduly biased or are always willing to use crowd methods to

win an audience, only that there seems often a tendency to secure such
speakers for public meetings.
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our community life, we should begin to observe and
analyze our experience much more carefuUy than we
do at present; it is almost wholly insignificant to us

now as having social value. And I am hoping much
more than this: that we shaU take an experimental

attitude toward our experience, and have many experi-

ments to report with reasons for their success or fail-

ure, and suggestions as to what direction new experi-

ments should take. The third step would be to see

if we could unite our various experiences, one with the

other and with the material provided by the expert.

The material of the expert would always thus be thrown
into the situation, not put up for acceptance or rejec-

tion. In the case of the farmer, get his experience

and add to that of the agricultural expert. The scien-

tific manager in the factory needs the experience of

the workman. The Ked Cross agent in the village needs

the experience of the mother. We want to be governed

neither by experts nor by the *'innate" ideas of an

all-born-equal people ; what we want is cooperating ex-

perience, which means cooperating activity, which

means a progressively more efficient activity.

I have said that such meetings should have defi-

nitely two objects: (1) to give the information of the

expert, and (2) to elicit from each individual how far

that corresponds with his own experience. Take our

referendum in Massachusetts year before last as to

whether trade unions should *^sue and be sued": in

order to make up my mind how to vote on that question,

I had to get certain information from a lawyer; but

my own experience also gave me some light on this

question, not technical experience, not even experience

with the bodies in question, trade unions, but experi-
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ence in regard to the effect of responsibility and so

forth. It is the uniting of these two kinds of experience

on which public opinion is to be built up.

Moreover, in regard to the passing of a certain law,

there have usually been laws simliar to it, or ones in

the carrying out of which the same difficulties have

been experienced as this one will probably have to face,

or this same law may already exist in a partial form.

The people therefore have had a chance to know how
that law or a part of it or a similar one has already

worked. In the effort to get the referundum upholding

the Volstead Act passed, I think it would have been

worth while to try to learn something from the audi-

ences addressed. I do not know whether that was any-

where done.

One of the most valuable things about the Cincin*

nati Unit was that it was trying to work out the rela-

tion of the expert to democracy. In that plan the expert

had a recognized place and a recognized relation to the

rest of the community, a place which instead of

separating him from the community in order to operate

upon it, gave him an integral part therein by means
of which he could both influence and be influenced by
the community. Through such experiments, humble as

they may seem to the political scientist, must we work
out democracy.

A non-comprehension of the relation of expert to

people is the weakness, I think, in the southern coopera-

tive movement. This movement emphasizes the expert.

The cooperative tobacco associations frankly tell the

farmer that he is not an expert. These organizations are

subdivided according to experts : the warehouse depart-

ment, with men who know how to handle warehouses

:
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the grading department, with men who know how to

grade tobacco; the sales department, with men who
know how to sell tobacco. In other words, a high value

is put on technical experience, but there is no effort

made to add to that the farmers' experience. The field-

service department gets information to the farmer;

there is no recognized method of getting information

from the farmer. Even if yon should think the

farmers' experience of little value (with which opinion

I do not however agree), it could be made more valu-

able if the farmers were told that one of the principles

of the cooperative movement was to make use of their

experience, that they were expected when they became

cooperators, to watch their experience ; more than that,

to take an experimental attitude toward their experi-

ence, to try experiments and contribute the results to

the association for the benefit of all. Thus would the

southern farmer be answering the problem which we
must all solve : how to live life scientifically, by experi-

ment and observation. A by-product for tobacco and

cotton growers of such an attitude on the part of the

cooperative associations would be increased self-respect

which would improve their work and condition gener-

ally. Many persons' idea of increased democracy

within the cooperative movement is to democratize the

organization: to have it less hierarchical than at

present, to have more democratic elections, etc. This

is not enough, to elect the officials and then to listen

to their policy and consent. The farmers must also

contribute. There is no democracy without contribu-

tion. And an interesting commentary on this is the

difficulty, mentioned above, which the southern coopera-

tives are now meetin": within their associations, the
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dissatisfaction with the overhead. This will continue

until the cooperative movement becomes in fact what
it is in theory, a democratic movement. It is honestly

for the farmer ; it is not honestly hy the farmer.

I am not hereby glorifying **the people." We no

longer declare a mystic faith in a native rightness of

public opinion; we want nothing from the people but

their experience, but emphatically we want that. Rea-

son, wisdom, emerge from our daily activities. It is

not the will of the people we are interested in but the

life of the people. PubHc opinion must be built up from
concrete existence, from the perceptual level.

We should notice here an important fact : in regard

to the so-called interpretation of our experience we
should remember that interpretation, like everything

else, originates on the motor level. I have already in

my behavior given my interpretation to that experi-

ence; that is, actual interpretation exists in advance

of formal interpretation. Yes, it is the life of the

people with which we must concern ourselves.

Experience meetings as an experiment in democracy

I am urgently advocating. We are not now master

of our experience; we do not know what it is and we
could not express it if we did. We need an articulate

experience. And I should like to add, for it seems to

me important, that from such experiments a new type

of leadership might appear. When at the end of the

war the western farmers became dissatisfied with the

agents of the Department of Agriculture and organized

the Farm Bureau, the leadership of the new movement
fell to Howard, a plain Iowa farmer, because of his

ability in interpreting the farmers' experience. This
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means the emergence of a new type of leadership, and
to me a significant type for a genuine not a fictitious

democracy.

Of course there are innumerable problems to be

worked out when once we decide that we want a par-

ticipant electorate. We have inherited many forms
which canalize activities. We need geniuses to work
out the problems of organization. We need inventive

novelties in the way of functional organization, experi-

ments in other than hierarchical organizations with

ramifying authority. Moreover, would it be possible

for the executive policy to be presented in such a way
that we do not have to take a for or against attitude?

It is this attitude which makes conflict. Also there

must be found ways of our revaluing our interests while

they are in solution. This is very important. Above
all, is there any way of preventing an executive over-

head, which is at first a functional agency of the whole

body, from acquiring a solidarity of its own and drift-

ing apart from the rank and file which created it?

Many trade unionists feel that Gompers and his fol-

lowers are acting in ways mainly intended to keep

themselves in power. In such cases the organization

keeps on after its function has ceased. The central

body acquires a self-interest of its own apart from
the functional relating. This is the danger of the group-

mind; some of the pluralists have proved more than

they meant to in what they have claimed for their

groups. The problem is how to keep organization and

function together, how to keep up the activity between

central body and rank and file. There is sometimes a

confusion of mind here; people blame *^ collective ac-
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tivity'' for what is only the fault of an executive di-

vorced from what it originally represented. There is

no danger in a genuine collective activity.

I should like to carry the argument of these two

chapters concerning a participant versus a consenting

electorate a little further by connecting them more ex-

plicitly with the psychology given in Part I. I said

above that we need the cooperating experience of ex-

pert and people. That might be understood as a matter

of addition merely if we do not recall what was em-

phasized in Part I in regard to relation : that in social

situations my response is to an activity which my
response is changing while that activity is changing my
response; further, that my response is not merely to

the other activity but to the relating between the self-

activity and the other activity. When the process of

cooperation between expert and people is given its

legitimate chance, the experience of the people may
change the conclusions of the expert while the conclu-

sions of the expert are changing the experience of the

people; further than that, the people's activity is a

response to the relating of their own activity to that

of the expert. Here we have the compound interest

of all genuine cooperation. Industrial and political

organization will take different forms when we under-

stand cooperation not as addition, but as progressive

interweaving.

An understanding of this is very important in re-

gard to the relation of state and individual. Let us

briefly summarize, even although doing so means repeti-

tion, the central idea of the psychology given in earlier

chapters, for much light is thereby thrown on the rela-

tion of individual to group, of group to state or larger
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unit. The circular reflex is a law wMcli we see

operating not only on the infra-personal level, in the

functioning of the neuro-muscular apparatus, but also

on personal and social levels. Bok in his account of

the reflex circle shows us: (1) stimulus and response

as a unitary experience; (2) that the important thing

for us to notice is the functioning of the individual. He
tells us that the character of the functioning of the

effector depends largely on the effector and not only on
the stimulation which incited it to function. Bok is

speaking for the infra-personal level, but on the per-

sonal level we can all see for ourselves that our own
activity is influencing that activity as much as the

stimulus which incited it; we see *'the occurrence of

stimulations in consequence of" our activity, exactly

as Bok expresses it for the neuro-muscular system.

Again on the political level we see the same law in

operation : the activities of the people ** cause, actualize,

alter the stimulations'' which cause the activities. On
no level of life do we find that ''consent'' which has

been foisted upon us in the name of democracy. In

the political process as well as in the physiological and

psychological, we see that ''the activity of the indi-

vidual" is the central feature. The state is being made
daily and hourly by the activities of its citizens ; and

as the activity of the citizens changes the state, the

state exerts a different stimulus on the citizens so that

their activity is different. Thus their.activity is "caus-

ing" their owti activity exactly as in Bok's law; the

doctrine of circular behavior is as important for,

politics as for psychology or physiology.

The people of Massachusetts at the time of the

policemen's strike took sides either with Governor
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Coolidge or with the policemen. Both sides talked as

if the policemen's will was set up against that of the

state : some thought this legitimate ; others thought it

wrong. But what seemed to be forgotten was that the

policemen had already, with others, made the state.

The policemen whom I happen to know personally be-

long to the Tammany Club. These men by their ad-

herence to Tammany are helping to make the auto^

cratic state ; then when they become the victims of their

own tyrant, they cry out against him. But there was
never a question, really, of the will of the policemen

against the will of the state, against the will of a state

which existed apart from themselves. That kind of a

state is a myth of the pluralists.

Many people, moreover, talked of the policemen's

oath to the state as the important point in the con-

troversy, but I should deny that I owe less loyalty to

my state than a policeman on the ground that he has

taken an oral oath. Society could not exist for a mo-
ment unless it were based on more oaths than the

spoken ones, or rather on an allegiance which is not

external enough to require an oath but which is inex-

tricably bound up in the nature of the relation. The
policemen's allegiance to the state rests on exactly the

same basis as my own: we have made the state, we
must recognize the authority of the state. There is

something inexorable about life that in the end sweeps

away all but the most fundamental things. These

naked things need neither oaths nor contracts, for they

themselves provide their own laws; they proceed in-

evitably by the laws of their own being whatever

external laws one may solemnly set up or futilely talk

about.
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This is very closely connected with what I have said

of purpose as constituent, not as object, of creating

activity. When the political pluralists would allow

individuals or groups to decide whether the state is

fulfilling its purpose, they tend to make the state pur-

pose static. And the moment they make the state

purpose static, they are back in the block universe they

have repudiated. Governor Coolidge made the same
mistake when he did not see that state will and state

purpose must integrate at every moment with the facts

of every separate situation, thereby creating a new will

and a new purpose. When we have a participant elec-

torate instead of a consenting electorate, we cannot

stand outside and judge the purpose of the state ; we
ourselves become part of that purpose. A flood of

light is thrown on the conception of purpose in politics

by the psychology we have been considering. The

political pluralists say that the state wins our loyalty

by its achievements. But it doesn't. Our loyalty is

bound up in the interweaving relation between our-

selves and the state. That interweaving is the dynamo

which produces both power and loyalty.

With the recent development of psychological

thought then, we should have a di:fferent attitude to-

ward the conception of ^* obedience" from that taken

by the pluralists, who repudiate obedience as a loss

of individuality, as an abandonment of moral integrity.

What they forget is the dynamic nature of their **moral

individual.'* Our main duty toward the state is not

the contribution of a static self, but of a developing

self. Hence obedience takes on new meaning.

Thus the ** consent'' which the pluralists give the

various groups composing their state has but little
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connection with the soil and roots of our existence.

The only valid consent is a growth, a long and slow

process of education. The assent-obsessed historians

would write history merely in its dramatic moments.

Spears clashed assent in the valley of the Rhine many,

years ago, and not far from there today one can see

on any Friday the picturesque Dutchmen, beside the

thousand cheeses piled on the quays, striking hands

as the sign of assent to the bargain. But one of the

objects of this book is to urge the examination of sym-

bols. Our ballot-box is certainly a symbol that needs

examination. We must find in every case what is mere
consent, for it is not consent which we really wish, even

those who apotheosize it wish far more than that; it

is power which we are seeking, that is, integrated con-

trol, ''so far'' integrated behavior. What vitiated the

social contract theory was that assent, mere assent,

was in that theory the foundation of power. When we
are able to see ourselves as integral part of that proc^

ess which at one moment and from one aspect we call

state or industry or cooperative association or w^hat-

ever it may be, we shall see that consent is hardly the

proper word. The consent error is seen in all that the

pluralists write against that theory of sovereignty

postulated by legal science. They do not see that there

is another theory of sovereignty possible, a sovereignty

psychologically developed.^

Yet there is a strong argument for political plural-

ism. It is not that the various groups of a pluralistic

state are voluntary associations (sometimes a great

deal is made of that), not that they are functional

2 See M. p. FoUett, op. dt.. Chap. XXIX, Political Huralism and
Sovereignty.
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associations (usually everytMng is made of that), but

that they are close to the actual life of the people;

men meet on the basis of their everyday interests and

in small enough numbers to make an attempt at agree-

ment possible. Everywhere we see that the kind of

experience which develops us most is that which in-

creases our motor reactions. For instance, ordinary

travelling does not as a rule develop people because it

does not produce vigorous motor reactions. But where

we have stake, personal responsibility and vital inter-

ests, we make vigorous response. Here where our action

tendencies are formed, democracy must begin. Thus

alone can psychological and political power coincide.

But our industrial and political structure must be

such as to allow legitimate outlet for our motor reac-

tions. When labor leader and ward boss get control

of these, harm often ensues, for when dormant motor

reactions are roused to activity by other stimuli than

those which produced them, they are divorced from

necessary safeguards and correctives, since every ac-

tivity contains its own protective, a protective bound

up with its genesis. When the labor agitator speaks

to working men, like every crowd orator he aims, to

use the expressive phrase which psychology has given

us, to arouse certain motor impulses, but these motor

impulses, separated from the conditions which have

given rise to them, are put into activity by a stimulus

which allows no check from those originating condi-

tions. The motor impulses produced by the life of

the factory have often become dormant because there

is no opportunity for outlet. They can be aroused by

ways that are not legitimate, that are outside the,

normal process. The problem of democracy is to find
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an outlet for our motor impulses within the conditions

which produce them. Any other way is fraught with

the gravest danger. We want to give to the local

neighborhood unit political, economic and social ac-

tivity ; we want to make possible vigorous motor reac-

tions and at the same time provide for their outlet.

As progress is through the release and integration of

the action tendencies of each and every individual in

society, way should be provided for such activity to

take place normally. This is perhaps the sentence in

this book which I want most to emphasize.

^^Oh, you Americans," said Sir Horace Plunkett,

speaking to the cooperatives on his recent visit, ^'you

always begin at the top." Wlienever we begin with

an overhead organization rather than with the local

units, the underlying fallacy is in thinking that consent

will take the place of participation. I think it will be

found that the only kind of cooperation which will

succeed against the capitalistic or joint-stock organiza-

tions is that which begins from the very bottom and
gathers into its activity every member. Moreover,

when we begin with the local units we shall more easily

succeed in welding the various interests into a working

relation. When we begin at the top we are more likely

to get a number of opposing interests to agree to fight

under one flag because of the common enemy ; not being

really united they tend easily to fall apart. Current

international experience shows this.

The most essential thing to remember about gov-

ernment is that control must be generated by the ac-

tivity which is to be controlled. Therefore in industry,

in cooperative undertakings, in government, control

must begin as far back in the process as possible, else,
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to use the language of an earlier chapter, we shall have

power-over instead of power-with. Joint action must

know its source. We have seen the advantage of a

cooperative gathering of facts before discussion begins

rather than the presentation of different ''facts" by

the two sides of a controversy. We shall see in a later

chapter the advantage of trying to combine interests

before they get crystallized, of valuing interests while

they are still capable of revaluation. We shall see that

the workman's request is more easily dealt with than

his demand, his suggestion than his complaint. We
shall see that the whole secret of a sound system of

representation, in politics or industry, is to make the

necessary movements for agreement far enough back

in the process. In short, the secret of sound govern-

ment is to know what your unit is. It is as necessary

as in the sciences.

Moreover, in considering that which educates or
*
'influences,'' we must remember that influence is not

all from the newspapers or the platform or what gets

displayed in the limelight; people are influencing one

another all the time. Instead of that influence being

casual, we should be able to make more of it ; there is

much divergence going to waste. What I hope is that

we shall be able so to vitalize small meetings of people

that something shall be created in them which will be

fundamental for our political life. Psychology gives

us "progressive integratings" as the process of all

organic life; the "progressive integratings " of men
are the substance of democracy. We must free the

way, create the conditions, for the productive relating

of human beings.

In the small group then is where we shall find the
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inner meaning of democracy, its very heart and core.

We can begin with shop cormnittees or neighborhood

groups or where you will, but we must begin with small

local units. The difficulty is that we have not yet foun(i

the way of vitalizing the local unit, of making it the

means by which all men shall function, shall participate.

The Republic of Germany saw this difficulty and the

''Interfaktionnelle Arbeit'^ was appointed—somewhat
like a Royal Commission, representing all parties, and
composed of deputies to the Reichstag—to study the

best ways and means of solving local problems, of

meeting local needs. Every attempt at democracy wilt

find that its first problem. Meanwhile let us try tdi

know what democracy is. Now, when we want to photo^

graph democracy we take a picture of a mass meeting.

I have such pictures from various parts of the United

States. They are sent me with letters which say : **Wei

are getting right down to the real thing in our town
5

I enclose a picture of democracy in ward two." But
numbers and flags and music are certainly not the sym-

bols of democracy. Democracy means a genuine inter^

play and a cooperative constructing.

Yet we have not exhausted the significance of

democracy by brandishing aloft ^*the local unit.'' Con-

sider where such doctrine may lead. In Boston many
of us oppose such federal bills as the Shepard-Towner
because it will take something from the sacred rights

of Massachusetts. But we all know the suspicion city-

hall has of *'the hill,'' where our state legislature sits.

And again the ward politician is often more interested

in his ward than in the city. Finally, in one of our

wards you must be *' loyal" to your precinct to be a

good American. Is this democracy? WeU, it is the
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apotheosis of the local unit carried to its furthest

extreme.

Involved in this error is that conunon hut most
ieplorable misunderstanding of federalism which con-

3eives the individual as genuine member of his local

unit but not of the larger group of state or federal

government. I heard a discussion recently on the pros

and cons of extended federal legislation. What was
surprisingly omitted in that discussion was the fact

that we are Washington just as much as we are the

local unit. Either Washington is we ourselves or it

Ls a myth. But it was assumed that when we allowed

3ur federal government to do things, we were thereby

giving up doing them ourselves—a strange illusion.

The question is not who does it, because there is no

one but ourselves to do it in any case, but how it is

to be done : whether it is possible to have centralization

of the right kind with at the same time a greatly in-

creased decentralization. Far from thinking these

opposed I think that one is involved in the other.

Philosophical controversy throughout the ages has been

concerned with the relation of the whole to the parts

;

any solution of this question in the realm of politics

which does not consider the contribution which our

most profound thinkers have made to it runs the risk

of being superficial. If federalism means necessarily

a struggle between whole and parts, there is menace

for our future development in America.

We must understand federalism as a vital process,

not merely as a governmental institution, a process as

important for ethics and philosophy as for political

science. Power not ^* granted,'' not *' derived,'' but

self-evolved, implies always federal relation; that is,
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a nnifying from below, a continuous unifying wMch
involves the progressive increase of power.

To sum up this section. Most of the weaknesses

of pluralistic thought in politics could be included

under one heading: it has not accepted the profound

truth that response is always to a relating. The in-

dividual or group does not respond to the state, but

to the relating between self and state. To use the

language of Chapter III, the pluralist is not studying

the activity-between, is not studying the e:ffect of the

activity-between on variations of individual or varia-

tions of state, does not see that the activity of the state

is influenced not only by the behavior of individuals

but by the interweaving between state and individual,

individual man or individual group. In other words,

the pluralist ignores the increment of the increment;

he gives us a new theory of politics leaving out the law

of geometrical increase. Is it probable that the law

of political growth is different from the law of aU
organic growth? Political science must accept this law

if it is to be equal to the problems it now has on its

hands. For we must seek ever the plus-values of ex-

perience if we wish for progress. Wq advocate

democracy for no sentimental reason but because we
believe it will, rightly understood, give us the plus-

values. The pluralists have much to contribute to

political thinking, but their whole argument must take

a di:fferent form if we are not to remain deaf to the

recent contributions of psychology and the physical

sciences. The pluralist idea of the relation of groups,

of the relation of groups and state, belongs with the

old idea of adjustment. Adjustment harmonizes the

existing ; it does not create. Only integration creates.
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If you should say that to harmonize is a sufficient ideal

in this world of clash and chaos, then we should have
to carry the argument a little further into the region

of philosophy and try to show that harmonizing itself,

except of the most superficial kind, involves creating.

That this should be so is one of the glories of existence,

but this is not the place for philosophical doctrine; I

hint at it because I hope it will be seen by some to

underlie ever}i:hing I have written.

Finally, the pluralistic state is often thought of as

new structure. This is unfortunate. I believe so wholly

in decentralization that I dread to think we may lose

its fruits unless we are basing that decentralization

not on mere changes in structure but on vital modes
of association. Moreover, as Kappers and Bok have

shown that functional correlation precedes anatomical

correlation, that activity becomes structure, the same

holds good in political development : the activity must

precede the form. You cannot go against the law of

all nature. The form cannot be imposed and the ac-

tivity follow.^ Many political scientists are basing their

hopes, as so many have done throughout the ages, in

adding one more institution to our government, in in-

creasing the machinery. The political pluralists want

a third chamber in Congress based on the principle of

vocational representation; those who are putting their

faith in the gathering of information want intelligence

departments at Washington. I am not opposed to

either of these institutions, but I believe that our hope

for the future lies not in increasing institutions but in

improving process.

8 Of course in both social and physiological structure they influence

each other simultaneously.
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The fundamental thing is not functional delimita-

tion in politics or labor representation in industry, but

vital modes of association. The pluralists are simply

proposing another basis of representation, the func^

tional basis. But we have been for many years im^

proving our scheme of representation, and yet it is a

fact patent to every honest student that the essentia)

thing has hitherto eluded us, that whatever the plan

of representation the individual has been lost, that one

usurpation has followed another. The political plural-

ists now run the danger of merely substituting group

tyranny for state tyranny. The fatal m^ethods of the

past which have wrecked us again and again are the

fatal methods of today, in trade union or city council

or Paris conference. It should now be recognized that

no scheme of representation, functional or otherwise,

can save us, but only a different method of association
—^in shop-committee, industrial council, legislative com-
mission or international league. The problem of

democracy is how to make our daily life creative.

People talk of the apathy of the average citizen, but

there is really no such thing. Every man has his in-

terests ; at those points his attention can be enlisted.

At those points he can be got to take an experimental

attitude toward experience. The result will not be a

mere satisfaction of wants—that alone would be a

somewhat crude aim—but the emerging of ever finer

and finer wants. The lamp of experience is both to

illumine our way and to guide us further into new paths.

Have we anywhere in these two chapters seemed

to overemphasize the part of ^Hhe people"? Certainly

at no time has there ever been greater need of the
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expert than today. The plea for accurate information

is as timely as it is important, but after we get the

accurate information we must know what to do with

it. For political *' science" is a misnomer; politics is

science and philosophy and art, the highest art we
know. Concepts appear from the interweaving of re-

sponse and situation. The political scientist may re-

cord the level of the moment which the interweaving

of response and situation is attaining. The political

philosopher may presage the tendencies of the striv-

ings and their possible fulfilment. But the political

architect, the statesman who takes these living con-

cepts into the arena of factual happenings and makes

them part of the interplay of concrete reciprocal

servings, shows ns the full creative process of his

world. It is he who welds the generating centres of

the community into cooperating creatings of new fac-

tual happenings and new awareness—the ceaseless

progress of existence.



XIII

THE DYNAMICS OF EEPKESENTATION : A NON-INTELLECTUAL-

ISTIC VIEW

THE acceptance of recent psychology means a

greatly enriched thinking to bring to the study

of representation. I can here, as in the chap-

ter on Power, merely give hints of the direction that

study should take, indicate the problems, not try to

solve them. Indicate the problems while bearing in

mind that as we are basing our thought on a dynamic

psychology, we wish to see where a dynamic rather

than an intellectualistic attitude toward representation

would lead us.

The first question perhaps that we should ask is:

can men with one set of action tendencies represent

men with another set? For instance, the labor leaders

who represent labor at joint conferences of labor and
capital are not, like the people they represent, working

daily in the industry in question. Thus they are not

directly affected by the decisions reached in the same
way as the people for whom they are acting. They
are paid by trade unions to work for the amelioration

of industrial conditions and higher wages. One of the

chief forms such work takes is strikes, or threatened

strikes, and preparation for strikes. Here, therefore,

we have very different behavior patterns. Their work

232
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is largely fighting, they are paid to fight, they gain

their leadership largely because of their ability in fight-

ing ; their organism is set to fight.

In Massachusetts the law requires that Minimum
Wage Boards shall be composed of six representa-

tives of the employers of the industry, six representa-

tives of the employees and three representatives of the

public. But the representatives of the employees are

of two kinds : as the law makes no restriction, any one

or several of them may not only be labor leaders and
so outside the industry under consideration, but even

when from inside the industry, they may not be taken

from those about whom the whole discussion is to turn,

that is, from those receiving a minimum wage. And
on the Boards on which I have served not only not

one of the representatives of the employees has been

a minimum wage girl, but most of them have been the

most highly paid in the industry. The reason is of

course obvious : the initiative, energy and ability which

have put them among the most highly paid wage earn-

ers in their particular industry, are the qualities which

secured their appointment on the public board. The
reason is obvious but the fact is there, and the impor-

tance of this fact has been much overlooked. Not only

their stake is different but their whole lives are dif-

ferent and this greatly affects their attitude in con-

ference.

Now compare the attitudes of these two different

kinds of representatives of employees on Minimum
Wage Boards. The more highly paid girls in the in-

dustry are often wiUing to concede too much, are less

urgent than the girls actually suffering from the lowest

wages. On the other hand the labor leader is far more
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urgent than any minimum wage girl would be. Neither

represents those she is supposed to represent. The
girl who is getting $18 a week naturally feels lenient

toward employers who are paying her that amount;

moreover, she does not fully understand the hardships

of the girl trying to live on $8 a week. In the case

of the labor organizer the di:fference in attitude is even

more marked. It is not merely the fact that she spends

her day in her own office instead of a factory, it is

not merely that her stake is different, it is not only

that her whole life is spent in controversy; there is

also, very important, her relation to her trade union,

her relation to the whole body of organized labor.

"Whereas the girl from the shop represents the girls

individually, the labor leader represents a group. There

are all the traditions of the group ; there is perhaps more
loyalty to an organized group than to individuals;

there is certainly the question of one's standing in

one's group. Yet there seems something artificial

about mere trade-union representation : roughly speak-

ing, very roughly speaking, the trade union representa-

tives on the Minimum Wage Boards tend to represent

trade union *^ stereotypes,'' the girls from the shop to

represent ** facts."

Yet I am not speaking against either type of repre-

sentation; much more study is needed before anyone

is competent to do that. But we see, I think, that the

present discussion of craft-union representation versus

shop representation must take a new form: has the

shop representative, because of the common shop ex-

perience, because he has more in common with those

he stands for, a wider basis for representation than

the craft representative? Is there something more
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significant passing between people in the shop than
in the trade union? Or vice versa? There is some-
thing to be said on both sides. Or if yon shonld pnt
the question in this form—^how far is the total per-

sonality of representative and represented in question

in representation?—one might answer that the man
who represents the shop lives a life which in its totality

is more consonant with the lives of the men he is

^representing ; that the man from the trade union is by
virtue of his craft representation a more specialized

personality. Just as much could be said on the other

side. I am not trying to answer questions in this

chapter, but to point out what some of the questions

should be.

I say that we should ask whether common experience

in the shop gives to the shop representative a wider

basis for representation than the craft representa-

tive, but we have also to note the behavior patterns

peculiar to the type of representative when employees

in a shop are also members of a craft union. This is

a new type of representative. A representative from

a shop, but from a unionized shop, as compared v/ith a

representative from a non-unionized shop, has the qual-

ity of his representativeness much affected by this fact.

Men in a unionized shop have a certain social disci-

pline, minds disciplined by common action ; they pro-

ceed more or less by a certain process the steps of

which are familiar to them.

Again, the question of labor representation might

be put thus : do you want paid professional leadership

with its incentives and tendencies, or unprofessional

leadership with a different kind? Many questions

spring to mind here. Why did Henderson lose the
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leadership of the labor movement in England? When
Frank Hodges left the ranks of the miners how far

and in what way did he separate himself from them?

The question of leadership in connection with represen-

tation involves many interesting points, snch as that

of outside leadership versus indigenous leadership.

Compare the intellectual leaders of the English labor

party with the worMngmen leaders. In our Congress,

Senator Capper was referred to as the leader of the

farmer bloc; in what did his ** representation" of the

farmers consist? There could be no more interesting

case of leadership in its representative aspect than

that of Sidney Hillman, President of the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of America. And the relation to

the marketing cooperatives of Sapiro, the brilliant

lawyer who is not only their legal adviser but promoter

and representative before the public, would repay

study. The question of the relation of the real leaders

to the official leaders should also be given attention.

In what sense, for instance, did Townley represent

the Non-Partisan League? It would be fruitful to

watch shifts in leadership and discover the reasons

therefor.

The psychological members of a group are those

who share in its activities. Let us from this point of

view consider ^4abor leaders," who have only indi-

rectly a personal stake in the solution, *' personnel man-
agers" who may be oblivious of the underlying motor
forces, * impartial chairmen," whose detachment may
cut them off from a developing situation, ** agricultural

experts" sent from Washington to the Farm Bureaus.

Can a mind that irresponsibly contemplates the situa-

tion be sufficiently caught up into it to move with it?
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We often liear the expression that labor officials have
^'lost touch'' with the workers.

The chief trouble with democracy is that it has
been put on a supposedly ethical basis: it was not

^* right" to legislate for people. The question psy-

chology asks in regard to democracy is : can you do

things for people? Can people with one set of action

tendencies act for people with another set? Any theory

of representation must take this very carefully into

consideration.

Another current discussion in regard to representa-

tion very much affected by our present thinking is that

of consistency of behavior in your two groups, the one

from which you go and the one to which you go.

Whether you think it proper or not, it is inevitable that

our ideas should undergo some change from contact

with the new group ; in what way is this to be reckoned

with in planning methods of representation, in develop-

ing standards of conduct for representatives? If the

trade unionist in the conference with capital votes dif-

ferently from the way he has voted in his trade union,

is he to be denounced as a traitor? On a recent occa-

sion I voted differently on the same question in dif-

ferent groups, a question which required the joint

action of these groups. It would be interesting to find

the reason for this. It was not merely that I was
affected by additional facts or by additional arguments,

for if so then I should have gone back to the first

group and reversed my decision. But I did not do

that ; with the first group I still voted as I had before,

for I saw that both groups were right. Yet these two

rights blocked the road to action. In order to get

action these two committees had to find a new way
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wliicli would include the advantages both were seeking.

I think they did it. The question of honesty or con-

sistency when a representative acts on a new orienta-

tion to the issue needs much study, is in fact one of

the most important questions of representation. Be-

fore we hastily use such words as traitor, we must in-

quire whether new facts have been discovered, whether

the situation has changed (perhaps changed by the

very act of holding this conference or by its delibera-

tions), whether, of great importance, the man has

grown by his new contacts. The question might be

framed thus : how far does the integrating of the repre-

sentative 's o^vn personality count in his representative

role? Yet this is putting it too narrowly. The most

important thing to consider is whether each group may
not have developed a perfectly legitimate will or pur-

pose, and whether a way cannot be found wide enough

to include the purposes of both groups.

To those writers, therefore, who consider it wholly

wrong when you develop loyalty to the new group, I

should reply that that means an intellectualistic not a

dynamic conception of representation. You are not

necessarily disloyal to your primary group by being

loyal to your secondary group because, and this is the

whole point, they are both your groups. If you are

a part of the second group, you are a part of it; if

you are not, then by being there you are merely pre-

tending to be a part of it, and business cannot be done

on that basis. You lose your moral and spiritual in-

tegrity
;
you lose your opportunity for the most fruit-

ful way of conducting the matter in hand. Loyalty

is the very essence of all existence, and has its corre-

sponding meaning on physiological, psychological and
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sociological levels. There is no group, there is no
genuine conference, unless there is loyalty; it is im-

bedded in the innermost meaning of all human rela-

tions. This must be recognized in any sound theory

of representation. I have heard the question of alle-

giance discussed in regard to the conflict in England
between craft unions and shop stewards; again in

this country, several years ago, in regard to the shop

committees and the trade unions of the General Elec-

tric Company at Lynn. Much of such discussion seems

useless to us, however, when we see allegiance as an

automatic part of the behavior process, when we see

that it is bound up with the whole matter, that it is

never an arbitrary decision. Whether you show a

greater loyalty to your legislative committee in Con-

gress or to your party at home or to a particular

faction of that party, depends on whether you have

made the most vigorous response to committee or party

or faction.

To be sure, if you are a trade unionist and suddenly

embrace the capitalist point of view, you might be

accused of treachery; some suspicion might attach to

such a change of front. But when you go to a joint

conference (even if you are the only one there on your

side), the very fact of your consenting to confer means
that you agree for the time to be a member of a new
group, not a capitalist group, but a group of capi-

talists plus you. The capitalists make the same under-

taking. If you come to some agreement in that con-

ference it should never be assumed, without strong

proof, that you have been won over to *'the other side"

either by the arguments or the prestige of that

side.
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A writer on philosophy said to me after a discus-

sion we had had: ^*I think the chief point of disagree-

ment between you and me is whether one thinks the

nearer or the larger loyalty the more imperative/'

But I utterly disavow narrower and wider loyalties.

I am going to be loyal both to my family and to my
country; both to my trade union and to any other

group to which I may be sent as trade-union repre-

sentative, loyal not to the people on ^^the other side"

but to the new group we all of us together make.

Another friend said to me: *^What, then, exactly

do you think happens, or may happen, when a man
goes to a conference and comes in contact with a new
groupf I think the question impossible in this form;

*' conferring'' and *'coming in contact with a new
group '

' are two mutually exclusive expressions. If the

conference is a conference, we do not '^come in contact

with a new group," we altogether make a new group.

The two processes are wholly different. When I *^ ap-

pear" before a legislative committee at the State

House, I come in contact with a group; when I am
asked to confer with people, they and I together make
a group. If I go to push through something already

decided on, it is not a ^ * conference. '
' This gives some

hint as to the method of conference ; one or two repre-

sentatives should not *^appear" before a body to state

their case and then those before whom they appear

talk it over by themselves and render decision. Genu-

ine conference must be the rational technique. To be

sure commissions, boards, legislative committees, etc.,

call people before them for facts or opinions, and this

is, of course, a very useful proceeding, but it is not a

conference, and on these occasions it is indeed not
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called a conference, but when you do call it a conference

it should be a conference.^

But we must take the whole matter of representa-

tion a step beyond this. There are two integrations a
representative has to make: first, the integration of

the point of view he brings from his constituents with

that brought by the other representatives from their

constituents; secondly, the representative should go

back and persuade his constituents not that a better

way than theirs has been found, but that they must
try to unite their old point of view, or their present

point of view as developed since his election or ap-

pointment, with that formed in the representative

group. Let us note what the process will be when we
have worked out a method of continuous intercourse

between constituents and representatives in city coun-

cil, legislative assembly, international conference or

labor conference. We are often told that the repre-

sentative must keep in constant touch with the group

from which he was sent; this usually means that he

must bear in mind the mshes of his constituents, and

also that he must keep them informed of the actions

and deliberations of the representative body. But

there is something beyond this : he should go back to

his constituents not merely to bring information to

them, not only to receive fresh instruction from them,

but to take back to them whatever integrations of ideas

and interests have been made in the representative

body in order to unite these again with the ideas and

wishes of his constituents. For in the representative

1 The matter of the change in views consequent upon a new group

formation has the widest application. The presenting of reports of

sub-committees to the primary committee and the consequent discussion,

realignments, etc., must be carefully studied.
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body his ideas have been enlarged by all that he has

discovered of the objections to what he has presented

to his fellow-representatives, with all that he has heard

of the possible consequences of the legislation he is

proposing, with all that he has learned of the advan-

tages of other plans, etc. Then, turning back to his

constitnents, he shonld unite aU this with their develop-

ing ideas and wishes, and again go to meet his con-

freres in assembly or conference reinforced now by
the larger point of view thus gained. Our relation to

the people we are representing is interweaving at every

moment with our relation to the new group. We need

much further observation in regard to this, for people

often talk as if the two things existed side by side and

a kind of invisible scales were weighing them against

each other and registering the result. It is the inter-

weaving that people have not sufficiently studied.

Perhaps nowhere do we see a more superb indif-

ference to recent psychology than in many theories of

representation. If we had no neuro-muscular systems,

we might perhaps be one man in one group and another

in another, but alas, we are burdened with ineraseable

inner activities. Every response we make to life is

registered in, is built into the structure of, our internal

mechanisms, becomes part of the integrating of our

habit systems. We cannot leave these at home when
we go to represent our fellows. The new experience

will conflict or unite with these, and we must go back
to our constituents with the mechanisms we then have.

We have no choice. Someone I know told me that she

was aware of the complexity of her personality and
always chose which side she would show as she walked
into a room. I wonder. She thought she could sepa-
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rate her action systems, but tMs is an impossibility;

it is the whole organism, the integrating action sys-

tems, which makes response.

The fact that every new contact inevitably means
change is, however, not accepted by everyone as a good
thing. G. D. H. Cole evidently thinks this unfortunate.

He says that Rousseau explains in one of the most
illuminating chapters of the Social Contract that all

action through representatives involves to a certain

extent the substitution of the wills of the representa-

tives for those of the represented. Moreover, that all

groups of men through experience of acting together

tend to develop in some degree a ^^common will" of

their own; chosen to express the common will of those

whom they represent, they acquire a common will of

their own different from that of the represented.
*^ However faithfully the members of a committee may
try to fulfil their whole duty to their members, an ele-

ment of committee loyalty will almost inevitably enter

into their actions. ... It is for the body of the mem-
bers to counteract the tendency to clannishness and

even conspiracy on the part of the elected persons by

being clannish and alert in pressing forward their own
common wills. "^ But I do not think that this is a

tendency to be counteracted ; I think it is far too valu-

able. We should recognize it and decide just what to

do with it, for our task is always to learn how to make
human meeting productive. That should be our guide

in all such questions : how to enrich our lives, not to

counteract and eliminate but to add—no, more, to

multiply.

Although I have said that by coming into contact

2G. D. H. Cole, Social Theory, pp. 120-122.
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with the new group we may broaden our ideas, may
see that our interests are, while not the same, yet inter-

dependent, perhaps I have not emphasized sufficiently

that the very fact of our doing something together

creates a bond. We are doing something together if

we merely sit round the table; if we walk down the

street together afterward, that increases the bond; if

we dine together, that still further increases the bond

;

if we have to mend the car together before we can get

home—^but the jump here is incalculable. The * kittle"

things of life are much overlooked. The place of meet-

ing is always important. Shop committees meet in the

shop ; trade unions meet in a hall outside. This very

largely influences the discussions. In international

conferences we must estimate the influence of the

country in which the conference is held, as, for instance,

the influence of France in the Peace Conference.

To sum up this section, our problem is as follows.

Let us put it in the language of psychology sirice in

this chapter we are considering the contribution of

recent psychological thinking to the subject of repre^

sentation. In a group we make responses to certain

stimuli; our own actions contribute to those stimuli,

and those stimuli produce more comprehensive activity

on our part. We have certain motor mechanisms which

are much like those of the others in the group. Then
we go to another group. Here, too, we meet specific

stimuli ; here, too, we contribute to the stimuli to which

we react. One of the gravest dangers in some of the

current notions of representation is the stereotyping

of behavior patterns, for here perhaps more than any-

where else in our political system we have been re-

luctant to allow opportunity for development. When
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therefore we see the qnestion of representation put

thus : do we expect our representative to vote accord-

ing to the new light he receives in conference and as

the whole situation develops, or according to the ideas

of his constituents as they had crystallized at the par-

ticular moment he was sent!—we can only reply that

our thinking on this subject has gone beyond this stage.

The core of the problem of representation is how to

make the people I represent have a part in my own
specific-response activity in the second group, that is,

how to make people share vicariously in their repre-

sentative's activity. We have had a too intellectual-

istic treatment of representation. There has not been

sufficiently taken into account the very basic fact that

new stimulus must always mean new response, that we
grow through more and more contact, that progress

means *^ progressive integrations." Nowhere is this

psychological expression more fitly applicable than to

the conception of representation.

I think we can now see both the strength and the

weakness of ''functional representation," so much
talked of in England. Cole says that purposes, not

men, should be represented, that ''representation is

always specific and functional, never general and in-

clusive." But this theory of representation spends its

strength in looking backward and does not see the

possibilities ahead. While Cole says that the state is

not a coordinator, yet his representative assembly,

inasmuch as its members represent specific and to a

certain extent static interests, is more of a coordinating

than a creating body. Coordinating is the old idea of

adjustment, but that view is against our more progres-

sive thought and is inadequate to meet our life. We
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should now tMnk of a representative assembly not as a
coordinating but as a creating body. Cole says that in

a functional democracy, because the electors remain in

being and in activity, you have an opportunity for the

representatives in their functional assemblies to receive

constant counsel from their constituents. Good. That

is the strength of ^'functional representation.^' Its

weakness is that it leaves the representative assembly

as a mere registering and coordinating body.

One might ask, ''Every representative must then

be a great creative genius?'' That would indeed sim-

plify the matter.

Moreover, in Cole's functional theory of representa-

tion we come up against a very practical difficulty.

Cole says: "We must assign to any association its

function as the purposes which its members have set

before themselves in creating and maintaining it."®

But I have examined a number of associations and
found that their function was not "the purpose which

its members had set before themselves in creating and
maintaining" them. Function is what an association

is doing. Function is de facto purpose. Every step

in activity is a step in purpose. The way in which

recent psychology corroborates observation of social

situations on this point is very interesting. "Func-
tional representation" needs more searching analysis

of the conceptions therein involved. For instance, you
cannot, as we have seen, integrate purpose without

developing purpose; it is part of the same process.

This is not always recognized by those who wish so-

ciety organized on a functional basis; they have a

tendency to connect a certain function with a certain

3 Op. cit., Chap. III.
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purpose, and do not see that functions cannot meet

without purposes meeting, and that more happens in

that meeting than they are taking account of. This is

a very important consideration for those who are

advocating a ''functional state.''

Another difficulty about the functional theory is

that it obviously concerns the relation of ''part to

whole," and here we often go astray. When Cole says

''in order that each may make its proper contribution

to the whole, '
' it seems to me that he goes rather near

the danger line in thinking. When I "do my part in

the whole,'' is the whole for me a "wish-phenomenon,"

that is, is it something which I posit in order to give

greater dignity to my "part"? It might be just that.

The functional theory of representation needs, I think,

the doctrine of circular behavior which explains the

relation of parts to the only possible "whole" there

can be.*

The question of leadership in connection with repre-

sentation was spoken of above in regard to the effect

on any situation of outside leaders rather than those

developed from inside. We have now to ask the fur-

ther question: how far is the official representative

accepted gladly as a leader, perhaps a leader who
forms the thought of his community? How far is he

given a mandate to think out things, how far is that

exactly his job—to do their thinking for his constitu-

ents? The consciousness of their own inadequacy may
have been the uppermost motive with his constituents

in their selection of leader or representative. Lord
Haldane has pointed out that ministers may be held

deeply responsible for carrying out the fiery words

4 See Chaps. Ill and V.
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of a general election instead of following their sober

judgment as the situation develops. He says that there

may even devolve on the representative *'the duty of

taking the initiative and acting for his clients freely,

as a man of courage and high intelligence should act,

and he may have been chosen more on the ground of

faith in his possession of these qualities than in order

that he might take some specific action which the nation

feels that it has not adequately thought out/' We see

this often in committee work. We go to represent our

committee at city hall or state legislature and are told

to use our own discretion and judgment; this is not

always merely because of what may develop there, but

for the reason just given, that our committee has not

been able yet to think out the question adequately.

There is always the question of how far the repre-

sentative shall deal with questions which have come
up since the election. This has been a particularly

interesting question in England. The questions of

leadership and of representation merge. A separate

chapter should be written on leadership, but much more
study is needed before that can be done. Its connection

with behaviorism, however, is so obvious that to all

students of political psychology it must appear as one

of the most interesting studies before us.

The most significant contribution, however, which

contemporary psychology can make to the subject of

representation is connected with that conception of

progressive integrating which I have already referred

to in this chapter but which must now be further con-

sidered. We must note that there is a time and place

for integrating, and that there is no way in which

these can be artificially changed. The integratings
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that must be made between workmen and foremen can-

not be left to the moment when the foreman goes to

meet a committee of foremen and superintendents.

The integratings that must be made between foremen

and superintendents cannot be left until the superin-

tendent goes to meet the board of directors. The
integratings that must be made in shop committees

cannot be left for a later moment. The non-recogni-

tion of this is a weakness I think in Cole's theory of

representation. He tells us that shop committees

should be composed entirely of employees, not of em-

ployees and management, in order that the fight shall

be clear-cut, the issues not blurred. But if one sees

the world not as a scene of continuous fighting, not as

composed always of conquerors and defeated, if one

believes that we should try to find the way of uniting

our interests, then we have to consider at just what

point the uniting most easily and naturally, most fruit-

fully, takes place.

The question of whether foremen rank with the

management or the workmen is significant here. In

most plants they are considered as part of the man-
agement, but occasionally they belong to unions ; this

makes an interesting situation. A case of a foreman

discharged for belonging to a union came before the

Railroad Labor Board in 1921. The question had to be

decided whether a foreman of a section gang might prop-

erly become a member of the Brotherhood of Main-

tenance and Way Employees. The Butler County

Railway officials declared that the foremen, men who
acted on their behalf to see that work was expedi-

tiously, economically and properly performed, owed an

undivided allegiance to the company. The foreman
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who had been discharged was acknowledged to be com-

petent and industrious, but he refused to renounce his

membership in the union. The Railroad Labor Board
ordered his reinstatement.^ One would like to know
upon what principle this was done. The Board prob-

ably realized, whether fully or only partially, first, that

it is cooperating allegiance rather than choice of

allegiance which is going to further the development of

industry; secondly, that such allegiance cannot be

theoretical, that the foreman must act with both work-

men and management ; and third, that the unifying of

the diverse interests of employer and employed can

take place more successfully through this early linking

of the two than after crystallized grievances have been

sent up formally to the management.

The most important consideration for any theory

of representation is where the uniting of interests

should take place. Guild socialists, like most advocates

of group government, push it too far forward ; by the

time the diverse interests confront each other they are

so crystallized that it is difficult or impossible to unite

them. The pluralists pit groups against each other,

against the state; it is the fundamental weakness of

their theory. Democracy must find those methods by
which the uniting of interests shall take place before

they have become crystallized. The most acute thinkers

in regard to the problems of industrial organization

see this clearly. The labor manager already quoted,

Mr. Earl Howard, has given me the following as his

key to industrial controversy : interests can be revalued

only as long as they are kept in solution. What this

5 The Survey, Sept., 1922, p. 647.
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means to Mr. Howard practically is tliat lie tries to pre-

vent a controversy from reaching the stage of alterna-

tives ; that is, he finds reconciliation difficult when two

bare alternatives confront each other.

Eecent events in Canada have thrown some light

on this question. For four years, 1919-1923, Ontario

had a farmer-government. The farmer party had not

a majority in parliament, but it had the largest num-
ber of representatives of any one of the parties, and
was therefore asked to form the government. A dif-

ference arose in the party's councils as to whom this

farmer-government represented. The prime minister,

Drury, insisted that it represented the whole province.

Morrison, Secretary of the United Farmers of Ontario,

the organization which placed Drury in power, did

not agree. He insisted just as firmly that farmer-gov-

ernment is farmer-government, and that there can be

no union with other parties. He preferred to have the

farmers sit in parliament as an opposition rather than:

cooperate with any of the other parties.

The problem is : when a representative of farmers

is elected by a constituency does he represent merely

farmers or the whole of the constituency? If he repre-

sents only the farmers, do the urban populations of

the constituency go unrepresented? If, on the other

hand, the farmer-elected representative represents all

the people of his constituency, how are the interests

of the farmers to be kept distinct ? That is, if the edges

become blurred wiU the interests be practically lost?

The question seems to me to be one of where you can

get the most fruitful uniting. If experience shows us

that the cleavage of class interests becomes too sharply
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marked by the time the representatives reach parlia-

ment, then we ought to begin back in the constituencies.

I might add, by the way, that the question of a Labor

Party in America has not yet been sufficiently discussed

from this point of view.

Incidentally another interesting point might be

noted in the Canadian situation: do we get better

leadership from groups? We might consider Drury

from this point of view. And if ** better,*' in what way
and why?

In this chapter I am trying merely to hint at a way
of approaching the subject of representation. There

are many important points which I cannot consider

here. It must always be noticed, for instance, whether

our representative is dealing with the representatives!

that he meets or with the group back of them. We saw

Lloyd George sometimes dealing with France, some-

times with Poincare. Another interesting question,

partially touched on above, is how far the representa-

tive represents his officially recognized constituents or

a party or faction among them. I have sometimes

found it necessary to watch just what effect a rap-

prochement of the two sides of a representative group

has on the alignment of factions in the primary group

;

to observe how far success in the representative group

means a new alignment of factions in the primary

group. We need a deeper study of representation than

we have yet had, with more extended observation and
with more experiments. Such a study would be a valu-

able contribution to the problem of labor : the relation

of labor to capital, of industry to the state. While we
have theories of representation which are called **tho

representation of interests not men,'' others which tell
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of 'Uhe representation of values," the chief function

of the state being the official recognition of values, it

should be noticed that both these theories are involved

in that given in this chapter, the representation of

activities. Both the theory of the representation of

interests and that of the representation of values often

fail to take account of two things : first, the evolving of

interests or values; secondly, the part representation

itself plays in the evolving of interests or values.

Let us pick out the principal points in this discus-

sion of representation.

1. We should send our representatives not to win

a victory but to come to some agreement on the basis

of an enlarged understanding on both sides. We should

send men to a ^* conference'^ to confer, not to fight for

something already decided on before meeting; if the

latter, they will use the balance of power of the mo-
ment, will rely on diplomacy and the handling of

groups.

2. We should expect our representatives to main^

tain an integrating relation with the representative

group as the situation changes.

3. The representative must keep in touch with his

constituents not only on the intellectual but on the

motor level. It was no crystallized public opinion that

Wilson had to meet in the sense of America's mere
intellectual assent or dissent to the Versailles proceed-

ings, for war and post-war happenings were producing

fresh pubhc opinion every moment. The great leader

or the true representative—I consider them the same
—must look ahead and see what public opinion is going

to be, and that means no prophetic insight, it means
only that from the daily occurrences in the life of his
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constituents he reads public opinion before it gels

formulated as such. In other words, the ^*prophef

is the good behaviorist; he reads from the Book of

Behavior.

4. Finally, we find here in considering the subject

of representation the same principle at work which we
noted in the last chapter in regard to people and expert,

in regard to individual (man or group) and state : that

response is always to a relating. We see this when we
apply our rule of Part I, namely, that we must always

study things as they vary in relation to the varyings

of other things. We watch the representative in his

relation to his constituents, then to the people in the

representative group, then again to his constituents,

again to the representative group—^it is like getting X
to the nth power in compound interest. Here we have
the dynamics of representation. The intellectualistic

view of representation did not allow for the increment

of the interweaving.

At the risk of some repetition I wish to stun up
the connection between these three chapters and the

thought of Part I. The empirical emphasis of recent

philosophy and psychology has not yet been sufficiently

applied to politics. The doctrine of consent is the

'^rationalization" by which arbitrary authority is to-

day possible. All autocrats must advocate this doc-

trine; in a modern world it is their only weapon.
Genuine authority is not a matter of **will,'' even of

the ^^will of the people" ; it is an interweaving activity.

This means that it is found buried deep in the actual

life of men as lived from day to day, from hour to

hour. For instance, the truth about what we euphe-
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mistically call the '* rights'' of the minority is that the

habit tendencies of a minority have to be taken into

account else a mere majority vote would not last. You
may crush or ignore ^* wills/' but the motor mechanisms

of men are not so easily blotted out. Again, the great-

est difficulty in finding a just system of representation

is how to get activities rather than ideas represented.

The whole question of government responsibility is

that of discovering a method by which experts, officials,

judges, etc., shall be responsible, not to our **minds"
but to our lives. This is the difficulty in the interna-

tional question: how to connect any kind of an inter-

national authority we may set up, with the activities

of the people concerned. An international mind—

a

dangerous expression—is otherwise an abstraction.

But if the connection of authority with the actual

life of those concerned is the first point to be considered

in the political process, the second is not less important,

that that actual life must be considered as gathering

its force from the interrelatings involved. Power is

the intermingling of many psychic forces. Many people

seem to think that the *^ rights" of a minority are

founded on our tenderness for the under-dog. Not at

all. Besides the reason just given, that it is impossible

in the long run to ignore the minority, we wish to add

to the social structure what minority has as well as

majority. President Lowell has shown us this in writ-

ing of the formulation and expression of the views of

minorities.

The phrase which sums up the two emphases of this

book is integrating activities. Social activities does

not give us the process described here, because social,

as I have tried to show in Chapter II, does not mean
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necessarily the actual, concrete uniting of men ; as or-

dinarily used that word means what some person or

persons think good for society. To most people the

word social does not connote that functional unity,

which I think the most valuable conception of contem-

porary thinking. For the abstract word social we must
substitute the wholly concrete word integrating. But
integrating wills does not give us the democratic proc-

ess because genuine union can take place only on the

motor level. Control—^in government, national or in-

ternational, in industry—^must rest (1) on the concrete

activities involved, (2) on the interdependence of these

activities.



XIV

LAW AS SELF-CREATING FROM THE DAILY ACTIVITIES OF MEN"

HAVE spoken of tlie contribution which the

modern school of legal realism is making not only

to jurisprudence but to all our thinking. One dis-

cussion of present-day jurists throws some light on the

question we are considering in this book: the part of

the daily experience of all men in creating a life within

which that experience shall flow on to fuller develop-

ment and greater enrichment. I refer to the discussion

of the place in jurisprudence of economic determinism.

This theory would have many more adherents, I be-

lieve, if it were not often misunderstood as synonymous

with class conflict; those, therefore, who do not see the

whole of life in the terms of class struggle often deny

this doctrine altogether. But this is to conceive eco-

nomic determinism far too narrowly. No one denies

that the different development of common law in Eng-

land and America was for a century due largely to

the pioneer conditions and agricultural interests of

America. Yet this is economic determinism. While I

'do not carry this interpretation of legal history as far

as some writers, while I think its exponents are apt

to give too little value to other factors in legal develop-

ment—such as the conscious determination on the part

of many of the legal order not to be influenced by class

257
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struggle, to *^uphold justice/*—yet I think it is evident

that law has, on the whole, registered at any one mo-

ment the stage of the conflict at that moment between

interests. Law has followed power.

This is written clearly enough on the pages of Eng-

lish history: in the long struggle between Crown and

Court, and in that industrial and business expansion

to which English law ever responded. In America, too,

both legislation and judicial decision have, on the whole,

reflected the moneyed interests as their chief influence.

Jhering giveg us many examples in the past of law

following the dominant interests. The history of law

as regards the property of the peasant, the credit of

the merchant, the honor of the officer shows this most
interestingly. Again he tells us

:

"A theocracy brands blasphemy and idolatry as crimes deserving

of death, while it looks upon a boundary violation as a simple mis-

demeanor. (Mosaic law.) The agricultural state, on the other hand,

visits the latter with the severest punishment, while it lets the

blasphemer go with the lightest punishment. (Old Roman law.)

The commercial state punishes most severely the uttering of false

coin, the military state insubordination and breach of official duty,

the absolute state high treason, the republic the striving after regal

power; and they all manifest a severity in these points which con-

trasts greatly with the manner in which they punish other crimes.

In short, the reaction of the feeling of legal right, both of states

and individuals', is most violent when they feel themselves threatened

in the conditions of existence peculiar to them." ^

When, therefore, we are told, as an innovation in

the conception of law, that law must respond to social

facts, we are a little bewildered, for that is what we
have seen it do in the past, what we see it doing every

lEudolph von Jhering, The Struggle for Law, pp. 48-49.
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day in tlie present—responding to mannfactnrers

'

associations, trade unions, railroads, bankers, etc., ex-

actly in proportion to their power. Cardozo gives as

an example of the courts' recognition of social values,

the development in the attitude of the courts towards

the activities of labor unions. * * The suspicion and even

hostility of an earlier generation found reflection in

judicial decisions which a changing conception of social

values has made it necessary to recant.'' But this

change has not been produced chiefly by a changing

conception of social values, but because the trade

anions have been steadily gaining power. "When and
where they lose ground is usually reflected in legal

decision. Or as far as we have ^*a changing conception

of social values" that too has come from the shift in

power. Again Cardozo tells us that *'Eules derived

from pre-established conceptions of contract and ob-

ligation have broken down before the steady action of

justice." This is certainly too vague; there have been

many very concrete things at work to change our ideas

of contract.

But most of us are realists enough nowadays, I

think, to accept the fact that law follows interests. It

is after that is acknowledged that the whole crux of

legal procedure, of philosophical thinking, arises : are

the interests to be those of the most powerful class in

society at the moment? If not, in what way are the

interests of less powerful classes to be taken into

account ?

First of all it must be noted that legal thinking has

now reached a further stage even than that of ** in-

terests." Although the notion of interest is far better

than the nineteenth-century *^will," it is still too sub-
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jective, still has a hint of abstract values or prejudged

purposes. There is a biological interpretation of law

which says that it is the reconciling of instincts which

must take place if the race is to endure, a philosophical

interpretation which says that it is a reconciling of

wills (this has occupied by far the largest place in the

theory of jurisprudence), and an economic interpreta-

tion which says that it is the reconciling of interests

—although to be sure this school has spoken so far not

of the reconciliation but of the domination of interests.

Pound cuts under all these interpretations when ho

substitutes for instincts, wills, interests, the word de-

sire: *Hhe problem of the legal order is one of recon-

ciling or harmonizing or compromising, conflicting or

overlapping human claims or desires or demands."
But the question remains : what is the process of recon-

ciliation? How is the *^value" of these various con-

flicting desires to be estimated? There is only one test

for the value of wants: their confronting or conflict,

but conflict constructively conceived, not as resulting

necessarily in adjustment, mere adjustment, but as

opening the way for integration. Our psychology has

shown us integration as the *^ something new" which

specific response always involves. This means that

landlord rights and tenant rights, or rather landlord

and tenant desires, can be satisfactorily reconciled only

through the something new which our study of that

particular landlord-tenant situation must uncover.^

Every honest confronting of interests helps men to con-

ceive their interests more largely. Our success depends

not on the firmness with which we adhere to purpose

2 It has been explained that "something new" does not mean spon-
taneous invention but progressive integration.
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but on the penetration with which we discern pur-

pose.

There is a theory of law now emerging which recog-

nizes this, as I have said in an earlier chapter. It is

based not on the battle of interests with the crown

to the victor, but on the uniting of interests. It must
be noticed, however, that both these theories, that of

law as battle of interests and law as uniting of in-

terests, recognize conflict; but while in the former

theory conflict must always result in victory for one

side, in the latter doctrine, while the conception of

conflict is still valuable, it is valuable for a different

reason—because it reveals desires. This revealing is

of the utmost importance, for only when thus revealed

is there any chance of there being found some method

by which they can be united, some method by which

to avoid conquest as the result of war. As long as we
do not understand this, as long as we do not seek that

method, law will continue to follow power. Holmes
says * 'Whenever a doubtful case arises . . . what is really

before us is a conflict between two social desires, each

of which seeks to extend its dominion over the case

and which can't both have their way. The social ques-

tion is, 'Which desire is stronger at the point of con-

flict T " But that may not be the social question.

The social question may be : is it possible so to conceive

conflict that both desires may receive satisfaction?

The relation of law to conflict has engaged many
writers. Many agree with Richard {L'Origine de

VIdee de Droit) that the function of law is to reduce

conflict; others with Adams that ''Law is the result

of forces in conflict—and crowns the victor." We need
not necessarily see conflict ending with crowned victor
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and prostrate foe, but on the other hand we should

not seek to reduce conflict, for to reduce conflict is to

reduce life. Law emerges from conflict. Yes, and from
conflict constructively conceived a progressive law

proceeds. Let us look further at this matter of law in

relation to conflict. One writer tells us that the coin-

cident purposes of individuals create social purpose

which generates law. But the discovery of coincidence

is not the social process. Again we are told that law

comes always from struggle ; the right conquers. All

the errors of this way of thinking come from one : the

ignoring of the creative possibilities of conflict. We
do not wish to put up with strife for the sake of the

peace that follows. Existence should not be an alter-

nation of peace and strife. We should see life as mani-

fold differings inevitably confronting each other, and

we should understand that there is no peace for us

except within this process. There is no moment when
life, the facing of differings, stops for us to enjoy peace

in the sense of a cessation of difference. We can learn

the nature of peace only through an understanding of

the true nature of conflict. It seems to me unfortunate

that we are seeking something which does not exist.

Only when we are willing to accept life as it is can

we learn how to deal with it. To battle for a precon-

ceived right involves the same error as to work for a

preexisting end, for it leaves out of question the never-

ceasing movement of life which is always revealing to

us new '* rights" and new **ends." Rights and pur-

poses emerge from the ceaseless differings of concrete

existence. Rights develop as needs develop. There is

no reason why we should not hold to a theory of rights

now that we understand their origin and meaning. The
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slogan of ** equal rights'* has no value for ns until it

is translated into the right to do specific things : the

things we want to do represent our desires; what we
have to find out in the so-called ^^struggle-groups" of

society is simply what people want to do—thus do we
escape from *'the philosophy of the will."

What contribution does the psychology I have tried

to indicate briefly in earlier chapters yield for juris-

prudence in regard to the doctrine of the will? In its

analysis of the behavior process it shows us the identifi-

cation of will, desire, purpose, thought, with some con-

crete activity. Since Aristotle we have had the dualism

of the law of reason and the law of the will, and in the

last century the struggle between the two was tinged

by the doctrine of the *^ sovereign" will; but now that

we see the relation of reason and will, and now that

the nineteenth-century ** sovereign will" has been, or

is being, abolished, such dualism must go. One jurist

makes a distinction between will and purpose. The
** cause" of the activity of the will, he tells us, is pur-

pose. Purpose always relates to the future. ** Purpose

is the idea of a future event, which the will essays to

realize. . . . This begins in man with the faculty of

ideation." But we cannot find in *'the conception of

purpose" **the generative forces of morals and laAVS."

Both genetically and progressively purpose must be

studied in relation to an activity of which it is an

aspect.

There are students of both political and legal

science who have tried to make purpose take the place

of mil, but with a deeper understanding of will and

purpose we find that there is no antagonism between

the two. The controversy between will and purpose
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has many forms. One it frequently takes is the discus-

sion whether law rests on will or needs, or as Tanon,

President of the French Court of Cassation, puts it,

*'the dominance in law of * internal spontaneity' or ^ex-

ternal causality.' '' Here obviously the difficulty is a

misunderstanding of the will. If Duguit seems con-

fusing when he considers whether law is based on the

will of the people or on social conditions, it is for the

same reason, that he is thinking of will in its older,

not more modern, meaning. When a recent writer on

government tells us that, **The State is based on will,

but the wills from which its will is eventually formed

struggle against each other for survival," this is, in

so far, or rather as expressed, old-fashioned doctrine

based on an outgrown psychology. The *^ conflict of

wills'' must disappear both from our theory of govern-

ment and from our theory of law, as it has with some
writers. When Pound denies that law has to do with

the assertion of *' wills," the reconciliation of *^ wills,"

he thus gives up the old legal theory of *^the conflict

of wills." He is dealing with human desires as mani-

fested in concrete activities.

The school of realism in politics or jurisprudence

cannot be realistic enough for us if it does not see the

essential process of life. We have been told that there

are two parts to law, exchange and association, that

the first rests on the difference of needs, the second

on identity of needs. But identity of needs is not the

basis of association (if it were we should have very

little successful association), but the reciprocal fitting

of needs one to the other. Meredith's definition of

love is I think the best definition for every human rela-

tion: ^*His need and her need rushed together some-
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where down the skies/' To have need each of the

other—nation and nation, capital and labor—^is very

different from the identity of need. It is when law

discovers that my need and your need may both be

satisfied that it renders us its greatest service. No,

when it goes a step beyond this and sees the reciprocal

relation of these needs, sees that my need and your

need may both be integral to the situation. No, when
it takes a step even beyond this and sees that the

reciprocal supplementing of your desires and mine

leads inevitably to something further—to a greater

need and therefore a larger *' right."

AVhat then is the aim of law?—the question asked

in all juristical writing. Jhering steps out of the

philosophical and practical difficulties involved in the

nineteenth-century doctrine of law as protector of will

and maintainer of rights, and gives us law as the

guardian of interests; with Kohler the aim of law is

*Ho meet the requirements of advancing culture"; with

Duguit law protects man in his functions, secures social

interdependence. But Pound, in giving us the end of

law as the satisfaction of human desire, brings the

school of legal realism in line with our most advanced

psychology. The statutes of our legislatures, the deci-

sions of our courts, and the rules of our administrative

officials, are based on desire. The sovereignty of

will or purpose will always remain intellectualistic doc-

trine until we translate will and purpose into terms of

activity. If, as we are told, men have ceased to think

in terms of a hierarchy of authoritative wills, they must
also cease to think in terms of a hierarchy of authorita-

tive purposes. The key-word for jurisprudence and

politics as for psychology is desire. But this desire
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can be the desire of a dominant class or tlie unifying

desires of all classes, of all men. It is for ns to choose.

We must remember, however, that law both satisfies

desire and opens the way to new desires. Law neither

reflects nor dictates progress, although it is interesting

to watch how often it is supposed to do either one or

the other. The aim of law is, I believe, to free, to

** release energy." I like to use here the physiological

expression, I am glad to find the same process in legal

adjustment as in ^'functional adjustment," for then we
cannot be accused of a shallow * idealism." The high

mission of law should be forever the release of energy,

thereby leading us to new levels of experience. For
every harmonizing should emerge on a higher social

level.

"We can now revalue our nineteenth-century individ-

ualism, for we do not want to abandon it. The doctrine

of the equal claims of individual units, that is the doc-

trine of ** equal rights," finds a place again in our

thinking, but now within the doctrine of integrating

desires. For more than two centuries individualism

held sway in one form or another. The theory of the

maximum of individual self-assertion for each as the

end for which the legal order exists found both support

and direction in Kant's doctrine of the freedom of the

will, which provided for the ''freedom of each and
freedom of all" by the establishment of boundaries,

and the acceptance of **universal" laws. Thus the

idea of right and freedom followed closely on that of

the will. The will of each was to have as much scope

as left equal scope to the will of others. It was the

function of the legal order to secure this. Legal right

at this point mingles with philosophical right as so
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often in the history of law, that is, right and law become
synonymous. At just what moment law becomes offi-

cially connected with freedom it is hard to tell, but at

this moment the liaison between law and ethics gives

way to that liaison between law and politics which was
so powerful a factor in social development throughout

the nineteenth century ; the idea of liberty was the end

of law as it was the political aspiration par excellence.

When the difficulties of this doctrine became so ap-

parent that they had to be admitted, we swung away
from the word individual to the word social, but the

danger in the doctrine of the individual will is not in

the word individual but in the word will. With our

present understanding of will, with the doctrine of

integrating wills or integrating activities, with the idea

that conflict itself may be made creative, with a deeper

comprehension of freedom, the individual may with

safety be reinstated. Much of what was written in the

last century of the individual will as securing individual

needs is true today if we understand by will the pres-

sure of desire, and if we confine desires to actual de-

sires, operating desires.

Pound has thrown much light on this subject by
what he has written of relation. The significance of

this part of his thought is so great that I should like

to quote his own words

:

"The central idea in the developed Roman system is to secure and

effectuate the will. ... In our law, by contrast, the central idea is

rather relation. . . . The Romanist develops all his doctrines [of

partnership] from the will of the parties who engaged in the legal

transaction of forming the partnership. . . . We speak instead of

the partnership relation and of the powers and rights and duties

which the law attaches to that relation. . . . The Romanist speaks

... of a letting of services and of the effects which the partied
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have willed thereby. We speak of the relation of master and servant

and of the duty to furnish safe appliances and the assumption of

risk. . . . We do not think of what is willed by the parties but

what is involved in the relation. In the case of mortgage and

mortgagor, as in the sale of land, we do not ask what was agreed,

but what is involved in the relation. . . . We have established that

the duties of public service corporations are not contractual, as the

nineteenth century tried to make them, but are instead relational;

they do not flow from agreements which the public servant may
make as he chooses, they flow from the calling in which he has

engaged and his consequent relation to the public. . . . Even more

significant is the legislative development whereby duties and liabili-

ties are imposed on the employer in the relation of employer and

employee, not because he has so willed but because the nature of

the relation is deemed to call for it. . . . Anglo-American law is

pervaded on every hand by the idea of legal rights as incident to

relation." ^

Here we have a new idea of will in line with that

given ns by contemporary psychology, for here there

is only verbally a distinction between will and relation

;

it is actually a distinction between the will involved

in an activity and a preexistent or contentless will. It

is de facto will as against what was once the legal will.

When Pound speaks of the di:fference between will and
relation as fundamental notions, he is speaking of the

difference betwen de facto will, that which is involved

in the situation, and a theoretical will. That the legal

profession is now recognizing the unreality of ante-

facto will is significant. I do not think it is chiefly

because of the influence of psychology ; the parallel de-

velopment in psychology, politics, economics, and juris-

prudence has been to me the most outstanding and
interesting event in the development of recent thinking.

Correspondence between legal and psychological think-

3 The Spirit of Common Law, pp. 20-31.
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ing, besides the one just given, we see in all of Pound's
writing. To sum up the most important : his definition

of law in terms of human desire, his *'de facto wish''

explicitly so given, and all that he has written of rela-

tion which takes away from ^'social interest" the pos-

sible stigma of an empty abstraction. This part of his

teaching shows us too that among the many mitigations

of the rule that law follows power, among the many
reasons why the war between the classes has not been

fought out crudely to extreme positions, the chief

among legal conceptions, and apart from the service

of our great lawyers, is the idea of relation inherited

from feudal law. He shows us that the influence of

feudal law gave to our legal system a fundamental

mode of thought, a mode of dealing with legal institu-

tions and with legal problems, which has always tem-

pered the individualism of our law. Thus the idea of

relation has ameliorated the fullest effect of the tend-

ency of law to follow power. And yet I think Pound
does not give enough emphasis to one point : the legal

order, and all the rest of us, are influenced in our

interpretation of the demands of the relation by the

relative power of the parties concerned. "When world

conditions are such that the balance of power is in the

hands of the workmen, the employers interpret the

situation very differently from the way they would had
they the balance of power; the duty involved in the

relation then makes it necessary to put safety devices

on machinery, to give higher wages, etc. Yet, with

this understood, the influence of this legal conception

on all our life can hardly be overestimated. It is neces-

sary to notice too that every relation is affected by
its own relations. For instance, the relation of land-
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lord and tenant is connected witli all the rest of our

life—^with conditions in the building trade, with real

estate values, with heating facilities, etc.; as the cir-*

cumstances of our industrial and commercial life

change, the relation of landlord and tenant changes,

their ** rights" change.

To sum up this chapter. The interweaving of de-

sire, not the domination of the desires of the strongest,

should be the social process ; the service of law is to help

find those methods by which desires shall more and
more fruitfully interweave. This does away with the

notion that the function of the legal order is to delimit

demands or claims. The psychological suppression, the

political compromise, by which part of one's claim is

waived, and the legal delimitation, are notions which

belong together. When the social sciences are based,

as they should be, on the concept of desire, we shall

understand many correlations which escape us now. If

contemporary psychology gives us integration in the

place of suppression, if the effort of our sanest political

writing is to secure a place for minorities as well as

majorities in our government, to make majorities coac-

tive instead of coercive, so also the legal order must
understand that its problem too is not that of delimita-

tion but of integration. With the nineteenth-century

notion of freedom based on right went the idea that

the function of the legal order was so to delimit indi-

vidual self-assertion that all could be *'as free as

possible. " With the idea of social interests which sup-

planted the false individualism of the nineteenth cen-

tury went also, with some writers, the same idea, that

the function of the legal order was to delimit, but this

time it was to be done not in the interest of other indi-
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viduals but of society. Both these notions should be

replaced by the conception of the uniting interests of

individuals. Law is to find the way of uniting interests.

It is to seek to limit the area of mutually exclusive

interests, but it is to do this not by arbitrary declara-

tion, but by suggesting and encouraging those activities

which will produce interests that are capable of uniting.

Law should seek far more than mere reconciliation;

it should be one of the great creative forces of our

social life.



XV

THE LIMITS OF A PRAGMATIC JURISPEUDEITCE

IF
experience can be looked at as the confronting

of diversity, if we can see that the problem of

experience is how to make use of such confronting

to preserve the individual and enrich the social life,

we shall have taken a long step forward in our thinking.

Here is the source of every gain in civilization. Our
judges are not endowed with the sense of right and
justice as they are invested with their robes. We hear

much of the ** reason" of the judge, but what is this

reason to which we are to pin our faith? Grotius and
his followers emancipated law from theology, but the

reason they put in its place was not that which dwells

in experience. Those jurists who ask whether law

should conform to the demands of our present civiliza-

tion or to reason, forever the crucial question in the

philosophy of law, do not see that reason develops on

the perceptual plane. Human reason is what human
desire, working indirectly of course, makes it. We can-

not bring percepts to the bar of reason because reason

is the outgrowth of percepts. As often as we are told

of the reason or the intuition of the judge, we must

remember that our reason, our intuition, are them-

selves the fruits of experience ; they too have emerged

272
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from the conflict of interests or, the expression I prefer,

the confronting of desires.

Moreover, what are called the standards of the legal

order, as the standard of '*dne*' care, the standard of

the *'fair'' conduct of a fidnciary, the standard of
** reasonable '' facilities to be furnished by a public

utility, these are standards of the community : the inter-

pretation we give to ''due,^' to *^fair,^' to *' reason-

able," is the gradual outgrowth of the confronting of

diverse interests. I do not wish to minimize the juristic

effort, in the administration of justice, to make law

conform to ideas of right and justice, but only to recog-

nize where these have their origin. Ideas unfold witliin

human experience, not by their own momentum apart

from experience. Law does not develop by its ** inner

force''; it is part of the stuff of human experience.

Every ideal comes from desire, from the interknitting

desires of men as evolving in their everyday activities.

Experience is the unchallengeable foundation of all our

thoughts and ideals. This does not mean that we need

take a cjraical attitude toward right and justice. On
the contrary it shows that right and justice have a solid

objective basis, and that upon every one of us rests the

responsibility for their appearance. In juristical writ-

ing we read much of *' logical reasons," ** ethical mo-
tives." We can deny the existence of these, or we can

erect them into tilings whose value rests on something

outside experience, or we can recognize that logical

reasons and ethical motives have come from the conflict

of interests in the past. The ** conviction of right" is

the sureness felt in regard to the satisfaction of desires.^

Right is the satisfaction of all our desires. Absolute

right appears—in infinity.
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"When therefore we are told, as we have been re-

cently, that '^law is authoritative because of its ethical

character as embodying a rule of right,
'
' we reply that

law is authoritative because it is the outcome of all

those activities involved in the confronting desires of

men which give us at the same time our ethical ideas,

our political institutions, our legal organs. The custora

of the community, the ethics of law, the conscience of

the judge, are being made by the same process.

We are warned, however, that formulated experi-

ence may give us natural law again in another form.

That will not frighten us. Indeed the feat which

modern psychology and jurisprudence have accom-

plished in salvaging natural law is a contribution to

all our thought. But this has nothing to do with deduc-

tions from the abstract nature of man pronounced by
logician or judge; this is a developing law, a formu-

lating experience to which all men contribute. Law
is not a body of formulated experience ; it is an activity,

of formulating experience. "We shall never have the

right idea of law as long as we think of it as a *'body"

of anything.

But so far we have looked at only half the story.

If from our daily activities come all our conceptions,

it is equally true that these conceptions are embodying

themselves continuously in concrete forms. Much juris-

tical writing assumes that it is the part of the judge

to decide how far the legal concept shall be allowed

to influence the situation, taking no notice of the fact,

equally true, that it has already influenced the situation

before the case comes to the judge. Facts do not hap-

pen irrespective of concepts and then change the

concepts. One flaw in the theory of the economic inter-
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pretation of legal history is that it is often set np
against the ethical theory of the judge administering

justice, but our conceptions of right and justice are

already working in that conflict of interests on which
economic determinism concentrates its attention. I

have said that right is the outcome of desire, yet it

is equally true that our conception of right influences

our desires, but not from a separate sphere; what I

have wished to emphasize is the evolving of these

together.

A pragmatic jurisprudence goes a little too far. We
wish indeed to discard **the method of deduction from
predetermined conceptions, '^ but we can do that with-

out discarding these conceptions themselves, which is

in fact an impossibility. You do not throw over juris-

tical conceptions when you base your law on the con-

crete case, because the concepts are already in the

concrete case before us, to a certain extent. The busi-

ness practice of America has given us certain juristical

conceptions which we did not have at the beginning

of our history, but the conceptions of the beginning

of our history have undoubtedly influenced our busi-

ness practice which in turn gives the new conceptions.

But ^'in turn" is an inaccurate expression. Legal con-

ception does not follow experience, and experience fol-

low legal conception ; they are bound up together. Here
again we have an example of that circular response

described in Part I. If you take a legal idea, such as

gift or obligation, and trace its stages through Roman
law, you find each ** discarded '^ principle contributing

something to the **next" stage of thought but always

through concrete activity. If our judges rule differ-

ently in regard to liberty of contract from those of the
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last century, if state regulation of individual self-asser-

tion in the interest of health is now given larger areas,

this is not because our legal order, comparing the con-

ceptions and the concrete situation, get different results

from those of the legal order of the last century, but

because the conceptions which gave liberty of contract

and restricted state regulation have, by their operation

in the concrete world, worked out to other conceptions.

Conceptions do not develop by themselves ; by mingling

with concrete situations they do. The nineteenth cen-

tury tended to look on legal conceptions as final, and
yet those very conceptions eluded their grasp. While
the legal order thought they had them under lock and
key, lo, they were out the window, taking the road and
bringing back all that they could gather there.

Thus when law * discards'' a principle it does not

annihilate it. Because it cannot ; the roots of the prin-

ciple have branched in too many subterranean direc-

tions for that. '^Off with his head" was what Alice's

Queen decided the simple life to be, and it would indeed

be far simpler for us too, and for our judges—if it

were possible. We are told that law should be based

not on abstract principles but on social facts, but we.

do not want to set up a jurisprudence of facts against

a jurisprudence of principles; we must unite them.

Tanon says that we must not connect law with meta-

physical principles *^ because we thereby leave the high-

way of observation and science.'' This is not a neces-

sary consequence of the recognition of metaphysical

principles. We do not want to give up principles except

in so far as they are divorced from experience; the

empirical road leads always to principles and these are

principles in which we can put our faith. I read the'
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other day in a chapter on legal philosophy, ** Should

facts rule or Ideas hold sway?" (Capitalization not

mine.) This shows, I think, a lack of understanding

of the relation of the two. Holmes has given us a good
definition of a principle as **a felt reconciliation of

concrete instances." Concepts should be based on

facts, not governed by fixed logical construction.

Psychological, not logical, concepts are the concepts of

dynamic thinking.

But our chief thought in reading the denunciations

of a conceptual jurisprudence and the advocacy of a

practical or pragmatic law, is : when has jurisprudence

not been practical, what is the whole history of our

common law but a pragmatic development? Our diffi-

culty is that in much juristical writing we have to

separate legal history and legal theory ; one is as prag-

matic as the other is not. Or perhaps our legal theory

has been peculiarly pragmatic if it has made it possible

for us to live comfortably in the same house with our

legal history. And in many cases where it is thought

that jurists are sacrificing needs to legal conceptions,

they are by no means doing this, but are using certain

legal conceptions to further what tliey consider the

needs. Moreover, new juristic generalization has sel-

dom been on the side of theory. The new situation has

needed a new generalization—and got it, as is the way
with needs.

I think the writing on ** pragmatic jurisprudence"

shows several confusions of thought. Cardozo tells us

in somewhat loose language: **The rule that functions

well produces a title deed to recognition." This is

where a pragmatic jurisprudence breaks down, not be-

cause of its pragmatism but because it is not pragmatic
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enough, or rather it is not empirical enough, for exactly

what we mean when we say a rule functions well is the

difficult point in the whole matter. Whether a rule

functions well or ill usually means whether it functions

in the interests of the dominant class, dominant at the

moment everything considered.

When a '^conceptual jurisprudence" has been justly

criticized, the validity of the criticism has depended

not on the conceptualism of the jurisprudence, but on

the mechanical manner in which it has been admin-'

istered. We have noted in an earlier chapter the in-

adequacy of the doctrine of verifying. Thus we see

that our judges cannot go to pigeon-holes to find cor-

respondences. A mere mechanical intelligence could do

that, but no judge has been great who has not had a

creating intelligence. The development of law in Eng-
land and America would not have had the broad and
dignified history it has had if our judges had had the

passion for classification shown by some writers. The
fact that we have had great jurists in England and
America is because we have had men who have not

used old classifications when they would not serve, who
have not tried to ram life into pigeon-holes, but who
have created law through the welding of principle, prec-

edent and present experience. Precedent is principle

as at that time embodied plus experience as at that

time interpreted. It is sometimes thought that th^

ability of the judge is shown by the clearness with

which he sees under what head any particular case

belongs. On the contrary, his ability is shown much
more by his keenness for difference than for similars,

by the acuteness with which he sees exactly where this

case is different from all others. Here is where a con-
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structive intelligence gets its opportunity. For in every

circumstance there is always something nniqne. This

is the part that escapes classification but cannot be

ignored. *'No two cases of negligence are alike. It

is not the general features of such cases, for which
mechanically applied rules would be appropriate, but

the special circumstances . . . that are significant.

There is nothing unique in a bill of exchange. Every
case of human conduct is a unique event." ^ Here is

where the legal order has gone beyond the sociologists.

Many of the latter stick in the old idea of adjustment,

a manipulation of that which already exists ; the legal

order by combining principles with individual applica-

tion, that is, the application made necessary by the

uniqueness of the particular case, does more than

manipulate, it creates. For every concrete solution

becomes part of legal doctrine. Whenever judges try

the feat of reconciling justice and utility, they are apt

to find themselves in difficulties. Their task is ever

those larger utilities which extend the idea of justice.

It is true that there is always an effort to keep *'the

body of law'' consistent, but this is often an effort

after the event, after the demands of the concrete case

have been met. Our history teems with examples of law

meeting a need and afterwards finding the legal justifi-

cation. The Juvenile Court was an innovation accepted

because its value was obvious; after it had been ac-

cepted and established a precedent was found for it in

the jurisdiction of chancery over infants.

Thus if we see some hint of the * 'philosophy of

hypothesis" in a certain tendency in modern juris-

prudence which, while it is reacting against *' natural

1 Pound, Interpetations of Legal History, p. 155.
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law/' against a theory of law as a priori truth, yet

keeps law apart to compare with a developing society,

at the same time we find in the increasing sense of

judicial responsibility, a large understanding of the

share of law in the cooperative creating of a developing

society.

And yet no amount of judicial effort can carry law

beyond this *^ share.'' The standards of the past and
those of the present can be united not by law makers
or judges but only in the meetings and differings, the

confronting and integrating, of the daily activities of

men. The fruitful uniting of fundamental principles

and social facts takes place in no man's mind. We rise

from the perceptual to the conceptual plane through

our concrete activities. Thus is our conception of

*' right" evolved. Thus does law develop. To para-

phrase a sentence of Holmes : To find law in experience

is not a duty, it is only a necessity.

The exigencies of logic and the exigencies of the

situation both press upon the legal order. When we
dislike economic determinism, we talk of *^ reason" and
**the sense of right and justice"; when we wish to

denounce a **barren" conceptualism, we talk of facts.

And the same person may do these in different moods.

I know of no better way to stimulate that juristic ac-

tivity which Pound gives as the task for twentieth-,

century jurisprudence than for jurists to show the con-

nection between these. Juristic fatalism will disappear,

I think, as fast as we perceive (1) that legal experience

and the experience of all men must be united; (2) that

concept and percept, reason and fact, are ahke rooted

in our concrete existence.

To sum up this chapter. As far as pragmatism has
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inflnenced jurisprndence unduly, that influence must be

overcome by recognizing that there need be no con-

troversy between conceptual and pragmatic jurispru-

dence. A jurisprudence of results cannot supersede a

jurisprudence of concepts. (I want to apply the teach-

ing of this book to my own thinking, and integrate, not

discard, either pragmatism or conceptualism.) Much
of the attack on conceptual jurisprudence shows a lack

of understanding that concepts may be psychologically

evolved rather than built up on fixed logical construc-

tions. One jurist repudiates a jurisprudence of con-

cepts because he is
^

' determined to keep in touch with

the facts of life." But life itself is uniting at every

instant concept and fact, and the jurist must keep in

touch with this process. Again some jurists discuss

*Hhe boundaries of the justifiable operation of the con-

ceptual process,'^ but it is not a question of limiting

a process which is good if restrained, but of finding a

legitimate process. Concepts pregnant with concrete

daily living we need have no fear of. We must under-

stand how concepts arise and how they are to be used.

Holmes says that we must take a rule of law, trace it

back, and find out the need in which it arose, and then

reshape it with conscious, articulate reference to the

end in view now. The contribution which Hohnes has

made to the development of American thought and life

by himself following this teaching constitutes the debt

which America owes him, but we must also bear in

mind that other part of the process which Holmes prob-

ably takes so much for granted that he does not state.

The idea of law serving ends is only half the story;

by that serving it creates new ends. This is its most
important function; as long as it merely served ends,
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if such a thing were possible, there would be no

progress. It does not merely enunciate a way of meet-

ing a situation, that enunciation then remaining as a

precedent to test the next situation by, it helps to make
the next situation. The creative activity of the legal

order is not confined, as one might think from the writ-

ings of some jurists, to the law it creates ; it helps to

further all those concrete activities which, expanding

and developing, soon demand new juristic activity

which again extends and enlarges the scope of our life.

We see this double function of the legal order particu-

larly in the development of commercial law : we see it

at the same time satisfying desire and creating new
desire.



XVI

THE CREATIVE AREA OF LAW

DEAN POUND believes in conscious law-making,

and lie uses often that happiest phrase of

twentieth-century thought, the ** efficacy of

effort,^' but that phrase instantly raises the question,

''Whose is to be the effort T^ One might tend to think

because this comes from a jurist that it is a motto for

the Bench alone, but a little reflection will show the

part of all of us in making law. If we are in industry

we must realize that we are not only producing goods

and adjusting human relations, but in and through

these processes we are helping to make law. We are

always thinking of the influence of law on industrial

relations but less apt to think of the influence of indus-

trial relations on law. We are told over and over again

today that law should not rest on any legal conception

but on social facts; yet if this is so, then heads of

industry and our new ''industrial counsellors" should

take it into consideration. As the production manager
of the paper mill understands the process from tree to

finished product, so the industrial counsellor should

understand the process by which the social facts on

which the eight-hour demand is based pass over into

law. If that is understood, then he is not only helping

industry, but helping to create a juster system of law.

283
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Law should be the declaration of the interacting forms

of life. But I need not emphasize industry. In almost

every relation we are helping to make law. If you

make a request of your landlord, that may eventually

contribute to landlord-tenant law; the *^ Emergency
Legislation" of Massachusetts came about, as rents

rose higher and higher, from the repeated requests of

tenants, *'May we stay until we find another house?"

If you make a rule that your maid disputes, that may
influence the law of master and servant ; if you have a

quarrel with your neighbor, that may change property

law ; if you are rude to your wife, that may influence

the divorce laws. Many of our acts contribute as di-

rectly to the making of law as the decisions of judge

or enactments of legislatures. Law is concerned with

human relations; my life from moment to moment is

a matter of human relations ; the way I conduct those

relations contribute to the building of law.

The legal order may conceive its function as that

of ^* striving to do justice and satisfy demands and

secure social interests by principles of reason in order

to eliminate wilfulness and personal caprice," but it

cannot do all this alone. It cannot cope single-handed

with **will." ^ We have a very complex social process

in which the legal order is one factor. It does not watch
over the world and provide it with new precepts and
principles as the need arises. Percept passes into

precept by a process of which the legal order is a part.

It has many opportunities to play this part—as through

the appeal to equity and natural law and by the use

1 Further we have always to reckon with the personal bias and
prejudice of any member of the legal order, his particular traditions
and education and association.
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of interpretation—but that tMs is always merely a part

must be clearly understood. Take interpretation : some

writers would tell us that when there exists no legal

precept by which the judge can administer what seems

to him justice in a given case, he invents one by inter-

pretation; that is, that interpretation is the accepted

technique by which new needs are met. Very true, but

that case, and all the enormously complex circum-

stances ramifying in a hundred directions, perhaps,

which have gone to produce that case, have often

produced the interpretation—the fruit is ripe for the

picking. It is, however, indeed true that it often takes

greatness to make the interpretation; it takes the

vision to see it and the courage to declare it, ever the

two qualities which make greatness. As for the con-

ceptions of equity and natural law, other agencies of

which the judge may avail himself to make what are

indeed creative generalizations, it is even more obvious

that these have been largely evolved by the community.

Moreover, in most controversies there is not one ad-

justment to be made, there are many; the legal order

cannot attend to them all, if it points out the major
we usually have to find the minor for ourselves. That

is, in almost every decision of the court the legal adjust-

ment merely leads the way to many other adjustments

thereby made possible.

But by thus dwelling upon the part of all men in

creating law, by insisting that the ** effort" is not

juristic effort alone, by recognizing that there are

limitations to the juristic power to shape law, we take

nothing away from the legal order. On the contrary

we extend its function, increase its responsibility, en-

hance its dignity. For while we may deny that the
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reason and intuition of the legal order are the most
important factors in social-legal development, yet it

would be impossible to overvalue these as contributing

to that development.

And yet law must never for a moment attempt to

stand outside that activity to which it is contributing

by legal enactment, judicial pronouncement, juristical

doctrine. It is as important to recognize the limits of

a ** creative jurisprudence" as it is to emphasize its

possibilities. Kohler thought that law not only main-

tains existing values of civilization, but that it creates

new ones. It helps to do so. Law must always be

conceived as part of the social process. Kohler made
the mistake of looking at law as self-developing ; human
experience is self-developing and law is part of

human experience. There is a vast di:fference here.

Kohler 's intellectuahsm occasionally gives his thought

an unfortunate bias. It is perhaps Pound's uniting

of idealism and empiricism which gives so great value

to his thought. Moreover, the way in which he uses

the expression ^* creative activity," a phrase which

occurs frequently in his last book, gets us away from
the juristic stagnation of the latter part of the nine-

teenth century without obliging us to adopt doctrines

which would lead to a break with the past, for he is

everywhere talking of legal development not of legal

innovations.

Juristic thought of the eighteenth century preached

individual rights. In the nineteenth century, when
freedom was the watchword, the doctrine of freedom

was added to that of rights and every individual was
to be given a maximum amount of freedom as his

"right." In the twentieth century we find much of
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juristical writing shot through with the word social.

While this conception is enormously valuable as

counteracting what was harmful in the doctrine of indi-

vidual rights, yet the most interesting tendency in

progressive juristic thought today is not the distinction

between individual and social, but an abandoning of

logical presuppositions in favor of a consideration of

every aspect of the concrete situation, the aim being

not merely the adjustment of relation, but the creat-

ing of those modes of association which shall provide

the possibility of more and more self-adjusting as part

of man's normal activity. This involves the recogni-

tion that conflict is not pathological, that the legal order

does not exist only for the ills of society, but that

diversity—of ideas, emotions and interests,—is normal,

and that it rests largely with the legal order whether

that diversity shall be made fruitful rather than

wasteful.

The legal order is not to restore equilibrium merely,

to find a ^'balance," it is so to take its part in resolving

conflict that the conflict may lead to larger understand-

ings, more comprehensive activities. The great judge

does not *' apply" rules and precedents to the situa-

tion ; he creates from rules and precedents and situa-

tion. He creates what? New rules, new precedents?

Perhaps, but more important, he makes possible in the

future, situations enriched with further possibilities,

more comprehensive understandings, broader and

fairer relations. What the legal order may do pre-

eminently, what we might consider its most important

contribution to society, is to prevent the leakage of

experience. Perhaps the most widespread fallacy in

regard to law is that its chief aim is the preservation
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of peace and order. The administration of justice is

not the orderly disposition of controversies; the ad-

ministration of justice must be truly part of that social

process which generates ever those further activities

which are significant for the progress of men. Thus
shall we get further and further away from the old

expression (good in itself if it had not been abused)

**the logical development of law," and come more and
more to understand a psychological development of law.

Thus the function of the legal order meets and mingles

with other functions in a developing experience. Law
is created on the motor level from the daily intercourse

of men, from concrete ** conflict." Not *4aw and
order," but to make conflict creative, must be the part

of law as of every other activity of our life. We have

all of us to understand the process of creative conflict

and trust to that process, not to the expert with his

^^ facts," not to the judge with his ** reason," not to

the citizen with his *^will"—^not to any one of these

alone, but to the whole process as each takes his share

in the concrete activities in which all these are involved.

To put this a little differently, many think law a

*'necessary evil," that it exists because of the wicked-

ness in all '^poor human beings." This theory limits

the constructive area of the legal order and is detri-

mental to the development of society. It is often ex-

pressed in terms of a restriction on freedom. We
should, however, see law not as restricting or regulating

freedom, but as increasing our freedom by making
wider and wider the area in which that freedom may
operate. I have theoretical freedom in the forest; I

have actual freedom only with the freedom to do, to

do and do, in mder relations, in more significant rela-
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tions, by extending ever more and more the possibility

of fruitful response. Men do not lose their freedom
in relation but thereby gain it. We have found out by
trial and error that liberty is not attained by marking
off an area in which it is allowed to be operative. The
trouble with the supporters of the idea of freedom

which prevailed in the nineteenth century was that they

misnamed their doctrine ; they were not trying to pre-

serve or extend freedom, but to reduce coercion, and
the reducing of coercion is not the same as the exten-

sion of freedom. This, that era did not see and politics

and law suffered in consequence. Moreover, the free-

dom of the nineteenth century, both of political and
legal science, was an assumption, not a freedom gained

and sustained through concrete activity. The freedom

given us by our present-day psychology is not freedom

in general, but a freedom to do certain things ; it is not

an inherent freedom, but a freedom achieved through

doing certain things. No concept of jurisprudence is

sound which rests on the claims of an abstract freedom.

When one sees the place where mechanism and free

will meet, as shown both by our present psychology and

an older philosophy, one understands the place of free-

dom within the doctrines of jurisprudence. The notion

of integrating desires synthesizes the conceptions of

freedom and non-freedom; it is hopeless to think that

liberty and conflicting desires can live in the same

world together by any other process. Thus we see the

place for the creative activity of the legal order. Its

influence is always largely in anticipation. It may do

far more than register what exists ; it has a share in

what may be called into existence.

Moreover, legal decisions do not ** settle" contro-
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versies. The settlement must be worked out in life,

and it is this working out to which law must contribute.

The idea of the finality of legal decision is a notion

we must abandon; legal decision is the beginning of

something, not the end. It has been said that the law

is to give the support of an ^* organized authority'' to

certain interests. It is to do somewhat less and far:

more than that ; it is to help those interests to develop

their own authoritative relation to the rest of society,

not a dominating authority but an integrating author-

ity. Law is something different from a command ; the

imperative nature of law is its most superficial aspect.

It is neither a '*fiat of will" nor a *^rule of right.''

Perhaps we may conceive the function of law as fol-

lows. If we accept the doctrine that when two diverse

interests confront each other, the task, before deciding

that they are mutually exclusive, that a duel for right

of way is inevitable, is to try to integrate them, then

perhaps it is to the legal order that this task of inte-

grating may more and more be given. And yet this

does not mean agreement with that portion of legal

literature which presents life to us as full of divergent

interests, antagonistic wills, and law as stepping into

all this maze of cross-purposes to make the necessary?

adjustments. For that same evolving activity which

produces the confronting desires carries within itself

the possibilitiy of harmonizing those desires. The legal

order opens the way to that possibility.

In short the creative activity of law is possible be-

cause law follows life, not life, law—which is not a

paradox.

It is interesting to notice that the juristic and eco-

nomic stagnation of the nineteenth century are due in,
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part to the same cause. Take the enunciation by the

** classical" economists of the automatic supply of labor

and capital out of which grew the wage-fund doctrine

in all its unapproachable fixity: if wages were ^*too

high" in any branch of industry, capital would auto-

matically forsake it, and hence wages would fall; if

wages were ^'too low" they would be raised automat-

ically by the same beneficent play of natural economic

laws, beneficent because ** natural." What was over-

looked, of course, as was soon discovered, was that if

the workman did not consciously pursue his interest,

he lost his interest; that ^^unduly low" wages did not

automatically right themselves, for labor tended to

adapt itself to the new conditions which ^'automati-

cally" got worse and worse. Labor and capital would

find a level indeed, but the level would be increasingly

lower. In short, following *' economic laws" pointed

straight to the degradation of labor and hence to the

retarding of economic progress and hence to the

diminution of the fund available for both capital and
labor. For that fund is not fixed but flexible, and really

a product of psychological forces.

In economics and law, in politics and all our human
relations, the field grows daily larger for the oppor-

tunity of creative activity as we recognize its possibil-

ity, as we recognize its fundamental truth : that we do

not follow, but make law.

It is obvious that in this chapter I am emphasizing

only one aspect of the subject. In a fuller considera-

tion of the creative area of law one would, for instance,

consider the power given more and more of recent

years to administrative commissions. I wish here

merely to refer to them as an illustration of one of
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the cardinal points of Part I : the relating of a varying

activity to a varying activity, and the plus-values

thereby created. When the Interstate Commerce, the

Federal Trade or the Tariff Act came to be admin-

istered, it was found that those laws were made for

such varying factors that wide discretion must be used

in their administration ; that is, as the law cannot vary

we have administrative commissions which can. Here
we see clearly what we have called the evolving situa-

tion : the interweaving of a varying activity and what
is practically, through the possibility of different inter-

pretations by the administrative commissions, a vary-

ing law. We have found that the basis of creative

experience is circular response. Nowhere do we see

this more steadily than in the history of law, and here

in our administrative commissions is a very striking

instance of circular response; between legislative

enactment as administered by these commissions and
the activity in question. On every level, in every field

which I have looked at, I find circular response the

fundamental activity of life.

To sum up these chapters on law : law cannot decide

between purposes, set their various values, secure in-

terests. Its task is to allow full opportunity for those

modes of activity from which an integrating purpose

may arise, and such purpose tends to secure itself. The
function of law is not merely to safeguard interests

;

it is to help us to understand our interests, to broaden

and deepen them. Law can never * * protect '
' life, it can

only find a legitimate place among life's many activi-

ties ; whatever theory places it outside the general life

process thereby condemns itself. Even if the task of
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law were adjustment, it could never successfully de-

clare the adjustment arbitrarily; it could only open
the way for the reconciliation to manifest itself. Law
is not essentially a constraining power. Or rather law,

properly conceived, like every process of life, contains

within itself its own imperative. The authority, power,

developed through those interactivities of man by
which law is created, is the imperative of those activi-

ties. Law, I say, should not be conceived as a con-

straining power chiefly. As it should not help the

vested interests to victimize the other members of

society, so it should not, merely, protect those others

against such aggressions. Law, one of the strongest

forces of our life, should consent to no negative role.

It is true that law is to remove obstructions, to give

free play, and yet it has a far more positive function

;

not laisser-faire but ^'faire-marcher^' must be its

motto. When we thought that man could do as he

pleased except when he interfered with others, and that

the chief function of law was to mark off the boundary

of that interference, there was not much chance of a

creative jurisprudence, but that time is past. The
creative generalizations of the legal order, founded on

the exigencies of concrete cases, contribute to the evo-

lution of law. But the legal order is not, alone, the

custodian of social values nor the interpreter of social

facts; it is an integral part of the social order, co-

creator of a richer life for all men. As I have hoped
to show that the '^will of the people'' should not be

conceived as a crowd-induced phenomenon, that it

should not be a mere *' consent" to the *' expert," so

law should not be conceived as product either of legisla-

(
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ture or judge. To life itself we mnst go, before ever

expert or judge appears, and there in the ceaseless

interweavings of our concrete existence shall we find

the foundations of the **majesty of law/'



XVII

PAKALLEL DEVELOPMENTS IF PSYCHOLOGY AND LAW

HAVE said tliat I tliink the most interesting thing

in our thinking today is the parallel development

in psychology, ethics, law and politics. For in-

stance, when we hear from certain quarters that be-

haviorism must be applied to jurisprudence, we could

reply that we do not have to urge the lawyers to

** apply'' behaviorism to law, because they can show as

much behavioristic trend as any other department of

our thinking. Take, for instance, the analysis of evi-

dence. When it is a question of finding the intention

of an act, the judge and jury do not try to look into

a man's mind to find his intention; they compare the

act in question with previous and subsequent acts and

try to see what they can infer in regard to his intention.

Of course, what he says about his act and the way
he says it and the way he looks as he says it, etc.,

is part of his behavior; if the behaviorists have

sometimes forgotten this point, the courts never

have. Again, the fact that we now look at the workings

of law, that we ask, What does law do ?—^is a behavior-

istic tendency. For instance, the legal conception of

contract formerly rested on the will of the contracting

parties; now we ask, what does the contract dof The

whole doctrine of legal liability we relate now to the

295
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activity in question. Again, we have the reluctance of

the courts to enforce *' abstract promises," promises

which cannot show objective basis. There is a wish to

test the genuineness of the intention by behavior, by
the payment of money or by the fact that the promissor

has begun to act under the agreement. Thus is shown

a '^reaP' intention to assume a binding relation. This

can be compared with *Hhe reluctance of courts to

apply the ordinary principle of negligence to negligent

speech, with the doctrine as to seller's talk, with the

limitations upon liability for oral defamation.'' One
could easily extend such illustrations. The whole trend

of law today is toward an objective basis for legal

transactions. The very fact that lawyers are more and

more giving up the narrow legalistic view which is

concerned with rights and precedents and technicali-

ties, and facing each concrete situation as it appears,

the fact that less and less is ingenious reasoning being

put in the place of the examination of facts, is a trend

toward a wholesome objectivity. In business there is

constant attempt to make binding agreements, and yet

it is a matter of common experience that the most
ironclad agreement cannot be carried out if purely

intellectualistic.

Some of the origins of law, moreover, seem to have
been decidedly behavioristic. For instance, in early

Koman law, dispute over breach of agreement as such

was not actionable, but if it resulted in assault, tri-

bunals might be called on to act. Controversy as to

possession of property the law took cognizance of be-

cause of the consequent trespass, breaking of the fence,

etc., rather than because of any more abstract con-

sideration. Again, in Hindu law the debtor is not one
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who owes an ** obligation," but one who by withholding

property which belongs to the creditor is in this respect

a thief.

There is, to be sure, always the danger of over-

emphasis. The objective trend of today, valuable as

it is on the whole, has its dangers in law as well as

in psychology : in psychology it demands that we shall

ignore all that our senses or our laboratory instru-

ments do not immediately give us ; in law it sometimes

takes away from our responsibility when it should not

do so, that is, moral obligation may tend to grow dim,

while on the other hand it only changes the field of

manipulation for the unscrupulous. With superficial

thinkers there indeed lurk many dangers in the objec-

tive trend of law. Mr. Pound sees this and on the last

page of his Philosophy of Law, where he makes a

plea for enlarging the domain of legally enforceable

promises, he tells us that that good faith which jurist

and layman alike see as essential to the integrity of

men should be recognized more fully in legal technique

without reverting to the **wilP' doctrine, without again

injecting the subjective into law. The book ends with-

out telling us how this is to be done, but surely it is

by an enlarged understanding on our part of what
*'good faith'' means. We hark back to less intrepid

thought when we think that good faith has more sub-

jective than objective meaning. A man promises me
something; circumstances change; is he to keep that

promise? Many answer Yes unreservedly, but one

should discriminate here. That might mean life lived

purely mechanically. Loyalty is not adherence to one

moment or one person or one set of circumstances

alone ; my loyalty is tested by whether I am keeping
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faitli with all the circumstances, with all that the pres-

ent conditions involve, with the complexity of all my
obligations. The other is a formal good faith, per-

haps a half-blind good faith, or even sometimes a

cowardly good faith. To be sure the loyalty I am
advocating allows opportunity for greater self-decep-

tion, for doing more harm to others, the older doctrine

was safer, but if we are willing to embrace the greater

risk for the greater gain—gain in our spiritual de-

velopment, in our individual and social progress—^we

shall accept the latter. It requires not only more cour-

age, but more intelligence on our part ; it renders our

own responsibility greater and law more difficult, yet

it is, I believe, worth all the demands it makes upon
us. Of course there are many circumstances which

should never affect our promises. I do not mean that

when conditions are difficult or less to our interest that

that should make adherence to obligation undertaken

less imperative ; there is often simply unquestionable

justice in keeping a promise when it is no longer to

our interest to do so. But understanding all this, it

still remains true that this is not always so, and good
faith must in the end mean loyalty to what is, in all

its fulness and actuality. The meeting here of psy-

chology, law and ethics is significant.

If, however, we do not wish to ** apply'' psychology

to jurisprudence, still the recent development of psy-

chological thinking as corroborative of certain tenden-

cies in juristical thinking is exceedingly interesting.

It gives us, to sum up briefly, a conception of purpose
which shows it involved in the activity, not as some-
thing somewhere on in front; a conception of * Afunc-

tional adjustment" or integration, which supports the
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present-day juristical notion of tlie reconciling of de-

sires rather than the old legalistic idea of ** adjustment

of rights''; it contributes toward the reconciliation of

the controversy over law as conflict of wills versus law

as the securing of interests by giving us a clearer

understanding of the relation of will to interest, by
giving us the de facto will, and it contributes toward

another reconciliation of almost equal importance, that

of the theories of a conscious and an unconscious evo-

lution of law. For while it shows us that we must

believe in the deliberate effort of the legal order, it

shows us that that effort must be directed towards

providing those interactivities of men from which droit

in the sense of both right and law shall emerge. If

law is the declaration of the interacting forms of life,

practical men and women must establish in concrete

existence those forms from which the written law may
be declared. The controversy in jurisprudence today

should not be between a conscious and an unconscious

evolution of law, but between a mechanical and a de-

veloping theory of law. A ^* dynamic psychology" and

a ^'creative jurisprudence '' rest on the same founda-

tions.



XVIII

coNCLUsioisr : expekience as evocation-

THINKER after thinker is trying to find some

way to get rid of conflict. Moralists hope that

this will be done by changing human nature.

The political scientists who have taken fact-finding for

their slogan tell ns that facts are the solvent for con-

troversy. Economists are seeking a way by which the

struggle between capital and labor may cease. Many
writers on international relations would rid us of the

conflict between nations. Some of the biologists tell

us that we could abolish conflict and live together in

peace and harmony like the well-known instances of

the animal colonies ; they seem to ignore the fact that

most of us, even those peacefully inclined, do not wish

to live like the ants and the beavers.

But on the other hand there are biologists who give

us the tooth-and-claw theory. There are sociologists

who say that conflict is built into the structure of the

world, that the world is cemented with blood and sweat.

It seems to me that there is occasionally a little con-

fusion of thought on one point both among those who
wish to abolish conflict and those who regard it as

beneficent and wish to retain it. What people often

mean by getting rid of conflict is getting rid of diver-

sity, and it is of the utmost importance that these

300
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should not be considered the same. We may wish to

abolish conflict but we cannot get rid of diversity. We
must face life as it is and understand that diversity

is its most essential feature. I know a man whose

fear of difference is so great that he looks alarmed if

the most friendly argument appears at his dinner table

;

he always changes the subject immediately. But fear

of difference is dread of life itself. It is possible to

conceive conflict as not necessarily a wasteful outbreak

of incompatibilities, but a normal process by which

socially valuable differences register themselves for

the enrichment of all concerned. One of the greatest

values of controversy is its revealing nature. The real

issues at stake come into the open and have the pos-

sibility of being reconciled. A fresh conflict between

employers and employees is often not so much an up-

setting of equilibrium, really, as an opportunity for

stabilizing. Our unfortunate ethical connotations are

a handicap to clear thinking. The conflict of chemistry

we do not think reprehensible. If we could look at

social conflict as neither good nor bad, but simply a

fact, we should make great strides in our thinking.

On every level the movement of life is through the

release of energy. Psychology has shown us release

and what it calls integration as one process. Social

conflict is constructive when it follows this normal

process, when the release of energy is by one and the

same movement carrying itself to a higher level.

What I have tried to show in this book is that the

social process may be conceived either as the opposing

and battle of desires with the victory of one over the

other, or as the confronting and integrating of desires.

The former means non-freedom for both sides, the
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defeated bound to the victor, tlie victor bound to the

false situation thus created—^both bound. The latter

means a freeing for both sides and increased total

power or increased capacity in the world. The core of

the development, expansion, growth, progress of hu-

manity is the confronting and gripping of opposites.

Integration is both the keel and the rudder of life : it

supports all life's structure and guides every activity.

This thought must be ever before us in social research.

For we believe in the inexhaustible resources of life,

in the fresh powers constantly springing up. The test

of the vitality of any experience is its power to unite

into a Kving, generating activity its self-yielding dif-

ferences. We seek a richly diversified experience

where every difference strengthens and reinforces the

other. Through the interpenetrating of spirit and
spirit, differences are conserved, accentuated an^
reconciled in the greater life which is the issue. Each
remains forever himself that thereby the larger activity

may be enriched and in its refluence, reinforce him.

The activity of co-creating is the core of democracy,

the essence of citizenship, the condition of world-citi-

zenship.

We seek reality in experience. Let us reject the

realm of the compensatory; it is fair, but a prison.

Experience may be hard but we claim its gifts because

they are real, even though our feet bleed on its stones.

We seek progressive advancement through the trans-

formation of daily experience. Into what, conceptual

pictures ? No, daily experience must be translated not

into conceptual pictures but into spiritual conviction.

Experience can both guide and guard us. Foolish in-

'deed are those who do not bring oil to its burning.
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In conclusion, the essence of experience, tlie law of

relation, is reciprocal freeing: here is ^*the rock and

the substance of the human spirit." This is the truth

of stimulus and response: evocation. We are aU
rooted in that great unknown in which are the infinite

latents of humanity. And these latents are evoked,

called forth into visibility, summoned, by the action

and reaction of one on the other. All human inter-

course should be the evocation by each from the otheU

of new forms undreamed of before, and all inter-

course that is not evocation should be eschewed. Ee-.

lease, evocation—evocation by release, release by evo-.

cation—this is the fundamental law of the universe.

The test of the vahdity of any social process is whether

this is taking place—between one and another, between

capital and labor, between nation and nation. It must
be the test for industrial arbitrators, jurists and states-

men alike. To free the energies of the human spirit

is the high potentiality of all human association.

No reform wiU be successful which tries to cir-

cumvent life instead of facing it. I believe in no happy
(or unhappy) land where expert or leader can over-

come diversity. I believe in no shadow country where

vicarious experience can take the place of our own
experience. I see no golden age in the past or in the

future, but I believe in the possibilities of human ef-

fort, of disciplined effort, in truth in its Anglo-Saxon
meaning (tryw) of faithfulness, and in the essence of

relation from the amoeba and its food to man and
man, as the release of energy, the evocation or the call-

iny forth of new powers one from the other.

This is the stuff of experience. This is the chal-

lenge of experience.
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